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ES 85 

ES 85 VF -10V If-3-5A Va 
(max)-I.25KV Wa-85w v.-12.7 
Ra -3,450f2 Maximum audio 
power output (per pair)-245 
watts. 

ES 833 
ES833 VF -10V If-10A Va 
(max)-4KV Wa-400w v-35 
Maximum audio poweroutput 
(per pair)-2 KW Maximum 
R.F. power output (single 
valve)- 1.45 KW Maximum 
freq uency at full rating-30Mcs. 
At reduced ratings the 
frequency may be uprated to 
75 Mcs. 

V 1505 
V 1505 VF- I 4V 1f-6.5A Va 
(max)-3KV Wa-275w v-16 
Ra -2,0000 Maximum peak 
power output (per pair) on 
normal broadcast services-
1 KW. 

The valves illustrated on this page are 
some of the outstanding types from 
the wide range of Industrial and 
Transmitting valves manufactured by 
Ediswan. Full technical information and 
data sheets are available on request. 
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The charge for these advertisements at the LINE RATE (if under 1" or 12 lines) is: Three lines or under 7/6. each additional line 1/6. 
(The line ges seven words.) Box number 2/- extra, except in the case of advertisements in " Situations Wanted," when it is added 
free of charge At the INCH RATE (if over 1" or 12 lines) the charge is 30/- per inch, single column. Prospectuses and Company's 
Financial Reports £14. Os. Od. per column. A remittance must accompany the advertisement. Replies to box numbers should be addressed 
to : " Electronic Engineering," 28 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Advertisements must be received before the 14th of the 

month for insertion in the following issue. 

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS 

AIR MINISTRY requires Scientific Officers for 
Operational Research on wide variety of prob-
lems, in London and provinces, under direction 
of Scientific Adviser to Air Ministry. Qualifica-
tions: First or Second Class Honours Degree or 
equivalent in physics, engineering or mathe-
matics. Salary: (London) within range £440-
£707 (men): £440-£576 (women). Provincial rates 
somewhat lower. Posts unestablished, with 
possibilities of establishment for successful can-
didates whilst remaining under age 31. Appli-
cation forms, quoting A.285 / 52 / A, from 
M.O.L.N.S.. Technical and Scientific Register 
(K), 26, King Street, London, S.W.1. Closing 
"date 24th January, 1953. W 2140 

ASSISTANTS (SCIENTIFIC) required by 
Government Department in Eastcote. Applica-
tions are invited from men and women between 
the ages of 16 and 25, possessing the equiva-
lent of the General Certificate of Education or 
who are competent of reaching this standard 
within two years. A pass in Maths or Science 
an advantage. Older candidates may be con-
sidered exceptionally on grounds of experience 
in an industrial or technical branch of the Ser-
vices. The work will be concerned with Physics 
and Electronics applying to communications. 
Immediate appointments will be to unestab-
lished rank but opportunities to compete for 
established appointments will be given later. 
Salary (Intermediate): Men, £198 (Age 16) to 
£379 (Age 28). Women, £198 (Age 16) to £340 
(Age 28). Write: Establishment Officer (B.19A1), 
Government Communications Headquarters, 
Lime Grove, Eastcote, Ruislip. W 2117 

CROWN AGENTS FOR THE COLONIES. 
Assistant Signals Officer required by the Govern-, 
ment of Nigeria for the Aviation Department 
for one tour of 18 to 24 months in the first 
instance. Commencing salary (including allow-
ances) according to qualifications and experience 
either (a) in scale £750 rising to £1,315 a year, 
with the prospect of permanency or (b) in scale 
£807 rising to £1,453 a year, on a temporary 
basis with gratuity of £25 for each period of 
three months' satisfactory service. Outfit allow-
ance £60. Free passages for officer and wife, 
and assistance towards cost of children's 
passages, or their maintenance in the United 
Kingdom. Liberal leave on full salary. Can-
didates must be Associate Members of the 
Institute of British Radio Engineers, or possess 
City and Guilds certificates in radio communi-
cation, or technical electricity, or a satisfactory 
pass in the Ministry of Civil Aviation Radio 
Mechanics' course. Apply at once by letter, 
stating age, full names in block letters, and full 
particulars of qualifications and experience, and 
mentioning this paper to the Crown Agents for 
the Colonies, 4, Millbank, London, S.W.I, 
quoting on letter M.29637.G. The Crown 
Agents cannot undertake to acknowledge all 
applications and will communicate only with 
applicants selected for further consideration. 

W 2127 

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN required to 
undertake practical work of construction and 
maintenance of E.E.G. and other electro-
medical equipment. Applicant should have a 
good working knowledge of electronic theory 
and practice. Practical experience in hospital 
workshop or industry essential. Salary scale 
£495-5580. Apply giving full particulars, age, 
experience, etc., to The Physician Superinten-
dent, Crichton Royal Hospital, Dumfries. 

W 1621 

KINGSTON - UPON - HULL EDUCATION 
AUTHORITY. Municipal Technical College. 
Principal: Emlyn Jones, M.Sc., FRIC. 
Required to commence duty in April, 1953, 
Teacher (Assistant Grade B) for Radar and 
Electronic Engineering. Applicants must possess 
the Ministry of Transport Radar Maintenance 
Certificate or an equivalent qualification. Con-
siderable practical experience in marine radar 
engineering is essential and applicants should 
preferably have had teaching experience. The 

_person appointed will be required to conduct 
correspondence courses as part of the normal 
teaching duties. Salary: £490 X £25—£765 per 
annum, plus additions for training and/or 
graduate qualifications. Further particulars and 

application forms, to be returned within four-
teen days of .the date of this issue, will be 
supplied by the Chief Education Officer, Guild-
hall, Kingston-upon-Hull, on receipt of stamped, 
addressed, foolscap envelope. W 2124 

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY require Electrical 
Engineer for Experimental Establishment at 
Felixstowe, Suffolk. Experience in maintenance 
and design of aircraft electrical systems or in 
light electrical engineering or telecommunica-
tions engineering is required. Workshop experi-
ence desirable. Qualifications: Higher School 
Certificate (Science) or equivalent but other 
qualifications such as H.N.C. or Degree in 
Electrical Engineering may be an advantage. 
Salary within range Experimental Officer (mini-
mum age 26 years), £597-£754, Assistant Experi-
mental Officer, £264 (age 18)4555. Women 
somewhat less. Post unestablished. Application 
forms from M.O.L.N.S., Technical and Scien-
tific Register (K), Almack House, 26, King 
Street, London, SW.!, quoting D 466/52A. 
Closing date 16th January, 1953. W 2134 

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY, R.A.E., Farn-
borough, requires Scientific Officer in Radio 
Division for investigations in the field of radio 
frequency measurement especially at V.H.F. 
and centrimetric frequencies. Qualifications: 1st 
or 2nd class Honours Degree in physics with 
mathematics, or equivalent, and a leaning 
towards experimental rather than theoretical 
work. Salary within range £417-£675. Women 
somewhat less. Post unestablished. F.S.S.U. 
benefits may be available. Application forms 
from M.O.L.N.S., Technical and Scientific 
Register 26, King Street, London, S.W.1, 
Quoting A3I4/52/A. Closing date 12th January. 
1953. W 2141 

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY, R.A.E., Farn-
borough, requires Electrical Engineer or 
Physicist to undertake experimental work on 
design of fuses for bombs and guided weapons. 
Qualifications: Higher School Certificate 
(Science) or equivalent, but Degree or H.N.C. 
in Electrical Engineering or Physics may be an 
advantage. Experience of electronics required 
and some knowledge of centimetric technique 
desirable. Salary within ranges, Experimental 
Officer (min. age 26), £597-£754, Assistant E.O., 
£264 (age 18)-5555. Women somewhat less. 
Post upestablished. Application forms from 
M.O.L.N.S., Technical and Scientific Register 
(K). Almack House, 26. King Street, London. 
S.W.1, quoting D 474/52A. W 2153 

PERSONNEL experienced in the maintenance 
and repair of Armament, Radar and Electronic 
Control Eauipment are required for employ-
ment as Civilian Technical Assistants in the 
South and South West Counties. The standard 
required is that of Armament Artificer REME. 
Salary range £480 to £598 according to age 
and length of service. Opportunities exist for 
promotion to higher grades with salaries up to 
£891. A number of civilian instructors with 
similar experience are required for service with 
the Territorial Army. Replies giving full details 
of age, experience, technical qualifications and 
service ranks held (if any) should be sent to: 
ADME, HQ 2 AA Group, Barossa Barracks, 
Stanhope Lines, Aldershot, Hants. W 2156 

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS in various 
Government Departments. The Civil Service 
Commissioners invite applications for about 
150 pensionable posts in a wide variety of 
engineering duties. Applications may be 
accepted up to 30th September, 1953, but an 
earlier closing date may be announced. Can-
didates must be under 35 on 1st January, 1953, 
with extension for regular service in H.M. 
Forces and up to two years for permanent 
civil service. For the Post Office they must be 
at least 21, for the Ministry of Supply and 
Ministry of Civil Aviation at least 23. and for 
all other Departments at -least 25 on that date. 
Generally a candidate must possess a University 
Degree in Engineering or be a Corporate 
Member of one of the professional institutions 
—Mechanical Engineers, Electrical Engineers, 
or Civil Engineers or have passes in, or 
exemption from, Sections A and B of the 
corresponding Associate Membership examina-
tions. Exceptional candidates of high profes-
sional attainment, but without the specified 
qualifications, may be admitted. For some 

posts Associate Fellowship of the Royal Aero-
nautical Society or an Honours Degree in 
Physics will be accepted. Inclusive salary scale 
(men in London) £628 (at age 25) to £970. 
Starting salary according to age up to £875 at 
34. Candidates entering below age 25 will start 
at salaries varying from £429 at age 21 to 
£549 at age 24. Prospects of promotion. 
Salaries of next higher grades are £970-£1280 
and £1331-£1,536. Somewhat lower for women 
and in the provinces. Further particulars and 
application forms from Civil Service Commis-
sion, Scientific Branch, Trinidad House. Old 
Burlington Street, London, W.1, quoting No. 
S85/53. W 2160 

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH. Applica-
tions are invited for I.C.I. Research Fellow-
ships in Biochemistry, Chemistry, Engineering, 
Pharmacology or Physics, to which some 
appointments will date from 1st October, 1953 
(or earlier in the case of selected candidates 
who may be available before that date). The 
salary will depend upon qualifications and 
experience but will be within the range £600 
to £900 per annum, together with F.S.S.U. 
benefits and family allowances. Forms of 
application and further particulars may be 
obtained from the undersigned. Applications 
(two copies) should be submitted not later than 
23rd February, 1953. Charles H. Stewart, 
Secretary to the University. W 2090 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

The engagement of persons answering these 
advertisements must be made through a Local 
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled 
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man 
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59 
inclusive unless he or she, or the employment, 
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-

tion of Vacancies Order, 1952. 

AIRTECH LIMITED, Aylesbury & Thame Air-
port, Haddenham, Bucks, require Radio 
Testers capable of working on own initiative to 
Ministry specifications. Small batch production. 
Varied and interesting work covering Audio to 
U.H F. Preference given to applicants with 
experience on Aircraft Radar Installations. 
Write giving age, details of experience and 
qualifications. W 1630 

A LARGE and well established engineering 
company opening a Drawing Office in the 
Central London area require Press Tool 
Designers and Draughtsmen. Applicants should 
have had tool room apprenticeship or equiva-
lent, followed by experience on first class press 
tool work in the light electrical and mechanical 
field. Applications are invited from men of 
sufficient experience and ability to justify very 
good salaries. Excellent working conditions and 
staff pension scheme in operation. Please write, 
in confidence, giving details of experience and 
quoting reference N.94 to Box No. W 2122. 

A NUMBER OF VACANCIES exist in the 
Research Laboratories of Ericsson Telephones 
Ltd., Beeston, Nottingham, for work on several 
interesting and important projects employing 
electronic switching pulse techniques and elec-
tronic instrumentation. A good Degree in 
physics or electrical engineering is required for 
some vacancies, for others Higher National or 
its equivalent. Experience in some field of elec-
tronics is necessary for all but the more junior 
vacancies. Start,ing salaries for suitable appli-
cants will be up to £750 p.a. Applicants must 
be of British nationality and should address 
applications to the Personnel Officer. W 2990 

BELLING & LEE LTD., Cambridge Arterial 
Road, Enfield, Middlesex, require- research 
assistants in connexion with work on electronic 
components, fuses, interference suppressors and 
television aerials. Applicants must be graduates 
of the I.E.E. or possess equivalent qualifica-
tions together with similar laboratory, ex-
perience. Salary will be commensurate with 
previous experience; five day week, contributory 
pension scheme. Applications must be detailed 
and concise, and will be treated as confidential 
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Coned.) 

The engagement of persons answering these 
advertisements must be made through a Local 
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled 
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man 
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59 
Inclusive unless he or she, or the employment, 
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-

tion of Vacancies Order, 1952. 

COILWINDING—Electronic Equipment. En-
gineers required for the undermentioned 
appointments by a large and expanding 
engineering company. 1. Time Study Engineers. 
2. Estimating Engineers. 3. Planning Engineers. 
4. Design Engineers (Transformers). 5. Senior 
and Junior Design Draughtsmen. 6. Setters— 
Leesona Coilwinding Machines. Excellent pros-
pects—Pleasant working conditions—Good 
salaries. Please write, giving details of experi-
ence and quoting reference N.47, to Box No. 
W 2105. 

DECCA RADAR LTD. invites applications 
from microwave, electronic and mechanical 
engineers to join the Company in its extensive 
work to a wide field of microwave link and 
radar development. The Company offers excel-
ent starting salaries and first rate opportunities 
for men to exploit their initiative and to rise 
rapidly to responsible posts. Graduates without 
industrial experience who are prepared to under-
take intensive training are also invited to qpply 
Director, Radar Laboratory, 2, Tolworth Rise. 
Surbiton, Surrey. W 150 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 
are required by the English Electric Co. at their 
Stafford and London offices for work on 
mercury arc rectifiers. Scope for originality of 
work in a widely varied range of technical 
interests. Previous rectifier experience advan-
tageous but not essential. Applicants should 
have had a sound basic training to Degree 
standard in electrical engineering and possess 
above average mathematical ability. Please 
reply quoting Ref. 1064 to Central Personnel 
Services, English Electric Co. Ltd., 336/7, 
Strand, London, w.c.. W 2174 

DESIGNER/DRAUGHTSMAN with H.N.C. 
is required by the Research Laboratories of 
The General Electric Co. Ltd., North Wembley, 
Middlesex, for work on the mechanical design 
of centimetre wave transmitting valves and 
associated apparatus. Some previous experience 
is desirable. Apply to the Staff Manager (Ref. 
RLO/179) stating age, qualifications and ex-
perience. W2116 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER required by 
progressive and expanding scientific instrument 
firm, for laboratory work on design of new 
electronic and electrical instruments. Applicants 
should have a Degree or equivalent in physics 
or electrical engineering.. Previous experience is 
desirable, but recently qualified men will also 
be considered. Write with full details to W. G. 
Pye & Co. Ltd., " Crania " works. New-
market Road. Cambridge. W 1625 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER aged 25/30 with 
HNC. or Degree. Experienced in design of 
laboratory instruments, e.g., R.C. oscillators, 
bridges, feed-back amplifiers, recorders. For 
old established firm in S.E. London. Applica-
tions giving full particulars and salary required 
to Box No. W 2125. 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS are required 
by the Electronics Division of Murphy Radio 
Limited to work with a subsidiary Company 
at Ruislip, Middlesex. The work may be in the 
general field of Electronics but special projects 
require Personnel to work on ground and air-
borne aerial systems and telemetry. Applicants 
should write in the first instance quoting 
" Engineers Ruislip " giving full particulars of 
their experience and qualifications to Personnel 
Department, Murphy Radio Limited, Welwyn 
Garden City, Herts. W 2152 

DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS, Senior and 
Junior, for Radio. Television and Electronics, 
North London area. Previous experience of 
circuit development work essential. Details of 
qualifications, experience and salary required 
c/o Newspaper to Box No. W 2136. 

D. NAPIER & SON LTD., Luton Airport, 
Beds, have a vacancy for an Instrument 
Engineer, H.N.C. or equivalent, practical work-
shop and test room background, required as 
chief assistant on instrumentation for aircraft 
engine flight development and allied projects. 
Measurement and recording of temperature, 
pressure, flow, etc., is involved and experience 
of allied electronics in this field essential. All 
applicants apply to the above address as soon 
as possible. W 2066 

D. NAPIER & SON LTD., Luton Airport, 
Beds, have a vacancy for a Junior Electronic 
Laboratory Assistant, familiar' with C.R.O. 
practice, for experimental work in connexion 
with engine development and allied projects. 
All applicants apply to the above address as 
soon as possible. W 2067 

ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR. A large firm of 
Engineers (Mechanical), Birmingham, have a 
vacancy on their Staff for an Inspector aged 
25 to 35, with electronic and electrical experi-
ence. Post offers good prospects to man 
familiar with A.I.D. and Admiralty Standards, 
and preferably with some mechanical experi-
ence. 5-day week of 44 hours. Staff Pension 
Scheme. Apply, giving full details of experience, 
age and salary required to Box No. W 2130. 

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERS re-
quired with good academic qualifications, 
apprenticeship, theoretical background and 
khowledge of production methods for develop-
ment work. Experience in electrical methods 
of computation, servo theory and instrument 
design desirable. Apply with full details of age, 
experience and salary required to the Personnel 
Manager, Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd., Great 
West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. W 2071 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required to take 
charge of production testing of electronic 
instruments. Experience rather than qualifica-
tions required. Write with full details to W. G. 
Pye & Co. Ltd., "Crania" Works. Newmarket 
Road, Cambridge. W 1626 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required by manu-
facturer North West London. Practical know-
ledge of Television and Pulse Circuitry essential. 
Write stating age, experience and salary 
required to Box No. W 2126. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS required for 
Research Laboratory, Associated Electrical 
Industries Limited, Aldermaston Court, Alder-
maston, Berks. Successful applicants will 
develop specialized electronic equipment of all 
kinds, in collaboration with physicists, for 
fundamental research projects. Send full details 
of qualifications and experience to The Per-
sonnel Officer. W 154 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS and Electronic 
Design Engineers required for work on flight 
simulators. Applicants should write, stating 
experience and qualifications to the Personnel 
Officer, Air Trainers Limited, Bicester Road, 
Aylesbury, Bucks, W 2155 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS. (a) Section 
Leaders and (b) Assistant Engineers required 
for working on special experimental field trials 
of guided weapons. Section Leaders should 
have at least H.N.C. and 5 years' experience in 
the development of electronic devices in the 
microwave, pulse or communication field, and 
be capable of taking responsibility for the 
serviceability of weapons for trials and of 
undertaking parallel development work in the 
laboratory. Assistant Engineers having a similar 
background, or considerable experience of small 
prototype electro-mechanical instruments, are 
required to work under the Section Leaders. 
Applicants may have the opportunity of carry-
ing out some of the work in Australia at a 
later date. Good salaries. Subsistence allow-
ances while working away from base. Pension 
scheme. Details should be sent to the Assistant 
Manager (A), The Fairey Aviation Co. Ltd., 
Dept. E, Research and Armament Development 
Division, Heston Aerodrome, Hounslow, 
Middlesex. W 2158 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS are required for 
development work on aircraft instruments. 
They should possess a Degree in Electrical 
Engineering or Physics or Higher National 
Certificate or similar qualifications. Previous 
laboratory experience in physics, electrical 
engineering or instrument technology would be 
an advantage. Guildford area. Send details of 
qualifications and experience, quoting Ref 
E.10, to Box No. W 1610. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER required by well-
known North London Company. Wide know-
ledge of low frequency circuit techniques with 
sound design ability. The laboratory specializes 
in industrial and medical electronic apparatus 
for small scale production. Degree, corporate 
membership of I.E.E. or equivalent required, 
interesting work with good opportunities, pen-
sion scheme, etc. Write stating qualification, 
age and experience to Box No. W 2172. 

ELECTRONICS. An exceptional opportunity 
is offered to a young electronic engineer 
possessing ability and ambition to act in a 
managerial capacity as head of a rapidly grow-
ing department engaged in new developments 
in this field. Commencing salary up to £1250 
per annum, according to qualifications and 
experience. Prospects dependent upon initiative 

and personal efforts in building up successful 
business. Staff pension scheme in operation. 
Applications, which must state full particulars 
of qualifications and previous experience, will 
be treated in strict confidence. Box N'o. W 2171. 
ENGINEER required to undertake the develop-
ment of low frequency iron cored components. 
Previous experience desirable. Salary according 
to qualifications and experience. Apply in 
writing to Advance Components Limited, Back 
Road, Shernhall Street, E.17. W 1608 
ENGINEER required to develop electrical 
transducers for the measurement of pressure 
and vibration. Applicants must have a Univer-
sity Degree and previous experience in design 
of small electro-mechanical systems would be 
an advantage. Responsibilities will include 
initiation of development programmes, discus-
sion of users' requirements and the handling 
of commercial correspondence. Apply Southern 
Instruments Ltd., Fernhill, Camberley, Surrey. 

v W 1619 

ENGINEER required for theoretical and ex-
perimental work on Aircraft Fuel Contents 
Gaugimk. Qualifications—Electrical Engineering 
or Physics Degree or equivalent. Experience of 
measurements problems advantageous. South-
West of London. Send tabulated details of 
experience, quoting Ref. E9, to Box No. 
W 1611. 
ENGINEERS required for responsible trials 
work on Guided Weapons. Good general 
scientific education up to Degree standard, and 
enthusiasm for this interesting but often arduous 
work essential. Vacancies in Middlesex, War-
wickshire and West Wales. A fair amount of 
travel may be involved. Preference given to 
candidates who have previously held responsi-
bility fie test and repair of electro-mechanical 
and electronic devices. Applications in writing 
to Personnel Manager, Sperry Gyroscope Co. 
Ltd., Gt. West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. 

W 2121 

ENGINEER MANAGER required with experi-
ence in the layout of new Works for production 
of batch and mass produced articles connected 
with electrical industry. Applicants should have 
had similar experience, where modern methods 
have been employed for machining and 
assembly and able to produce satisfactory 
results essential. Only those capable of com-
manding a substantial salary need apply for the 
post which is permanent and pensionable. Full 
details of experience and age should be sent in 
confidence to Box No. W 1614. 
EXPERIENCED Radio Testers and Inspectors 
required for production of communication and 
radio apparatus. Also Instrument makers, 
wirers and assemblers for Factory Test appara-
tus. Apply Personnel Manager, E. K. Cole 
Ltd., Ekco Works, Malmesbury, Wilts. 

W 146 
EXPERIENCED TECHNICAL WRITER re-
quired to produce maintenance handbooks on 
electronic computing equipment. Apply in 
writing, stating salary required, to Mr. G. B. 
Ringham, Flight Simulator Division, Redifon 
Ltd., 59, Webber Street, London, S.E.I. 

W 2138 
FERRANTI LTD. have immediate vacancies 
for men with Electrical Engineering qualifica-
tions to undertake the advanced testing of naval 
anti-aircraft Fire Control Equipment involving 
electronics and servo mechanisms either in 
firms' workshops or on board HM. Ships in 
home ports. Salary in accordance with age and 
experience between £356 and £650 per annum. 
Normal expenses plus a generous allowance are 
paid when working out. Previous experience of 
this type of work, though desirable, is not 
essential. Forms of application from Mr. R. J. 
Hebbert, Staff Manager, Ferranti Ltd., Hain-
wood, Lancs. Please quote reference HGN/X. 

W 2073 
FERRANTI LTD., Edinburgh—invite applica-
tions from suitably qualified persons for the 
position of Research Engineer in their Small 
Transformer Department in Edinburgh. The 
duties involve investigations into new techniques 
and materials associated with transformers for 
use in electronic equipment with a view to 
their ultimate use in large-scale production. 
Candidates should preferably have a University 
Degree and experience in (I) Transformer design 
and development tendencies and/or (2) Eleç-
ironic component research. Staff Pension 
Scheme and excellent conditions and equipment 
Reply quoting Ref. T/RE and give full detail 
of age, qualifications and experience to the 
Personnel Officer, Ferranti Ltd„ Ferry Road, 
Edinburgh. W 2941 

I CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
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WEIGHT AND SPACE SAVING BY 

VENNER ACCUMULATORS IS VITAL 

IN MANY PROJECTS TO-DAY 

This MUST mean something to you 

Savings of up to 4/5ths of the size and 5/6ths of the weight 
can be achieved in comparison to other storage batteries 
of similar capacities. Owing to their unique character-
istics there are many occasions when a smaller capacity 
Venner cell can satisfactorily replace higher capacity lead-
acid or nickel-iron types. 

WRITE FOR BROCHURE GIVING FULL DETAILS ON THE VENNER 
SILVER-ZINC ACCUMULATOR 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

ACCUMULATORS 

VENNER ACCUMULATORS LTD. 
KINGSTON BY-PASS, NEW MALDEN, SURREY 

Telephone: MALden 2442 • Telegrams: Venulators Phone New Malden 

il/ew reedy for de/hiere —The Well/ 

HARVEY 
peed 
.44 
A piece of high quality equipment, de-
signed for general laboratory use, at a 

moderate price. Available for rack 
mounting if desired. 

Write or Phone NO W for firrther 

HARVEY ELECTRONIC S LIMITED 
Precision Mechanical and Electrical Engineers 

273 FARNBOROUGH ROAD, FARNBOROUGH, HAMPSHIRE * FARNBOROUGH 1120 
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TUATIONS VACANT Coned.) 

The engagement of persons answering these 
advertisements must be made through a Local 
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled 
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man 
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59 
Inclusive unless he or she, or the employment, 
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-

tion of Vacancies Order, 1952. 

FERRANT! LTD., Moston Works, Manchester, 
have a vacancy for a Senior Valve Engineer in 
their Radio Valve Research Laboratory in con-
nexion with the development of V.H.F. and 
microwave amplifier valves. Applicants should 
have a good Degree in physics or engineering 
with experience in VILE, valve development. 
The salary range is £800 to £1200 per annum 
and the Company has a Staff Pension Scheme. 
Application forms may be obtained from Mr. 
R. J. Hebbert, Staff Manager, Ferranti Ltd., 
Hollinwond, Lancs. Please quote reference VG. 

W 2165 

INSTITUTE OF LARYNGOLOGY AND 
OTOLOGY. 330/332, Gray's Inn Road, Lon-
don, WC. I. Laboratory Technician required 
for work mainly concerned with acoustics and 
hearing. Applicants should be between 20 and 
30 years of age, should hold National or Higher 
National Certificates in Communication or 
Electrical Engineering or have had equivalent 
experience. Initiative and adaptability are more 
essential than previous experience of audio-
frequency work. Salary according to qualifica-
tions and experience, with superannuation 
Apply in writing to the Secretary giving details 
of qualifications and experience and the names 
of two referees. W 2146 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATORS AND 
TESTERS required for pyrometers and elec-
tronic control devices. Applicants must have 
previous experience or be of National Certifi-
cate standard in electrical knowledge. Apply 
Electroflo Meters Co., Ltd., Abbey Road, Park 
Royal, N.W.10. W 2150 

JUNIOR ENGINEERS for calibration and 
maintenance of high grade A.F. equipment. 
Apply, giving age, full details of previous 
experience and technical qualifications, with 
salary required, to E.M.I. Studios Ltd., 3, 
Abbey Road, London, N.W.8. W 1629 

JUNIOR RESEARCH ENGINEERS required 
for work in electronics field. Starting salaries 
up to £600. Applications to Personnel Officer, 
Ericsson Telephones Limited, Beeston, Not-
tingham. W 2149 

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN required for 
the Electrical Engineering Department for work 
in the electronics field. Commencing salary 
according to experience, in the scale £338— 
£13—£442 plus London Weighting (max. £30). 
The successful applicant must join the contri-
butory pension scheme. Application, giving 
age and full details of experience, to the 
Secretary, King's College, Strand, W.C.2. 

W 2139 

M.R.G. LTD. have vacancies for Development 
Engineers for design work on Radio and Tele-
vision. The openings cover a wide field from 
basic technical research to construction of 
experimental receivers, and models. Superan-
nuation Scheme, etc., for suitable applicants. 
Application must be by letter in the first 
instance, giving all relevant details. to Mains 
Radio Gramophones Limited, 359, Manchester 
Road, Bradford. W 1617 

MCMICHAEL RADIO LTD. require senior 
and junior engineers in their equipment division 
laboratory at Slough. Training and experience 
in the field of Applied Electronics (including 
Communications) and experience of working 
with Government Departments are the chief 
qualifications required. Write stating age and 
full details of training, qualifications and 
experience to the Chief Engineer, Equipment 
Division, McMichael Radio Ltd., Slough, 
Bucks, W 1578 

MCMICHAEL RADIO LTD. require Senior 
and Junior Engineers in their equipment 
division laboratory at Slough. Training and 
experience in the field of applied electronics 
(including communications) and experience of 
working with Government Departments are the 
chief qualifications required. Write stating age 
and full details of training, qualifications and 
experience to the Chief Engineer, Equipment 
Division, McMichael Radio Ltd., Slough. 
Bucks. W 157 

MUIRHEAD & CO. LTD., Precision Electrical 
Instrument Makers, Elmers End, Beckenham, 
require a Technical Writer to assist in the pre-
paration of operating instructions and technical 
literature dealing with precision electrical 
measuring instruments, picture telegraph 
apparatus and remote control equipment. 
Qualifications: Degree or 1-1.N.C.; some design 
experience; aptitude for this specialized form 
of writing. Apply with full particulars to Per-
sonnel Manager. W 2154 

MURPHY RADIO LTD. have vacancies for 
experienced testers and inspectors for work on 
radio and electronic equipment with a sub-
sidiary company at Ruislip, Middlesex. A 
number of qualified project supervisors are also 
required. Applicants should write in first in-
stance giving full particulars of their experience 
and qualifications to Personnel Dept., Murphy 
Radio, Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, Herts. 

W 2101 

MURPHY RADIO have vacancies in their 
Electronics Division for a first class Senior 
Design Draughtsman and a Senior Mechanical 
Designer. Applicants should be up to at least 
National Certificate Standard and have had 
experience in design of Electronic Equipment, 
small mechanisms or similar work and must 
be capable of working on their own initiative. 
Employment is permanent and pensionable and 
offers excellent opportunity of broadening 
experience in this interesting field of work. Full 
details of experience and qualifications should 
be included in applications which may be for-
warded in confidence to Personnel Manager, 
Murphy Radio Limited, Welwyn Garden City 

W 2050 

OLD - ESTABLISHED METALLURGICAL 
COMPANY seeks technical liaison officer. Must 
have good general background with particular 
reference to Soldering techniques. Minimum 
age 35. Write in the first instance giving full 
particulars of experience, etc., and salary 
required to Box No. W 2133. 

PROJECT ENGINEER required to be respon-
sible for a laboratory engaged on development 
of Aircraft Fuel Contents Gauges and Asso-
ciated Equipment. Applicants should possess 
qualifications in Electrical Engineering and/or 
Physics, and have had design and laboratory 
experience in the application of electronic tech-
niques to airborne equipment. Apply in writing, 
quoting Ref. E8 and giving details of qualifi-
cations and experience, to the Chief Develop-
ment Engineer, Waymouth Gauges & Instru-
ments Ltd., Station Road, Godalming, Surrey. 

W 1609 

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD., Ditton 
Works, Cambridge, will shortly have vacancies 
for senior and junior engineers. Experience in 
V.H F. design and engineering is essential. 
Vacancies also exist for engineers with specialist 
experience in multi-channel V.H.F. Telephony. 
Salary according to qualifications and experi-
ence. Please apply, stating age, qualifications 
and experience to the Personnel Manager. 

W 156 

RECTIFIER TEST ENGINEERS required by 
the English Electric Co. Ltd., Stafford. Appli-
cants must have previous experience of this 
type of work. Consideration will be given to 
men with 0.N.C., although H.N.C. is pre-
ferred. Apply stating age and experience to 
Central Personnel Services, The English Electric 
Co , Ltd., 336/7, Strand, London, W.C.2, 
quoting reference 103IA. W2114 

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS required for the 
development '''of magnetic amplifier and elec-
tronic control systems. Experience in magnetic 
amplifier design is desirable. Laboratory in 
central London area. Write, giving full parti-
culars of age, qualifications and experience, to 
Box No. W 2157. 

RESEARCH ENGINEER required who has 
had a few years' experience in Radio, prefer-
ably with pulse techniques. Minimum starting 
salary of £600. Candidates should preferably 
have good Honours Degree in Physics or 
Engineering. Address applications to Personnel 
Officer, Ericsson Telephones Limited, Beeston, 
Nottingham. W 2147 

SALES ENGINEER. electronic equipment, 
required by London group of small companies. 
Exceprional opportunity for young engineer 
with some selling experience. Send full details, 
date of birth, and indication of salary required, 
to Box No, W 2137, 

SENIOR Radio Designer required. An interest-
ing and responsible job with excellent future 
prospects is waiting for an engineer with several 
years' experience in development of Home and 
Export radio receivers. Applications may be 
addressed in confidence to the Personnel 
Manager, Murphy Radio Ltd., Welwyn Garden 
City, Herts. W 2106 

SENIOR DRAUGHTSMEN required for check-
ing in a large engineering company situated in 
the East London area. Applicants should have 
had previous experience of electronic equip-
ment. Good salaries and staff conditions. 
Pension scheme in operation. Please write. 
quoting reference EE/SD, giving details of 
experience to Box No. W 2161. 

SENIOR METHODS ENGINEER required to* 
undertake the development of a new factor> 
costing system in a medium size company in 
London engaged on batch production of 
mechanical and electrical meters. Apply stating 
age, training, experience and salary required 
to Box No. W 2151. 

SENIOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANT requireu 
for process control and technical investigatior 
into factory problems connected with the 
manufacture of cathode-ray tubes. Salary £550-
£850 according to age and experience. Box No. 
W 2143. 

SENIOR VALVE ENGINEER required by a 
well-known company. Previous experience of 
infra-red work is required. Salary commen-
surate with experience and qualifications. Please 
reply quoting reference AJEB to Box No. 
W 2142. 

SOLDER TECHNICIAN. Old-established Com-
pany requires technical representative aged 21-
35, must have metallurgical, radio and tele-
communications background. Write in the first 
instance giving full particulars of experience. 
etc., and salary required to Box No. W 2132. 

SOME GOOD OPENINGS available imme-
diately and in the near future in a new Labora-
tory in Ottawa, Canada, for research and 
development work connected with an important 
civilian project. Experience in pulse circuitry 
switching devices and (or) computing systems 
preferred, although not essential. Positions 
available for Assistants with experience, and 
Engineers with one or more Degrees. Send 
summary to Box No. W 1624. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS required for 
development of electro-mechanical and elec-
tronic instruments (Marine). Work involves 
initial experiments, sea-going trials, pre-produc-
tion models and factory liaison. Occasional 
visits overseas are arranged. Qualifications: 
Practical: 5 years' workshop or drawing office 
experience. Academic: City & Guilds Tele-
communications Final Group Certificate, or 
equivalent. Apply Personnel Dept., Kelvin & 
Hughes Ltd., Ba rkingsi de , Essex. W 2120 

TECHNICAL LIAISON OFFICER required. 
Applicants should have reached General Pass 
Degree standard, have completed National Ser-
vice and been engaged in the Radio and Radar 
fields. Write giving details of experience to 
Pers6nnel Officer, Ericsson Telephones Limited, 
Beeston, Nottingham. W 2148 

TECHNICIANS between 20 and 30 years of 
age required for the initial and routine testing 
of relay wireless equipment including I kW 
audio amplifiers. Applicants should have had 
some experience in the wire broadcasting, tele-
phone or radio industries. Possession of C. & 
G. and/or Nations! certificates an advantage 
Commencing wage between £5 10s. and £9 per 
week according to qualifications, etc. 51 day 
week, superannuation scheme and active sports 
and social club. Applications in writing to. 
Personnel Manager, British Relay Wireless Ltd., 
343/5 Walworth Road, Southwark, S.E.17. 

W 2065 

TEST ROOM ASSISTANT required, experience 
of audio frequency work, used to oscilloscopes 
and standard test room instruments, interesting 
prototypes. T. & R.P., 25, Bickerton Road. 
Upper Holloway, N.19. W 1627 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 
Brown's Lane, Coventry, require for work on 
Guided Weapons and like projects, Develop-
ment Engineers, Senior Development Engineers, 
Mechanical and Electronic, for their Develop-
ment Laboratories. Fields include Microwave 

CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
continued on page 6 
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EQUIPMENT FOR NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

EKCO SCALER, TYPE N526 
This is a new general-purpose scaling unit, comprising 

two high-speed electronic decades followed by a resettable 

electro-mechanical register and incorporating pulse height 

diS-crimination and paralysis facilities. 

The overall counting speed of the scaler is limited 

by the mechanical register to about I000 per second but can 

be improved by the use of an external high-speed 

register. Alternatively, scalers can be connected in s'eries 

when evenly spaced pulses are counted 

up to 600,000 per second. 

The new Ekco Scaler Type N526 is developed from the 
1009 unit which it replaces. =-

SPECIFICATION 

Sensitivity.The minimum pulse amp-
I itude is 5 volts positive. The minimum 

operating pulse width is 0.25 micro-
seconds with a minimum interval of 
1.5 microseconds between pulses. 

Discrimination. The discriminator 
permits only those pulses whose amp-
litude exceeds the pre-set level to be 
counted. The level can be set at any 
voltage from 5 to 50. 

Paralysis. The Scaler can be rendered 
inoperative for pre-determined 
periods between 5 microseconds 
and 10 milliseconds after receipt of 
an operating pulse. 

Stability. Mains variations up to 
± 10% have no effect on the working 
of the equipment. 

Built-in Test Facilities. Internal 
signals are provided at both the mains 
frequency and at approximately 3 
cycles per second. These can be used 
for visually checking the timing 
sequence and also for providing a 
rough check on the functioning of the 
discriminator circuit. 

External Power Supplies. Provision 
is made to supply power for operating 
an external quench unit or scintil-
lation counter amplifier. 

Mains Input. 100-120 volts and 20°-
250 volts, 40-100 c/s. 

EKGO ELECTRONICS 
SCALING UNITS • SCINTILLATION COUNTERS • COUNTING RATEMETERS • RADIATION MONITORS • VIBRATING REED ELECTRO-

METERS • G.M. TUBES • LEAD SHIELDING CASTLES • LINEAR AMPLIFIERS • COMPLETE COUNTING INSTALLATIONS • ACCESSORIES 

E. K. COLE LIMITED • ELECTRONICS SALES • 5 VIGO STREET, LONDON, W.I 
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SITUATIONS VACANT (Coned.) 

The engagement of persons answering these 
advertisements must be made through a Local 
Office of the) Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled 
Employment' Agency if the applicant is a man 
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59 
Inclusive unless he or she, or the employment, 
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-

tion of Vacancies Order, 1952. 

and Pulse Applications. Salary range £400-
£1250 per annum. Vacancies also exist for 
Specialist Engineers in Component design, valve 
applications, electro-mechanical devices and 
small mechanisms. The Company's Labora-
tories provide excellent working conditions with 
Social and Welfare facilities. Superannuation 
Scheme. Assistance with housing in special 
cases. Apply by letter stating age and- experi-
ence to The Personnel Manager (Ref. Cl-IC.). 

W 2131 

THE LABORATORIES of a leading firm of 
Communication Engineers in Southern England 
require the services of Senior Physicist to under-
take development work on thermionic valves for 
centimetre wavelengths. The position offers the 
opportunity to work on a subject of _consider-
able technical interest, with ample scope for 
ingenuity and enthusiasm. Applicants, who 
should ,possess suitable academic qualifications, 
will be required to show a good understanding 
of the principles of velocity modulation, and 
an appreciation of the operational requirements 
of microwave tubes. Importance is attached to 
experimental ability, and extensive experience 
with microwave measuring equipment is re-
quired. The salary offered will be commensurate 
with qualifications and ability. Applications 
should be addressed to the " Personnel Man-
ager", c/o Box K.1641 A.K. Advtg. ' 212a, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. W 2064 

THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED has 
vacancies in its Telecommunications Engineering 
Department for Senior Engineers and Draughts-
men to work on long term private ventures 
and defence projects. Qualifications for Senior 
Engineers are a Degree in physics or engineer 
ing and at least two years' experience in elec-
tronic, radio or radar development work. Six or 
more years' experience of advanced work in 
the above field will be accepted as an alterna-
tive to a Degree. Qualifications for Draughtsmen 
are at least two years' Drawing Office experi-
ence on electronic, radio or electro-mechanical 
devices. The positions are permanent and 
pensionable and very good salaries are avail-
able for experienced men. Applicants should be 
of British birth and nationality. Apply, in con-
fidence, to the Personnel Manager, The Plessey 
Company, Vicarage Lane, Ilford, emoting 
reference T.E.D. W 2123 

THE STANMORE LABORATORIES of The 
General Electric Company, Limited, urgently 
require an experienced Senior Equipment 
Designer to co-ordinate the efforts of a team 
of Draughtsmen working with advanced research 
teams to prepare models of airborne radar 
equipment for flight trials. Candidates should 
have knowledge of M.0 S. design requirements 
and preferably have worked on similar projects 
over a number of years. Knowledge of wave. 
guide components desirable but not essential. 
The selected candidate could expect a salary 
between £750 and £1000 per annum, depending 
upon age and experience App'y in writing to 
the Staff Manager (Ref. SS/MW.3), The Grove, 
Stanmore Common, Stanmore, Middlesex, 
stating age, qualifications and experience. 

W 2128 

TRANSFORMER DESIGNER required. An 
excellent opportunity exists for an engineer 
with thorough practical experience of radio 
mains transformer design and preferably some 
experience of R F. coils and I.E. transformers. 
Applications may be addressed in confidence to 
the Personnel Manager, Murphy Radio Ltd., 
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. W 2107 

TRANSFORMERS DESIGNER. A fully 
qualified Radio Engineer with a flair for Elec-
tronics and Associated Circuitry is required in 
Australia by this organization to take charge of 
a Laboratory dealing with the design and 
development of Transformers as used in the 
Radio. Electronics and Electrical Industries, 
Audio and Power Transformers, Power Chokes, 
etc. The applicant must have had considerable 
experience in one of the larger Radio Organi-
zations, possess initiative, with ability to get 
things done and able to interview other Radio 
Engineers and advise on technical matters. 
Accommodation assured. This position is per-
manent and offers an excellent opportunity to 
the right app'icant. All applications strictly 
confidential. Box No. W 1616. 

TRANSFORMER ENGINEER is required to 
take charge of a group dealing with the design, 
construction and testing of a wide range of 
transformers and coils in a Research and 
Development Company. The range includes 
medium power, hermetically sealed, C type 
transformers, filter assemblies, and high-
frequency coils and transformers. The applicant 
must possess the necessary technical knowledge 
and be able to lead a fair-sized team. The 
position is permanent and pensionable. A good 
salary will be paid, depending upon the qualifi-
cations and experience of the applicant. Work-
ing conditions are exceptionally pleasant in con-
genial surroundings; there is a good canteen on 
the premises, and there is an active Social and 
Sports Club. Five-day week. Applicants should 
write stating qualifications, experience, age and 
nationality to the Technical Director, Cottage 
Laboratories Ltd., Portsmouth Road, Cobham, 
Surrey. W 211,9 

VACANCY. Transformer Electrical and 
Mechanical Inspector required to take charge 
of department. Audio and Mains up to 50kVA. 
Box No. W 1620. 

VACUUM PHYSICIST required for inter,sting 
and original work in the investigation of prac-
tical problems associated with large valve and 
mercury arc rectifier manufacture.- Previous 
experience in this particular field desirable but 
not essential. Successful candidate will be 
required to work on own initiative and to 
exercise originality of approach in the develop 
ment of test equipment and control of manu-
facturing processes. Salary commensurate with 
qualifications. Pensionable. App y quoting 
reference AJFC to Box No. W 2173. 

YOUNG ENGINEERS with University Degree 
or equivalent qualification required for interest.' 
ing work on scientific and industrial instru-
mentation. Apply giving personal details and 
salary required to Cambridge Instrument Co 
Ltd., Sydney Road, Mnswell Hill. W 1597 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

B.A. BONS. (35), travelled, wide experience 
electronics development, requires sales or 
liaison work, U.K. or overseas. Box No. 
W 1631. 

B.Sc., 10 years' experience industry and 
research, seeks work in electronic engineering 
applied to medicine, or allied work in both. 
Box No. W 1628. • 
RADIO PRODUCTION FOREMAN, 20 years 
experience, requires outdoor work, wiring, 
assembly, cable forms, etc., experience of 
government specifications, A.I D. standards, 
any proposal considered. Box No. W 1615. 

FOR SALE 

WEBB'S 1948 Radio Map of the World, new 
multi-colour printing with up-to-date call signs 
and fresh information; on heavy art paper 
4s. 6d., post 6d. On linen on rollers Ils. 6d.. 
post 9d. W 102 

AMERICA'S famous magazine Audio Engineer-
ing, I year subscription 28s. 6d.; specimen 
copies 3s. each. Send for our free booklet 
quoting all others; Radio Electronics, Radio 
and Tele. News, etc. Witten Limited (Dept. 9), 
101 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. W 108 

MAGSLIPS at 1/10th to 1/20 of list prices, 
Huge stocks. Please state requirements. K 
Logan, Westalley, Hitchin, Herts. W 116 

MAGSLIPS of all types. Ipots, Sine-Cosine, 
Potentiometers, Selsyns Type SM1406, SJ2512, 
Magslip Gears and Accessories for immediate 
delivery from Servotromic Sales (incorporating 
Hopton Radio), I, Hop'on Parade, High Road, 
Streatham, London, S.W.16. STReatham 6165. 

W 2129 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SUPPLIES. We 
specialize in the supply of Electronic Compo 
nents, Accessories, Test Equipment, etc., for 
Government Depts., Industrial Concerns, Re-
search Establishments, Laboratories, Col'eges, 
etc. Your enquiries and orders will receive our 
prompt attention. Holiday & Hemmerdinger 
Ltd., 74/78 Ha-dman Street, Deansgate, Man-
chester, 3. Tel.: Deansgate 4121. W 148 

94 COPIES " E.E." 1942-52. What offers ? 
J. Nockles, 59, Crispin Crescent, Beddington, 
Croydon, Surrey. W 1618 

SINE-COSINE RESOLVERS (3" ' Magslip 
Transmitters No. 5, AP 10861). Brand new, 
each in maker's tin. Offered in quantity at less 
than one tenth of cost. Export inquiries in-
vited. P.B. Crawshay, 166 Pixmore Way, 
Letchworth, Herts. W 133 

MINIATURE BALL BEARINGS, Steel Balls, 
Stainless Steel and Phosphor Bronze Balls. 
Prompt delivery. Distributors: Insley (London) 
Ltd., 21/22 Poland Street, London, 'W.I. Tel.: 
GERrard 8104 and 2730. W 155. 

FOR SALE. Wireless, Television and Electrical 
Business in main road North-West London 
Suburb, with very little opposition. Lock up 
shop, lease nearly 14 years to run at £300, 
rising to £325, fixtures and fittings, £2300, stock 
at valuation. Write Box W 1576. 

WANTED 

WANTED URGENTLY, 2 Velodyne Motors 
type 88, 2 Hughes M.I0 Motors. State price 
and condition. Box No. W 1623. 

EDUCATIONAL 

CITY & GUILDS (Electrical, etc.) on " No 
Pass—No Fee " terms. Over 95 per cent suc-
cesses. For full details of modern courses in 
all branches of Electrical Technology send for 
our 144-page handbook—Free and post free. 
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 337C), 17 Stratford Place. 
London, W.I. W 142 

FREE. Brochure giving details of courses in 
Electrical Engineering and Electronics, covering 
A.M.Brit., IRE.. City and Guilds, etc. Train 
with the Postal Training College operated by 
an Industrial Organisation. Moderate fees. 
E.M.I. Institutes. Postal Division, Dept. EE29, 
43, Grove Park Road, London, W.4. (Associate 
of H.M.V.). W 2808 

SERVICE 

BM /TECHWRITER can now undertake writing 
contracts for publications on telecommunication 
subiects. Write BM /Techwriter, c/o BCM/ 
MONO, London, W.C.1. W 1622 

CAPACITY available for assembly and wiring, 
also reconditioning radio transmitter receiver 
equipments and units all types, amplifiers, etc. 
South London area. Write Box No. W 2118. 

SOLDERING TAGS and Eyelets, Screws, Nuts 
and Washers for all purposes. Thos. Allnutt & 
Co., Lee Chapel Lane, Langdon Hills, Essex. 
Laindon 122. W 1562 

THE ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT RYPAER-

ERS. All kinds of meters, Volt, Amp, Galvo, 

recording, Electric Clocks, Aircraft instruments 

repaired. We are also skilled Horologists. 

Government Ministry enquiries invited. Ask 

for estimate. Send your enquiries to: Mr. J. R. 

W. Ridgway, F.B.H.I., J. R. Ridgway & Co., 

341 City Road, E.C.1. TERminus 0641. 

W 1528 

PATENT 

IT IS DESIRED to secure the full. commercial 
development in the United Kingdom of British 
Patent No. 594,799 which relates to " Tele-
metering Systems", either by way of the grant 
of licences or otherwise on terms acceptable 
to the Patentee. Interested parties desiring 
copies of the patent specifications should apply 
to Stevens, Langner, Parry & Rollinson, 5 to 
9, Quality Court, Chancery Lane, London, 
W.C.2. W 2135 
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SOLARTRON 
REGULATED 
POWER 
SUPPLY 

SPECIFICATION 

D.C. OUTPUT: Continuously variable from 20-500 volts at 0-300 
milliamperes. 

RIPPLE VOLTAGE: 8 millivolts maximum. 

INTERNAL IMPEDANCE: 3 ohms. 

STABILISATION: 0.5% for a ±10% change in mains voltage. 

D.C. NEGATIVE OUTPUT: 0-170 volts variable and 170 volts 
fixed. j m/a max. current. 

A.C. OUTPUT: Two outputs 6.3 volts:5 amps. unregulated. 

MAINS INPUT: 200-250 volts, 50 c/s. 

PRICE: £104. Quick delivery. 

WIDE RANGE OSCILLATORS • VIDEO AMPLIFIERS e 

This instrument was developed to meet the stringent requirements 

of laboratories and test departments for a reliable and versatile 

power supply. 

Features include e Wide voltage and current ranges • Low 
internal impedance • Constant output with varying line voltage or 
varying load conditions e Current or voltage levels indicated on 
3It in. scale meter • 1-ugh-grade components including all paper type 

condensers • Robust steel case with good ventilation. 
Write for details of this and other high quality instruments to ; 

SOLARTRON 
WIDE BAND VOLTAGE AMPLIFIERS e PULSE GENERATORS 

SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD., 22 High St., Kingston, Surrey. KINGSTON 8981 
P.B.X. 

The LATEST and IMPROVED TAPE 
For all popular tape recording machines 

,000' 
Specially wound on transparent perfectly balanced plastic spools 
which fit easily to all popular types of tape recorders. 
The advantages of FERROVOICE are now available to all. 
FERROVOICE improves the performance of all recorders. It pro-
vides twin-track recording of the highest standards of quality and 
faithfulness. Tape wear and rotation noises are reduced to the 
minimum. 
FERROVOICE is the most modern and most efficient tape 
available. 
It brings to all tape recorders the highest standards of recording 
and reproduction. 

TECHNICAL FEATURES— 
Super Calendered Kraft Paper—breaking strain approximately 4 lb.—Tape width 
0.247 ± 0.001". Medium coereirity—ease of erasure—frequency response 
50c/s to 10Kc/s at 7/r" per second. 

NOTE THESE OUTSTANOING FEATITBES 
* TWIN TRACK RECORDING WITH UNIFORM RESPONSE 
* HIGH PLAY-BACK LEVEL AND LOW NOISE COMPONENT 
* LIGHTWEIGHT PRECISION-BALANCED SPOOL 
1*;1FERROVOICE SPOOLS KEEP WEAR, TEAR AND ROTATION 
Pug NOISE TO A MINIMUM 

me ff—";7. --±re me "74  
VOICM REGD 

Trade inquiries invited 

e YOU eetea R TA IL 

MAGNETIC COATINGS LTD., 38 GROSVENOR GARDENS LONDON SWI Phone: SLOane 9129 
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MAGNETIC MATERIALS Extensive research and 
manufacturing facilities have established Mullard as the leading 
producers of magnetic materials. They were the first, for example, to 
introduce Ferroxcube, the world's most efficient magnetic ferrite; 
Ticonal' anisotropie permanent magnets, renowned for their high 

stability and high energy output; and Ferroxdure, an entirely new 
type of permanent magnet with the insulating properties of a ceramic. 
The wealth of experience gained from these developments is 

available to all users of magnetic materials through the Mullard 
advisory service. An enquiry to the address below will put a team 
of specialised engineers at your disposal. 

Mullard Mullard 
TICONAL' PERMANENT MAGNETS • FERROXDURE PERMANENT MAGNETS 

FERROXCUBE MAGNETIC CORE MATERIAL 

Mt LLARD LTD., COMPONENT DIVISION, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2. 

Mullard F oxdure permanent 
magnets ready for firing. 't 
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Where 
could you use 

TUFNOL? 

The uses for Tufnol are innumerable. Possessing a remarkable 
combination of chemical-resisting, electrical-insulating, and 
mechanical qualities, Tufnol, in action, withstands moisture and 
corrosion or extremes of climate, is light in weight, but has good 
tensile and compression strength, and can be machined quickly 
and accurately. Gear wheels for transmitting high horse power 
or for clock and meter movements; minute bearings for instru-
ments and large water-lubricated bearings for steel rolling mills; 
machinery parts; jigs; pun chings ; electro-plating barrels; pumps; 
fan blades; electrical busbar insulation -- these are only a few 
instances where Tufnol's special qualities can be utilized. What 
about your plant and equipment ? There is bound to be some 
place where Tufnol would give you better results! 

JANUARY 1953 

WHY NOT WRITE TO US ? 

Is it the handbook on machining Tufnol that would 
interest you: or the data on the use of Tufnol for gears or 

bearings? Whatever it is, we will send you the appro-

priatepublications. If it is a NE W problem ,ourTechnical 

Staff will get to work on it. Why not write TO-DAY? TUFNOL 
REGISTEAf TAA. MA« 

\II ELLISON Prodtv 

TUFNOL LTD PERRY BARR BIRMINGHAM 22B 
173 
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An Analyser for all Waveforms 

The Muirhead—Pametrada 
Wave Analyser 
Type D-489 

Whatever the waveform, whether a simple 

electrical oscillation consisting of a funda-

mental and a few harmonics, or the most 

complex vibration waveform, made up of 

many unrelated frequencies, the Muirhead-

Pametrada Wave Analyser can be relied 

upon to select each component quickly 

and accurately — quickly because the 

flat-topped variable band-width response 

curve simplifies tuning (especially when 

the frequency is fluctuating) — accurately 

because the stable resistance-capacitance 

tuned filter circuit ensures constant per-

centage accuracy at all frequencies. 

Features 

Wide frequency band — I9c/s to zIkc/s in Off-peak response proportional to percentage 

3 overlapping ranges mistuning 

Frequency accuracy constant over entire range Output frequency is that indicated by tuning 

dial and is available for oscilloscope viewing 

Octave discrimination better than 7cdb 

Mains operated from a separate supply unit 

Response substantially flat over entire range 

Flat-topped response curve — narrow or wide 

bandwidth selected at will 

For Full Details Write for Bulletin B— 663 

MUIRHEAD & Co. LTD. 
PRECISION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKERS 

BECKENHAM • KENT - ENGLAND 
Telephone: BECkenham 0041 Telegrams & Cables: MUIRHEADS ELMERS-END 

PRECISION 

MUIRHEAD 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS 

61K 
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This Instrument may solve YOUR problem 

The Cossor double beam oscillograph, Model 1049, 
is used by Messrs. C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd., 
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, in their Industrial Elec-
tronics Laboratory, for checking over operating 
conditions in the prototype of a newly developed 
electronic supervising instrument. 

Photo by courtesy of Messrs. C. A. Parsons & Co. Ltd. 

In displaying the mutual effect of two related and variable 
quantities simultaneously the Cossor Double Beam Oscillograph 
is solving many of the fundamental problems with which the 
Research and Development scientist is constantly beset. In 
the Production field, too, there are innumerable problems 
capable of complete solution by this versatile instrument and 
every branch of industry is realising the enormous potential of 
this apparatus in the detection and analysis of faults and the 
accurate monitoring of manufacturing processes. 
The technical advisory staff of the Instrument Division is 
always at your service to help with your particular problem. 

Specify 
COSSOR 
VALVES 

AND TUBES 

In Models 1035 and 1049 the two traces 
are presented on a flat screen of 90 mm. 
diameter and the amplifiers and time base 
are so calibrated that measurement of the 
voltage input as well as the time interval 
between various significant portions of 
the oscillogram is made possible. Per-
manent records of these traces for sub-
sequent analysis may conveniently be 
made by attachment of the Cossor 
Model 1428 Camera. 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS 
Please address enquiries: 

A. C. COSSOR LTD., INSTRUMENT DIVISION (DEPT. 2), HIGHBURY, LONDON, N.5 

Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (30 lines) 
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Underwater Television 
The achievement of a new partnership 

MARCONI SIEBE, GORMAN 

The Royal Navy found the lost" Affray" 

through the ' eye ' of a Marconi Image 

Orthicon Camera, giving us a dramatic 

glimpse of the part that Television is to 

play in the service of mankind. 

Siebe, Gorman & Co., inventors of the 

Davis Escape Apparatus, have been the 

MARCONI 

supreme experts in the Underwater World 

for well over a hundred years. Their 

partnership with Marconi's — pooling, as 

it does, unrivalled knowledge of their 

separate elements — ensures the real-

isation of the new vision as no single 

enterprise can hope to do. 

SIEBE, GORMAN 
UNDERWATER TELEVISION EQUIPMENT 

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD • CHELMSFORD • ESSEX 

SIEBE. GORMAN & COMPANY LTD • NEPTUNE WORKS • TOLWORTH • SURREY 
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Made to 

The Gauniont-Kalee Flutter Meter is 

an instrument designed to measure small 

deviations from constant speed occurring in 

sound recording and/or reproducing mach-

ines. Consisting of a narrow band amplifier, 

a limiter, a discriminator and detector, and 

a metering system, the whole unit is self-

contained with its own power supplies. 

The meter responds down to zero fre-

quency and will therefore indicate accurately 

the lowest wow components present. The 

power consumption is loo watts and the 

main characteristics of the instrument may 

he summarised as follows: 

Operating carrier frequency 
Minimum input signal 

Input impedance 
Input amplifier band width — 2db at 

Effective limiter range 
Peak wow meter F.S.D. 

R.M.S. Meters F.S.D. 
R.M.S. Meters F.S.D. on divide by 5 range 

Cross over frequency 
Flutter meter response 

Wow meter response 

C.R.O. Output frequency 

Analyser output frequency response 

Analyser output for x% peak to peak deviation 

Analyser output must be closed upon 0.5 megohms. 
All meter presentations, accuracy ± 5% of F.S.D. 

GALIMONT 
Fulldetails of this equi pment may be obtained 

G. B. - KALEE LTD. 
A member 

measure... 

3,000 C.P.s. ± 
100 mV 
0.5 megohm 
2,500 and 3,500 c.p.s. 
5:1 

ro,;) peak (centre zero) 
1.o0/10 R.M.S. • 
0.2% R.M.S. 
20 c.p.s. ± to% 
— 3db at cross over 
— 2db at 200 c.p.s. 
— 8db at 300 c.p.s. 
— 3db at cross over 
— xdb at } c.p.s. 
Level down to zero frequency 
— 2db at zoo c.p.s. 
— 2db at 400 c.p.s. 
— xdb at + c.p.s. 
3 volts R.M.S. approx. 

KALEE meter 
TYPE 564 

from The Studio Dept.(EE11153) 

Mortimer House, 37-41 Mortimer St.,London,W .1 
Company of British Optical & Precision Engineers Ltd. 
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lion and Industrial Valves 

ezralldard by 

The comprehensive range of high-quality valves manufactured by Standard 

includes types for almost every application, representative of which are: 

Broadcast, Communication and Televis:on transmission 

Airborne and Mobile V.H.F. Equipment 

Microwave links 

Telephone and Telegraph Coaxial and line transmission 

D.C. Power Supply Rectification 

R.F. Heating 

Counting and Computing 

Motor Speed Control 

Welding Control 

Medical Diathermy 

Voltage Stabilisation 

X-Ray 

Vacuum Measurement 

Thermocouples ana 

trtf 

STANDARD engineers are available for 
consultation and their co-operation is assured 

to designers and technicians throughout industry 

wishing to take advantage of Standard's long 

experience in the field of valve engineering. 

Please write to :— 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
Registered Office: Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2 

RADIO DIVISION, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, London, N.I I 
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SUFLEX 

Polystyrene 

Capacitors 
Patent applied for 

Now in production in this country 

THE new Suflex Polystyrene Film Capacitors 

have an exceptionally wide temperature 

rating that makes them highly suitable for 

incorporation in electronic equipment. 

TEMPERATURE RANGE —40°C to +85°C 

R.C.S. APPROVED (imported components) 

• Available in a range of capacities from 5 PF. 
to 5,000 PF. Minimum tolerance I% or 0.5 PF. 

• Special values to order. 

• Full particulars and prices on request. 

SUFLEX LIMITED, 35, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W.I, ENGLAND 

Grams: Suflex, Wesdo, London. ' Phone : WELbeck 0791-4 
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The PERFECT TEST TEAM 

The illustration depicts a set of modern" AVO " testgear being used to measure the" Q " of the secondary 
winding of the second I.F. transformer on a chassis of unknown characteristics—just one of many tests 
which can be performed by this combination of instruments. 

A signal of predetermined frequency from the " AVO " Wide Range Signal Generator is being fed into the 
Electronic Test Unit, where it is amplified and fed to the secondary winding of the transformer. The 
Electronic Testmeter is connected across the tuned circuit under test and, from the readings obtained and 
the controls of the Electronic Test Unit, the " Q " of the circuit can be determined. 

The three instruments, shown as a team, cover a very wide field in measurement and form between them a 
complete set of laboratory testgear, ruggedly constructed to withstand hard usage. 
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FAULTLESS FLUXING 

GIVES PRECISION SOLDERING 

* Enthoven Superspeed has a continuous 
stellate core of ACTIVATED Rosin 
which gives an exceptionally high 

wetting and spreading power, 
enabling the flux and solder to be 

drawn rapidly by the force of capillary 
attraction into restricted spaces, even in 
the vertical plane. The activating agent 
volatilizes at soldering temperature. 

* The distinctive stellate core ensures a 

more rapid release of flux and therefore 
immediate wetting by the solder, at moderate 
soldering-bit temperatures that lessen the 

risk of alteration to the electrical and 
mechanical properties of components. 

SAVES TIME, CUTS COSTS 

Superspeed 
"WHITE FLASH" activated rosin-cored solder for 

general electrical, electronic and telecommunication work, 
and all standard uses. and G.P.O. approved. 
Complies with M.O.S. Specification DTD ;99. 

317411 

PRECISION SOLDERING DEMANDS 

uperspeed 

* The flux in Enthoven Super-

speed is always released in exactly the 
correct proportion. Dry and H.R. joints 

due to underfluxing or overfluxing cannot 
occur. One application of Superspeed 

always does the job effectively. 
* The residue from Superspeed flux is 

non-corrosive and non-hygroscopic. It 

solidifies immediately to a hard, transparent 

film of high dielectric strength and insula-
tion resistance. 

AN ENTHOYEN PRODUCT 
ENTHOVEN SOLDERS LTD. 
Enthoven House, 89, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4, Tel: 

Mansion House 4/33 will gladly send you their comprehensive Super-

speed booklet. Technical advisers are available for free consultation. 
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RMier 
at 
Ivey, 

BRITISH PATENT No. 680632 

k ri A7L.)1 CONTINUOUS STORAGE UNIT 
When you want one particular type and 

value of resistor you're wanting one in 870, 
for there are 145 10-referred values in two 
wattages and three tolerances. Yet you can 
make your choice immediately and with cer-
tainty only if your resistors are LABpak'd. 
LABpak'd resistors are separately card-

ed in ohmic value, rating and tolerance, and 
stored, just like a card index, in the LAB 
Continuous Storage Units. Empty cards are 
merely replaced with full ones from stock. 

There's nothing like the LAB storage 
unit for speed, accuracy and compactness 

THE RADIO RESISTOR 
50 ABBEY GARDENS, LONDON, N.W.8 

— and it's FREE with the initial purchase 
of 18o type 'R' or 240 type 'T' resistors. 

The Lab Continuous Storage Units are available 

from your normal source of supply, but more 

detailed information can be obtained on request 

Ref. 

RESISTOR SPECIFICATION 

Type 

¡-watt 

-.watt 

Loading 

,1,-watt 

1-watt 

Max. 
Volts 

250 

500 

Range 

10 ohms 

to 10 

megohms 

Dimensions 

x h^ 
r x r 

Tolerance available ±20%, ±10%, +5% 

COMPANY 
Telephone: 

LIMITED 
Maida Vale 5522 
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ATE/TMC 

Open Wire and Cable 

Line Transmission 

Equipment 

The illustration shows the compact frequency generating 

equipment which serves twelve 12-channel carrier 

telephone systems. The master oscillator is controlled from 

a highly accurate 60 kc/s crystal: all generating equipment 

is in duplicate, and failure of the set in use causes the 

stand-by set to take over the load automatically. A 

monitor panel is provided for output checking. 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 

Radio and Transmission Division: STROWGER HOUSE, ARUNDEL STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 

Telephone: TEMple Bar 9262 Cablegrams: Strowgerex, London 

Manufacturers: 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 8c ELECTRIC CO. LTD. — 

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. - — 

AT. 8441-B105 

- Liverpool and London 

- St. Mary Cray, Kent 
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Write for catalogue V549 which gives full details of 'VARIAC' transformers and suggestions for use. 

Prompt Delivery of Variac' Transformers 

AelTARIAC 
Reg'd Trade Mark 

voltage 
regulating transformers 

' VARIAC ' infinitely variable voltage-

regulating transformers are designed 

and constructed for many years of 

trouble-free operation. Not only do 

they supply perfectly smooth control 

of voltage from zero, but many types 

(including 100-R) also furnish output 

voltages considerable above line 

voltage while the 100-RM/2B is a dual 

output type. Illustration left shows 

Type 100-R, Rating 2,000 va., Input 

Voltage 230/115, Output Voltage 0-270. 

Left— 
Type 200 C.U.H. 

Right— 
Type 50-8. 

TYPE 
LOAD 
RATING 

SPECIFICATIONS 
No•Loao 
LOSS 

pN.urcr ! 

f S. d. 

• 
INPUT 

VOLTAGE 

CURRENT OUTPUT 
VOLTAGE RATED MAXIMUM 

100-K 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-115 20 wIlls 17 17 0 

100-KM 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-115 20 watts 18 12 0 

100-L 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-230 25 watts 17 17 0 

100-LM 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-230 25 watts 18 12 0 

100-Q 2000 0e. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-135 20 watts 18 9 0 

100-QM 2000 va. 115 15 a. 17.5 a. 0-135 20 watts 19 4 0 

100-R 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9 a. 0-270 30 watts 18 9 0 

100-RM 2000 va. 230/115 8 a. 9. a. 0.270 30 watts 19 4 0 

100-LH 1200 va. 480/240 2 a. 2.5 a. 0-480 25 WaltS 21 15 0 

50D-L >, 1450 va. 180 8 a. 9 a. 0.180 25 watts 17 17 0 

2000-K -t 1000 va. 125 8 a. 9 a. 0.125 25 watts 17 17 0 

* For 500 cycles 1 For 2,000 cycle service All VARIAC' price plus 20% as from 23rd Feb. 1952 

CLAUDE LYONS LIMITED 
ELECTRICAL AND RADIO LABORATORY APPARATUS, ETC. 

180 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1 ; and 76 Oldhall Street, Liverpool 3, Lancs. 
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MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE 
USED BY THE B.B.C. AND BROADCASTING ORGANISATIONS 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

• EM/TAPE is the outcome of 50 years 
of unequalled experience in the Science 

of Sound Recording. 

• EM/TAPE is manufactured by E.M.I. 
(the Group which produces H.M.V., 

Columbia and Parlophone records ). 

• Two types of EMITAPE are available, 
High Coercivity and Low Coercivity in 

600 ft. and 1,200ft. lengths wound 

with the oxide inside or outside on 

5" and 7" spools. For profes-

sional users 11¡" European 

Spools (cap. 3,250 ft.) 

and NAB Spools ( cap. 

2,400 ft.) are available. 

e Full details of Emitape are 

available through dealers 

or direct from Sales Dept. 

E.M.I. FACTORIES LTD. 
- HAYES • MIDDLESEX 

EF I ¡I. 
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Mica capacitors designed and built to 
handle R.F. power are available in a variety 
of housings and sizes. The range includes 
open clamp construction and stacked mica 
types in porcelain or metal tank containers. 

The standard range of metal tank 
types covers four sizes of cast aluminium 
containers and is extended with steel and 
non-ferrous tanks. 

A greatly improved Mark 51 version 
of the numr-nvcrum (Mycalex product) type 
of R.F. Capacitor is now available. Full 
details on request. 

The very special nature of these types, 
however, means that to provide for efficiency 
and economy in use, specific designs must 
often be prepared to meet individual needs. 
Hunts specialise in such work and enquiries 
from designers are most welcome. 

REGISTERED TRADE MARK 

rIE IA Jig, 
CAPACITORS 

THE TRADE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

ESTABLISHED 19 -01 

OPEN CLAMP CONSTRUCTION 

TYPES L74 AND L75 

Alternative to oil filled tanks 
for handling considerable R.F. 
Power in limited space. 

PORCELAIN CASED TYPE L76 
Range includes ratings up to 
10 kVA and D.C. Voltages 
up to 10 kV peak. 

METAL TANK TYPE L73-oil 

filled—for application where 
the R.F. conditions exceed 
10 kVA. 

A. H. HUNT (Capacitors) LTD. WANDSWORTH, LONDON, S.W.I8 BATtersea 1083 
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This outstanding "Standard" V.H.F. Attenuator now in its 

second year of production remains the first and only accurate instru-
ment of its kind and continues to meet a heavy demand from leading 

organisations and authorities the world over. 

Four models now available 

Characteristic Impedance 75 ohms 50 ohms 

' 0-9 db in Idb steps Type 74600-A Type 74600-E 

0-90 db in 10db steps Type 74600-B Type 74600-F 

All types will handle inputs up to 0.25 watts. 

Accuracy of D.C. adjustment 
0-9 db Models: The insertion loss error will not exceed +0.05 db for any setting. 
0-90 db Models: The insertion loss error for the 90 db setting will not exceed 

+ 0.3 db. For other settings this limit falls linearly to a value of 
+0.06 db at the 10 db setting. 

High frequency performance 
0-9 db Models : At 50 Mc/s the insertion loss error for the 9 db setting will not 

exceed + 0.15 db. For other settings this limit falls linearly to a 
value of +0.05 db for the I db setting. 

0-90 db Models : At 50 Mcis the insertion loss error will not exceed +0.1db per step. 
N.B. All insertion loss errors are relative to zero db setting. 

Ready for Building into your own equipment. 

Calibration charts for frequencies up to 100 Mc/s for the 0-9 db models or 65 Mc/s for the 0-90 db 
models can be supplied on request. 

5tandard Telephonas and Cable5 Limited 
Registered Office : Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2 

TRANSMISSION DIVISION, NORTH WOOLWICH, LONDON, El6 
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ELLIOTT BROTHERS (LONDON) LTD . . established 1800, 

pioneers in Electrical Instrumentation, emphasise their lead with a 

range of microwave instruments which are the first of their type 

in this country 

11 LII _CLIT1 
MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTS 

for the 3.2 cm. and 8-9 mm. wavebands 

ROTARY ATTENUATOR 
8-9 mm. WAVEBAND 

The Rotary Attenuator is designed to provide a 
variable attenuation which has the same law over 
a wide frequency band, the bandwidth being 
limited by the waveguide characteristics. Trans-
mission phase is not disturbed by change of 
attenuator setting. The voltage standing wave 
ratio is 0.95 or better. The instrument is supplied 
with a calibration chart. 
The attenuator consists of three sections of circular 
waveguide with rectangular to circular taper 
sections at either end. Each circular section 
contains a nichrome-coated glass vane which 
absorbs all the power in a wave polarised with its 
electric vector parallel with the plane of thé vane. 
The two outer vanes are fixed and have their 
planes parallel with the broad ,faces of the wave-
guide, while the centre vane is rotatable and is 
attached to a scale which indicates its angle of 
rotation. A rotary attenuator for the 3.2 cm. 
waveband is also available. 

MICROWAVE PHASE AND 
To speed up the measurement of waveguide 
impedance, instruments have been developed 
for the direct measurement of transmission or 
reflexion coefficient of a waveguide component. 
For rapid assessment of component perform-
ance the transmission or reflexion coefficient is 
displayed on a cathode-ray tube in polar 
co-ordinates as the frequency is swept over a 
band, a Smith Chart being superimposed for 
reflexion measurements. More accurate 

MATCHED LOADS • 

3.2:cm. WAVEBAND 

Designed for low power applications, this load consists of a 
pair of nichrome-coated glass vanes mounted in a length of 
selected waveguide. The voltage standing wave ratio set up 
by the absorbing vanes is not greater than 0.995 over a 
12 per cent band centred on a wavelength of 3.2 ems. Pro-
vided that the load is coupled to a waveguide correct to 
nominal size within ±0.0005 in., the voltage standing wave 
ratio set up by the flange coupling is not greater than 0.997. 
The position of the load element in the waveguide is 
adjustable through a distance of about a wavelength. 

8-9 mm. WAVEBAND 

This load is designed for lower power applications. The 
voltage standing wave ratio is not greater than 0.995 over 
a 10 per cent band in the waveband 8-9 rum. Provided the 
load is coupled to a waveguide, within ±0.0002 in. of 
nominal size (i.e., the standard tolerances for electroformed 
waveguide) the voltage standing wave ratio set up by the 
flange coupling is not greater than 0.997. The position of the 
load element in the waveguide isadjustable through a distance 
of about a wavelength. 

IMPEDANCE PLOTTERS 
measurement is possible when not sweeping in 
frequency and, since the r.f. signal is hetero-
dyned down to 200 c/s, comparison with low 
frequency standards is possible. This enables 
microwave attenuators to be calibrated against 
a standard decade resistance box. 
For aerial work the phase and amplitude across 
the near field are plotted automatically on 
chart recorders. 

For further information, write for leaflets MW.2 and MW.3 

ELLIOTT BROTHERS (LONDON) LTD., CENTURY WORKS, LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.I3. TIDeway 3.23 2 
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FOR 

HIGH-

FREQUENCY 

INSULATION 

specify 

IWO 

Photograph by permission of the Standard Telephone & Cables Ltd. 

The Coupling Coil shoWn is supported by our 
" FREQUELEX' Ceramic Rods, and forms part of a 
zoo KW. Radio Transmitter. 
This is only one of many applications where Rods 
made to close limits are required. 
We specialise in the manufacture of Ceramic Rods 
and Tubes of various sections in several classes of 
materials over wide dimensional ranges. 
The principal materials are: 

I. Porcelain for general insulation. 
2. Frequelex for High Frequency insulation. 
3. Permalex and Templex for Capacitors: 

The degree of accuracy depends on the size of the 
Rod or Tube, but the standard degree of accuracy is 
outlined in the Inter - Service Component Manu-
facturers' Council—Panel R Specification embodied 
in our Catalogue of Radio Frequency Ceramics, 
copy of which will be sent on request. 

Large Rods up to 44" long and rk" square are used 
as supports for Tuning Coils, etc. 

We shall be pleased to have your enquiries for all sizes 
of Tubes and Rods. Prompt deliveries can be given for 
most sizes. 

utters LOW LOSS CERAMICS 

BULLERS LIMITED, 6 Laurence Pountney Hill, E.C.4. Phone: MANsion House 9971 (3 lines). Grams: • Bullers, Cannon, London' 
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POTTED IN 

`ARALDITE' 

PROTECTED AGAINST MOISTURE 

'ARALDITE' Casting Resin B has all the 
properties required of a resin employed 
for potting transformers, capacitors, motor 
windings and other electrical and radio 
components. Simple in use, 'Araldite' 
possesses excellent adhesion (especially to 
metals, porcelain, mica, quartz, etc.) and 
encloses the equipment in a completely 
protective cover, forming an effective seal 

against moisture penetration. It also pro-
vides excellent insulation and resistance 
to "tracking." 

'ARALDITE' is a hot-setting resin proved 
by experience to be eminently suitable for 
large-scale production. Its shrinkage during 
casting is very low, as no water or vola-
tile products are given off during setting. 

MADE IN OUR DUXFORD FACTORY—DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

S • , . SOIE • ARP..i,Dira, 
_  

tbe form of bot-settinv. 1-- 

ce_ aalaesives e 
't s Nealdite' 

--.5_-,-- ype-1 au3;15) folbondiaa -e-
-§ oaetals , e  s 

poycelaiu, quasti, t-

'--."--.--.-__ as a udace se-. iaag, -resn 'IVi-aldite 
i  of 

----'-.---" 

-*_. . for use as a vriuter %- ---i_ 

-. ..laccluel fo-r liet a I 

Full details of properties, casting temperatures and 

curing times will be supplied gladly on requet. 

ÇReg,a.) is also available 

ELECTRONIC• ENG1NEERINÇ 

'ARALDITE' 
Casting Resin 

— a product oj 

AERO RESEARCH LIMITED 
A CIBA COMPANY 

DUXFOBD • CAMBRIDGE 
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EDISWAN 
E OIL 1111 

Offer the widest range 

of type-approved 

valve-holders 

which includes :— 

B7G, B8G, B9A and B9G 

All fully type-approved-to.-R.C.S. 251-Grades L& 

Categories 1 & 2. Together with a complete range of 

screening-cans & top-cap connectors. 

Comprehensive catalogue of EDISW AN CLIX radio components available from 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED 

155 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Sales Dept: 21 Bruton Street, W.1 

ER 14 Member of the A.E.I. Group of Companies 
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The "Belling-Lee" page 
for Engineers 

-750" 
19.05 &lb& 

• 37'.1 L  425e 
9.53 Wm 10-8 1,4/1..4 .425. 

10.8 1A/ 1_ 
• 62C— T. . 1 ,r) 

List No. L. 744 

CAPTIVE TERMINAL SCREWS 

FLEXIBLE 

MECHANICALLY 

SHOCKPROOF 

EASILY SECTIONALISED 

A UNIQUE 5-AMP FLEXIBLE TERMINAL BLOCK 

Engineers, designers, and those in close touch with radio 
and electronic instrumentation, have been quick to appreciate 
the numerous possibilities and applications of this versatile 
component, which represents an entirely new departure in 
terminal block design. 

First shown at the R.E.C.M.F. Exhibition, this terminal 
block aroused considerable interest, which has progressively 
increased in recent months. 

Moulded in P.V.C., and in consequence very flexible, the 
moulding securely grips the terminal screws, which are so 

WIDE WORKING 

TEMPERATURE RANGE 

FULLER DETAILS ON 

REQUEST 

PLEASE QUOTE 

P.378/EE. Please write for leaflet reference P378/EE 

dimensioned that they cannot fall out, even if totally unscrewed 
from their inserts and tl e block mounted upside down. 

A very useful feature of this component is its great flexibility 
in both planes, which enables it to be snugly secured to irregular 
surfaces or over uneven contours. 

The block is also mechanically shock-proof, the nature of the 
moulding rendering it safe against breakage due to vibration. It 
can easily be sub-divided with an ordinary knife, to make units 
up to to-ways if required. 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

BELLING & LEE- LTD 
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL. RO., ISFIELD, MIDDX., ENGLAND 
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THE Monoscope is basically a simple caption 

scanner apparatus capable of providing a 

video signal derived from a fied pattern 

within the tube. 

Almost any pattern comprising pure 

line, halftones or a combination of both 

can be supplied on receipt of specific 

requirements, and two standard types are 

available. 
Type J.iot — Test Chart "A" 

Type .1.2.0 IJXI —Test Chart " C" 

TYPICAL OPERATING DATA 

Deflection - electromagnetic 

Focus - electrostatic 

V h - - - 6.3V 

Vg (cut-off) —so V 

Va i - - 1 200 V 

V a 2 (focus) - 800iSso V 

Va3 (wall) - - i 2 oo V 

V target - - - i i6o/i. 2oo V 

I target - - - - SP-A 

Resolution better than soo lines 

Video Signal o. s p,A peak to peak (min) 

CINEMA-TELEVISION LIMITED 
A Company within the J. Arthur Rank ,Organ sation 

WORSLEY BRIDGE ROAD • LONDON SE 2 6 
Telephone: HITher Green 4600 

F. C. Robinson & Partners Ltd., 

287 Deansgate, Manchester, 3 
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E 

SALES AND SERVICING AGENTS 
Atkins, Robertson Hawnt & Co., Ltd., & Whiteford Ltd., 

59 Bi too Torrisdale Street, Glasgow, S.2 
Moor St., rmingham, 4  
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AND 

ALLIED INDUSTRIES . 

ce.  t+» 
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OR ANY NAME-PLATE. WORD1Nk. 

IN THIS SPACE Attractive name plates to your own 

wording at extremely keen prices. 

b. • 
VISCOSE DEVELOPM.ENT COMPANY LIMITED 
WOLDHAM 'ROAD; 'BROMLEY,' 'KENT. RA Y ENSBOURIVEI.2'641 
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Securely locked 
without a' jitter" 
In the measurement of dynamic phenomena Nagard 
Oscilloscopes possess many interesting refinements 
that give them a special place in research equipment. 

In time base synchronization, for instance: an 
oscilloscope trace must be quite steady and free from 
"jitter " or double trace effects if accurate measure-
ment or photography is to be possible. Nagard Oscillo-
scopes represent a major advance in this respect. 
Unlike most oscilloscopes, no manual synchronising 
control is needed to get steady pictures, the locking 
action being virtually automatic. 
So precisely designed are Nagard instruments that 

any signal big enough to see will synchronise. The 
inherent stability and locking properties are such that 
signal frequencies 300 times greater than the time 
base repetition frequency will positively lock. 
A striking effect is seen as the continuously variable 

sweep speed control is operated, or alternatively if the 
signal frequency is varied, since the trace smoothly 
changes shape, keeping a constant sweep length and 
displaying a steadily increasing or decreasing number 
of perfectly steady waveforms (with no doubling) over 
a range of TO : I change in frequency. 
For Triggered Sweeps the 

Nagard Time Base can 
select a triggering pulse of 
positive or negative sign 
from either the Y amplifier 
or from an external source. 
Sensitive enough to work 
from signals of 0.5 v, it will 
trigger reliably over the 
MILLION TO ONE range 
of sweep velocities provided 
(2" per second to 2" per 
micro-second). 

MODEL L 103 For High Speed Transients. 

MODEL A 103 For Pulse Work and Repetitive 
Signals up to 10 Mc/s. 

MODEL F 103 For General Work at Frequenc-
ies up to 1 Mc/s, High Gain D.C. Y Amplifier, 
touchent Triggering. 

MODEL G 103 As above but with Slow Speed 
Time Base. 

MODEL H 103 Extra High Gain D.C. Y 
Amplifier up to 200 Kc/s. 

NA CARI? 
LTD 

See what you measure! 

18, Avenue Road, Belmont, Surrey VIGilant 0345 
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AVAILABLE SOON FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES 

0 0 C2 ta ICI 19 El El 0 Id CI DI E3 El t0 0 ED Cl 

indirectly- heated :4:: sub/Hi/fiat tires 

OEM 331531113112111 

These new Mullard indirectly-heated subminiature 

valves, characterised by their extremely robust construction, excellent 

electrical performance, low heater consumption and small physical 

dimensions, will shortly be made available for commercial electronic 

equipments. 

Developed originally for Service applications such as 

guided missiles and fire control systems, they will provide designers 

with types specially suited to all electronic applications where space 

is limited and where shock of impact or highg vibration is encountered. 

The electrical performance of these subminiatures is 

equal to, and in certain cases even better than, that expected from 

valves of a much greater size. The EF72 R.F. amplifier, for example, 

which is suitable for use in the first stage of telecommunications 

receivers, combines many of the qualities of larger low-noise receiver 

input valves, with the ability to work at higher frequencies. 

To enable experimental and development work to be 

carried out with these indirectly-heated subminiatures, a limited 

number of samples can be made available now. Designers who 

require further information are advised to send their enquiries to 

the address below as soon as possible. 

Type No. Description 
Filament 
or Heater 
(V) (mA) 

Va 
(V) 

_Vg — g l 
(V) 

la 
(mA) 

Ig2. 
(mA) 

gm 
(mA/V) 

EA76 Single diode (5 mrn. bulb) ... ... ... ... ... 6.3 150 150 (max.) — 9.0 (max.) — — 
EC70 U.H.F. triode oscillator ... ... ... ... ... 6.3 150 100 2.0 13 — 5.5 
EF70 High slope R.F. pentode with short suppressor grid base 6.3 200 100 2.0 3.0 2.5 2.5 
EF71 Variable-mu R.F. pentode ... ... ... ... ... 6.3 150 100 1.2 7.2 2.2 4.5 
EF72 High slope R.F. pentode ... ... ... ... ... 6.3 150 100 1.4 7.0 2.2 5.0 
EF73 High slope pentode for industrial applications ... ... 6.3 200 100 2.0 7.5 2.5 5.25 
EY73 Half-wave rectifier ... ..• ••• 6.3 450 250 (max.) — 45 (max.) — — 
DY70 

... ... 
High voltage rectifier (directly heated) ... ... ... 1.25 140 IOKV — 2.0 — — 

(Ply.) (max.) 

r-Mullard 
?dullard I  

MULLARD LTD., COMMUNICATIONS & INDUSTRIAL VALVE DEPT., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2 

MVT /30 
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Vol. XXV JANUARY 1953 No. 299 

Commentary 

JUST how many pages should there be in a monthly 
periodical dealing with a scientific subject such as 

electronics ? 
This question naturally springs to mind, and we are 

tempted to pose one or two others, after reading a short 
note entitled " Arithmetic " which appears in the December 
issue of our American contemporary Electronics. 
Each editorial page of that journal, so the note says, 

is equal in content to two average pages of a modern 
technical book and as the December issue contains 125 
such pages it is the equivalent of a 250 page book. On the 
basis of a two year subscription one gets all this, the note 
goes on to say, for about half the price of an old-fashioned 
shave and haircut! 
We must, of course, offer our sincere congratulations 

on the appearance of this monumental issue which, with 
advertisements, totals some 460 pages, but quite naturally 
we have done some arithmetic on our own account to see 
how we stand by way of comparison. In sterling a two year 
subscription to Electronics costs ten guineas, so that a 
single copy costs nearly 9s.; whereas our own journal costs 
2s. an issue—again about half the price of an old-fashioned 
shave and haircut in Britain. So that at this point there 
is little to choose, but to carry the comparison a stage 
further, during 1952 we averaged 49 editorial pages per issue, 
which works out, if our arithmetic is again correct, to 
a halfpenny an editorial page as against seven-eighths of 
a penny per page of Electronics. 
This would appear to be much more in our favour. 

But in a more serious vein, is this really a basis for com-
parison, and indeed should this comparison be made at 
all ? We are inclined to think that the answer is no to 
both questions. 

Certainly the American electronic industry is much larger 
than its British counterpart and it is logical to assume 
therefore that an American journal may expect to receive 
more editorial contributions from the industry which it 
reprtuet he represents. 
E  number of pages of most technical periodicals 

is governed by a number of factors other than size—or 
importance—of the science or industry and these usually 
fall under the heading of income and expenditure. 
Is there an optimum size for a journal which month by 
month surveys its own particular branch of science ? And 

who is to judge what is the optimum—the reader, the 
publisher, the advertiser ? Just how much, too, can the 
average reader be expected to assimilate each month ? 
We, who occupy ourselves each month with the pre-

paration of our own journal, find that an immense amount 
of time can be taken up with the reading of current litera-
ture and our sympathy is extended to the man who has 
not only to attempt the same task but has a job to do at 
the bench as well. 

Some fourteen camera units of the Crown Film Unit 
journeyed last year to the Monte Bello Islands off the 
N.W. coast of Australia and made a complete film record 
of the operations there from the initial landing prepara-
tions to the final explosion of Britain's first atomic weapon. 
Many thousand feet of film were taken and the Ministry 
of Supply has just released sections of this record for 
public showing on television and newsreels. 

This film, some eight hundred feet long, opens with 
some scenes of the inhospitable. Monte Bello Islands and 
continues with the preparatory work carried out by the 
British Forces, in conjunction with Commonwealth Forces 
—notably the Royal Australian Navy and Air Force—in 
the construction of landing piers, beach heads and so on, 
and ends with some terrifying scenes of the explosion 
itself. 

Admittedly many aspects of the operation have to be 
clothed in secrecy, and a public showing of the complete 
film would be most inadvisable, but the shortened version 
which many of us will-have now seen has left us with an 
appetite for more: We hope that it may be possible. for the 
Ministry of Supply to release more of the original record 
and so compile a reasonable length documentary covering 
those technical aspects which do not conflict with security. 

Our attention has been called to the commentary in the 
November issue of ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING in which we 
referred to the post-war television transmitters of the BBC. 
We stated that Kirk o'Shotts and Wenvoe. were both operat-
ing on the low-power standby transmitters whereas, in 
point of fact, Kirk o'Shotts since its opening last summer 
has been operating on high power. Our apologies are due 
for this affront to Scotland. 
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Time-Division Multiplex Systems 
(Part 1) 

By J. E. Flood* Ph.D., A.M.I.E.E. 

This series of articles is an introduction to the principles of time-division multiplex communica-
tion systems and the circuits employed. Part I describes the different forms of pulse modulation 
which can be used and discusses the features which are common to T.D.M. systems in general. 
Part 2 describes in more detail the particular features of pulse-amplitude modulation, Part 3 
describes pulse-length and pulse-position modulated systems and Part 4 deals with pulse-code 

modulation. 

ULTI-CHANNEL communication systems are of two 
basic types; those in which the individual channels are 

used to modulate different carrier frequencies, and those in 
which the channels are connected to the transmission path 
at different times. The first type can be called frequency-
division systems and the second type are called time-
division multiplex systems''''''4. The time-division method 
of multiplexing was used in the Baudot system of multiplex 
telegraphy' in 1874. Later the invention of the electric 
wave filter and the thermionic valve made frequency-
division multiplexing practicable and carrier transmission 
became the standard method both for multi-channel tele-
phony and telegraphy. The development of pulse techniques 
led to some revival of interest in T.D.M. before the last war' 
and the use of U.H.F. pulse transmission for radar during 

Channel 4 

Channel 3 

Channel 2 

Channel I 

Fig. 1. Elementary T.D.M. system 

Channel 1 

Channel 2 

Channel 3 

Channel 4 

the war led to the development of practical T.D.M. radio 
links. 
The elementary time-division multiplex system shown in 

Fig. 1 consists of a transmission path, at each end of which 
is connected a rotating switch. The. two switches rotate in 
synchronism, so that the sending and receiving apparatus 
of each channel are connected together for their allotted 
time interval and disconnected throughout the remainder 
of each revolution of the switch. In order to fill in the 
gaps between the " samples " of signal, the receiving circuit 
must have a integrating action, such as is inherent in a low-
pass frequency characteristic. 
The Baudot multiplex telegraph system employed 

mechanical switches, and these are still used for telegraph 
systems'" and for some multiplex telemetering systems''''', 
but the frequency of switching required for T.D.M. tele-
phone systems is too high for mechanical methods. Rotat-
ing electron beam tubes'0" 2" have been used to.provide 
an electronic equivalent of the rotating switch and may 
ultimately prove the best solution of the problem, but 
switching is quite practicable by means of gating circuits 

Formerly Research Branch, Post Office Engineering Department, 

using conventional valves. Each channel is connected to 
the common path by a valve which is normally biased 
beyond cut-off but is rendered conducting periodically by a 
pulse train. 
The form of signal which is transmitted by the T.D.M. 

system of Fig. 1 consists of interlaced trains of pulses of 
identical repetition frequency, each pulse train being 
amplitude-modulated by the signal of one channel as shown 

(a) Modulating Signal Waveform 

(b) Pulse-amplitude Modulation 

(c) Pulse-length Modulation 

(d) Pulse-position Modulation 

(e) Pulse-code Modulation 

A 

Fig. 2. Methods of pulse modulation 

/  
f 4-f o  ' flip 2,` 

NL 

Fig. 3. Frequency spectrum of a train of amplitude-modulated pulses 

in Fig. 2(b). The frequency spectrum of a train of 
amplitude-modulated pulses can be shown' to consist of 
components at the frequencies comprising the modulating 
signal, together with the pulse repetition frequency (P.R.F.) 
and its harmonics and upper and lower sidebands about 
the P.R.F. and each harmonic, as shown in Fig. 3. In order 
to demodulate the signal, a low-pass filter can be used to 
suppress all components except those identical with the 
original signal. For this to be possible, the lower side-
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band of the P.R.F. must not overlap the frequency band 
of the modulating signal, so the pulse repetition frequency 
must be at least twice the highest frequency of the modulat-
ing signal. 

Types of Pulse Modulation 

Several methods besides pulse-amplitude modulation 
(P.A.M.) are available for modulating pulse trains, and the 
chief of these will now be considered. In pulse-length 
modulation* (p.L.m.), pulses of constant amplitude are 
made to vary in length by the modulating signal. In 
Fig. 2(c) the, rear edge of each pulse occurs at a fixed time 
in the cycle and the length of the pulse is modulated by 
varying the time at which the front edge of the pulse occurs. 
All the information contained in the modulating signal is 
conveyed by the position of the front edge of the pulse, 
so sending the flat top portion of the pulse is really a waste 
of transmitter power. The same information can be trans-
mitted with less power by using much shorter pulses of 
equal amplitude and length whose times of occurrence are 
advanced or retarded by the modulating signal as shown 
in Fig. 2(d). This system is generally known as pulse-
position modulation (P.P.M.) (sometimes called pulse-time 
or pulse-phase modulation). 

In pulse-frequency modulation (P.F.M.), the repetition fre-
quency of a train of identical pulses is varied by the modu-
lating signal. Pulse-frequency modulation is unsuitable 
for T.D.M. working because interlacing of the pulse trains 
of the different channels can only be maintained if they 
all have the same repetition frequency. It is, of course, 
possible to multiplex a number of channels using 
frequency-division and then to use the resulting signal to 
modulate the repetition frequency of a pulse train. P.F.M. 

has also been used for a 3-channel telemetering system by 
using for each channel a pulse of a different length and 
having at the receiving end apparatus for each channel 
which accepts only pulses of the appropriate length." 
Various other pulse systems of multiplexing which do not 
use synchronous time-division are also possibie15,18,17. 

P.F.M. causes the pulse density per unit time to be varied 
in accordance with the modulating signal by altering the 
P.R.F. The pulse density can, however, be varied by making 
systematic omissions without changing the timing of the 
transmitted pulses, thus permitting synchronism to be main-
tained. Omitting every other pulse. corresponds to zero 
modulation and re-inserting one or more pulses corre-
sponds to a positive modulating signal. This system" 
is known as pulse-number modulation (P.N.M.). In order 
to transmit a reasonable number of gradations of ampli-
tude the P.R.F. must be very much greater than the highest 
modulating frequency; P.N.M. therefore requires a much 
greater bandwidth than other methods of pulse modulation 
and is not used for T.D.M. systems. 
A method of pulse modulation called delta modulation 

has been described by L. J. Libois". Every time a channel 
is sampled, a pulse is sent only if the signal has increased 
since the previous pulse was sent; if the signal 
has decreased, no pulse is sent. Omitting every other 
pulse corresponds to no change of modulation and re-
inserting pulses correspond to an increasing modulating 
signal. The P.R.F. must again be much greater than the 
highest modulating frequency. 

In binary pulse-code modulation (p.c.m.), a group of 
pulses is sent, each of which may be present or omitted as 
shown in Fig. 2(e). The number of possible combinations 
of a group of q pulses, omitting any number of them 
between 0 and q is 21, thus 25 is the number of amplitude 
gradations which may be sent over the system. For 
example, if q is 7 it is possible to distinguish between 128 
different values of modulating signal, whereas a P.N.M. 
system would only be able to transmit eight gradations of 
amplitude with the same number of pulses. 

This method is also sometimes called pulse-width or pulse-duration modulation. 

The chief methods of pulse modulation have now been 
described but other methods are possible and combinations 
of various methods have sometimes been used. It has, 
for example, been proposed to double the number of 
channels of a T.D.M. system by using position-modulated 
pulses to switch on and off a carrier, each pulse of which 
is frequency-modulated by another channel". Another 
method" is to use P.L.M. with the front edge of each pulse 
modulated by one channel and the rear edge by another. 
For the transmission of T.D.M. over a radio link the 

transmitter is usually amplitude-modulated, the carrier 
being switched on and off by the pulses, but frequency-
modulation of the carrier by the T.D.M. system has been 
used". T.D.M. systems, such as P.P.M., which use. pulses of 
constant amplitude are usually used instead of P.A.M.; they 
have considerably better signal-to-noise ratios because the 
receiver has only to detect the time for which each pulse 
is present and can be unaffected by amplitude-modulation 
of the pulses by noise. The greatest immunity from noise 
is obtained with systems, such as binary P.C.M., in which 
the receiver has only to detect the presence or absence of 
each pulse and so can be unaffected by small displacements 
caused by noise on the rising and falling edges of the 
pulses as well as being insensitive to amplitude, variations. 
A greater bandwidth is required than for simpler systems, 
such as r.p.m., because of the greater number of pulses 
per second which must be transmitted for each channel. 

Comparison between Carrier and T.D.M. Systems 

For separating the frequency bands of the different 
channels a multi-channel carrier system requires a large 
number of band-pass filters. If the frequency separation 
between adjacent channels is small the specifications for 
the. filters must be very stringent; moreover each channel 
occupies a different frequency band and so requires a 
different design of filter. The numbers of filters made to 
each design are not usually very large, so they are naturally 
expensive. In time-division multiplex systems, the channels 
are separated by gate circuits which use valves and 
ordinary resistors and capacitors with wide tolerances; 
moreover each channel uses an identical circuit. The only 
filters used are the low-pass filters which are identical for 
each channel and usually do not require to meet very 
stringent requirements. 

In multi-channel carrier systems, intermodulation pro-
ducts caused by non-linear distortion result in interference 
between the signals of different channels. The amplifiers 
used must therefore be much more linear than those 
required for a single channel and radio transmitters are 
usually compelled to use only a small depth of modulation, 
thus making it more difficult to obtain an adequate signal-
to-noise ratio. Non-linear distortion does not cause inter-
channel crosstalk in a T.D.M. system because the signals 
of the different channels are applied independently to the 
amplifiers at different times. Consequently the linearity 
requirements of a T.D.M. system are no more stringent 
than those for a single-channel. Attenuation and phase 
distortion do not cause crosstalk in multi-channel carrier 
systems, whereas in T.D.M. systems they cause the pulse 
waveforms to spread in time so that the received pulses 
interfere with each other. A T.D.M. system therefore has 
much more severe attenuation and phase requirements than 
a carrier system and usually requires a much greater total 
bandwidth. All the methods of pulse modulation con-
sidered, except P.A.M., do, however, give an improvement 
in signal-to-noise ratio (compared with amplitude-
modulation) as a result of their increased bandwidths. 

Carrier systems are more suitable than T.D.M. for multi-
channel systems on cables because of the limited band-
width available and the difficulties of accurately equalizing 
the attenuation and phase characteristics and avoiding 
reflexions due to impedance irregularities. Successful T.D.M. 
working on open-wire lines has been obtained" by adapt-
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ing the technique of transmitting curbed pulses which is 
used in D.C. telegraphy'. The wide bandwidth required also 
makes T.D.M. systems unsuitable for radio links using low 
or medium frequencies. U.H.F. radio links, however, have 
ample bandwidth to accommodate T.D.M. systems and the 
resultant improvement in signal-to-noise ratio is an impor-
tant advantage. Moreover, many of the valves used for the 
generation of U.H.F. waves are unsuitable for amplitude-
or frequency-modulation but are eminently suitable for 
producing constant-amplitude pulses. 

In a trunk telephone system consisting mainly of carrier 
cable routes the radio links used are likely to use frequency-
division in order to avoid having to demodulate the signals 
at every point where a carrier system is connected to a 
radio system. In 'a trunk system consisting mainly of radio 
links, however, such interconnexions would be fewer and 
it would be economical for the radio links to exploit the 
advantages of T.D.M. Moreover, it is likely under such con-
ditions that T.D.M. would be extended into the coaxial cable 
network using some form of P.C.M. 

T.D.M. Switching 

An advantage of T.D.M. is the ease with which one or 
more channels can be separated from the system for trans-
mission over a different route. Any channel can be 
separated from a T.D.M. system without affecting the others 
by means of a gate operated by the appropriate pulse 
train, whereas with a carrier system it is usually difficult 
to divert a few channels at an intermediate point on the 
route. The suitability of T.D.M. systems for switching speech 
channels from one route to another is, in fact, likely to 
lead to the development of electronic telephone exchanges 
based on the principle of T.D.M.4'". A telephone exchange 
could be constructed by connecting together several ranks 
of switches, each of which consisted of a T.D.M. system 
with the gates at one end of the system connected directly 
to those at the other end. If each gate at one end is supplied 
with a pulse-train which occupies a fixed position in the 
cycle and each gate at the other end is supplied with a 
pulse-train which can be made to occupy any position in 
the cycle, then any channel at one end of the switch can 
be connected to any of the channels at the other end. 

Multiplex Broadcasting 

If the V.H.F. and U.H.F. bands are used for broadcasting, 
the optical range of propagation will make it essential for 
transmitter aerials to be sited on high ground. Suitable 
sites are limited, so, if several alternative programmes are 
required, it is advantageous for these to be radiated from 
a single aerial at the best possible site in the area. Fixed-
tuned receivers can then be used with directional aerials. 
For these reasons it is desirable for the alternative pro-
grammes to be multiplexed on a single carrier. T.D.M. 

should be preferable to a frequency-division multiplexing 
for this purpose"'" because the receivers need use only 
cheap components whereas receivers for frequency-division 
multiplex would require very stable local oscillators and 
expensive filters. H. L. Kirke" concluded, however, that 
frequency-modulation on different wavelengths was pre-
ferable. 

Pulse Generation and Synchronization 

In order to operate the gates of the channels comprising 
a T.D.M. system it is necessary to generate a set of channel-
pulse trains whose pulses are spaced at equal intervals 
throughout the pulse repetition cycle. One way of generat-
ing the channel-pulses is to use a sinusoidal master 
oscillator to trigger the pulse generators, each through a 
separate phase-shifting network'''". The very accurate 
adjustment needed for the phase shifters makes this method 
unsuitable except when the number of channels is small. 

Another way of generating the pulses is shown in Fig. 4; 
a set of pulse generators, such as flip-flop circuits or block-

ing oscillators, are connected to form a ring".". It can 
be arranged that the rear edge of the pulse generated by 
each circuit triggers the next circuit so that each generates 
a pulse in turn. In order to enable the channel-pulse 
generators to use components with wide tolerances and 
yet generate pulses which occur at exactly regular intervals, 
each generator is arranged to operate only when it receives 
simultaneous triggering pulses from the preceding 
generator and from a master pulse source. The master 
pulse generator has a P.R.F. equal to the channel P.R.F. 

Channel 
Gate I 

Channel 
Gate 2 

Channel 
Gate n-1 

Channel 
Gate n 

Fig. 4. Ring of pulse generators 

multiplied by the number of channels; it can be crystal 
controlled in order to have a very stable repetition 
frequency. 
Another way of providing the pulses required for the 

channel gates is to use an electric delay-line distri-
butor22'3132 as shown in Fig. 5. The time delay of the 
delay-line is made equal to the channel-pulse repetition 
period and the channel gates are connected to the line at 
equal intervals along its length. The pulse generator which 
feeds the delay line is triggered by the output pulses from 
the far end and thus has the required P.R.F.; it is also 
locked to a master pulse generator. The pulse travelling 
along the delay-line becomes progressively distorted and 
is thus unsuitable for operating the channel gates directly. 
The gates are therefore arranged to operate only while 
simultaneously receiving a pulse from the distributor and 
from the master pulse generator (whose P.R.F. equals the 
channel P.R.F. multiplied by the number of channels). 
At the receiver, the pulse generating equipment is 

usually driven from the incoming signal instead of an 
independent master pulse generator in order to keep the 
pulses in synchronism with those at the transmitter. For 
this purpose, one channel in the system is usually allotted 
to a distinctive signal, such as a specially long pulse or a 
combination of pulses, used for that purpose. The problem 

MASTER 
PULSE 
GEN. 

Channel 
Gate I 
A 1, 

PULSE   
GEN. '1'1 

Channel 
Gate 2 

t 

Delay Line 

Channel 
Gate n-I 

à 

gunnel 
yate /7 

Fig. 5. Delay line pulse distributor 

of recognizing the synchronizing signal is similar to that 
encountered in television. 
One way of separating a long synchronizing pulse from 

shorter channel pulses is to use a differentiating circuit'° 
as shown in Fig. 6. The differentiated positive spike which 
coincides with the rear edge of the long synchronizing 
pulse is of greater height than those produced by the 
shorter channel pulses. The valve is biased well beyond 
cut-off, so its anode current consists of short pulses whose 
front edges coincide with the rear edges of the synchroniz-
ing pulses. 
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Another method of detecting the synchronizing pulse is 
shown in Fig. 7. It uges a delay-line on which are two 
tappings separated by a time delay which is greater than 
the length of the channel pulses,but less than the length 
of the synchronizing pulse. Thus only the synchronizing 
pulse can cause an output to be received simultaneously 
from the two tapping points, causing the valve to pass a 
pulse of anode current. Delay-line circuits can also be 
constructed to detect synchronizing signals comprising a 
group of two or more short pulses instead of one. long 
one". 
The use of a synchronizing pulse whose length is much 

greater than the minimum allowed by the bandwidth of 
the system reduces the danger of impulsive noise causing 

01 

(a) Circuit 

Sync 
Pulse 

t • 
(b) Input Waveform 

(c) Voltage waveform - 

11 

across R 

(d) Anode Current 
Waveform 

Cliannel Pulses 

Fig. 6. Separation of synchronizing pulse by differentiating circuit 

complete loss of the synchronizing pulse and interruption 
of all the channels. If the gating pulses are generated 
directly from the synchronizing pulse, however, noise 
present on the build-up and decay of this pulse will cause 
some jitter in the timing of the gating pulses resulting in 
noise on all the channels. Noise due to this cause can 
be minimized by including in the synchronizing apparatus 
of the receiver a circuit with a time-constant long com-
pared with the pulse repetition period, thus obtaining a 
flywheel effecti.". 

Synchronization is possible without sacrificing a channel 
of the system if the transmission performance of one 
channel may be degraded in order to accommodate an 
additional signal. Boothroyd and Creamer" have described 
a P.A.M. system in which the channel P.R.F. is 8kc/s and 
the synchronizing signal is a tone of 3.9kc/s which is used 
to modulate one of the channels in addition to its speech 
signal. This channel must have a smaller audio-frequency 
bandwidth than the others because of the filter used to 
extract the 3.9kc/s tone at the receiver. A Bell Telephone 
Laboratories P.C.M. system provides 12 channels, each of 
which is sampled with a P.R.F: of 8kc/s and each channel 

Output 

Fig. 7. Separation of synchronizing pulse by means of a delay line 

uses a group of seven pulses. The first pulse position of 
the first channel is used for synchronization"; a pulse is 
inserted in that position in alternate cycles only, in order 
to obtain a large component at 4kc/s (one-half the P.R.F.). 
This channel can therefore only use six pulses for its speech 
signal and so can only transmit 64 amplitude levels instead 
of 128. 
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Multiplication 
In the Manchester University 

High-Speed Digital Computor 
By A. A. Robinson*, M.A., Ph.D. 

This article gives an account of the method used for performing multiplication in the high-speed 
digital computor which has recently been built by Messrs Ferranti and installed at Manchester 

University'. 

BEFORE considering the multiplying system, or multiplier 
as it will be called, it is necessary to spend some time 

on the binary notation, which is used for numbers in the 
machine, and also on some details of the machine itself, 
which determine the form and operation of the multiplier. 
Further details may be found in the References"'". 

In the binary notation for numbers the values of the 
successive digits of a number, beginning from the right-
hand end, are one, two, four, etc., instead of one, ten, a 
hundred, as in. the case of ordinary decimal numbers. 
Two variants of the binary notation are used in the 
machine. In the first, the unsigned notation, a number 
is interpreted by adding the values of all its digits. For 
example, 1011 represents 8 +2+ 1 or eleven. Only positive 
numbers can be represented in this way. In the second 
variant, the signed or complement notation', the value 
of the left-hand, or most significant, digit is subtracted 
from the sum of the values of the remainder of the digits. 
Both positive and negative numbers can be represented. 
For example, eleven may be given as 001011 (8 + 2 + 1), 
and minus eleven as 110101 ( — 32 + 16 + 4 + 1). 

It should be noted that, when a signed number is 
extended by adding more digits at the left-hand end, the 
correct procedure is to repeat the left-hand digit'. For 
example, if we extend them to eight digits, eleven becomes 
00001011 and minus eleven 11110101. In the case of un-
signed numbers and in the case of all numbers extended 
at the right-hand end, the added digits are always O's. 
An advantage possessed by the complement notation for 

signed numbers is that the processes of addition and sub-
traction can be carried out by exactly the same methods 
on signed and unsigned numbers, if the units carried from, 
or borrowed by, the left-hand digit are ignored'. This 
holds provided that the. input numbers have the same 
number of digits, and provided that the result can be 
expressed in that number of digits. Thus, when comple-
ment notation is used, only one set of adding and subtract-
ing circuits need be provided, and these circuits need not 
be informed whether the numbers passing through them 
are signed or unsigned. Unfortunately this does not apply 
to multiplication, which must take account of the sign 
conventions of the factors. 
The following example shows the addition of three 

unsigned binary numbers. The chief difference in the 
addition of binary and decimal numbers is that with binary 
numbers twos instead of tens are carried to the next 
column of a number. 

0 1 0 1 1 8 + 2 + 1 = 11 
0 1 1 1 0 8 + 4 + 2 = 14 
1 1 1 0 0 16 + 8 + 4 = 28 
1 1 0 1 0 1 32 + 16 + 4 + 1 = 53 

The right-hand column adds up to one, which is written 

" Ferranti, Ltd. 
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in the answer line; the second column adds up to two--
write 0 and carry 1; the third column (including the carry) 
adds up to three—write 1 and carry 1; the fourth column 
adds up to four—write 0 and carry 2; and so on. 
An example of binary multiplication of unsigned 

numbers will now be given*: 

1 1 0 1 1 . 

1 0 1 0 1 . 

. R=27 

. D=21 = d,k2k 
k 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 . . Rdor 
000000000  Rd,2' 
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 . . .  Rd222 
0000000 •  Rcl,23 
011011   Rcl,,24 

4 

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 . RD=567= dk2kR (512 + 32 + 16 
k 0 

+4+2+1) 

(16+8+2+1) 

(16+4+1) 

Three processes are involved: 

I. The factor R is multiplied separately by each digit, 
dk, df the factor D. 

2. The products Rdk are each multiplied by 2k. 

3. The products Rdk2k are added to form the final 
product. 

It will be seen that each of the Rdk2k's is extended to the 
tenth column by adding O's, since R is unsigned. If R is 
signed, the Rdk2k's must be extended by repeating the left-
hand digit. Again, if D is signed, the product Rc142", 
corresponding to the left-hand digit of D, must be reversed 
in sign before being added, since c& now has a negative 
significance. An example of multiplication of signed 
numbers will now be given: 

1 1 0 1 1 . . R = —5 

I 0 1 0 1 . . D = — 11 = dk2k — d,,24 
k = 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 . . Rc1,2° 
000000000 . . . Rc1,2' 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 . . Rd22z 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0   Rd.,23 
0 0 0 1 0 1    — Rd421 

(1 0)0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1  .   RD =55 (units carried from the 

tenth place are ignored) 

Representation of Numbers as Pulse-trains 

In the Manchester machine binary numbers are trans-
ferred between parts of the machine as pulse-trains, in 
which a pulse represents 1 and the absence of a pulse 0. 
The machine divides time into periods of 240,usec which 
are known as beats. Each beat is divided into 24 digit-

In a similar example given in Reference 4 the letters R and D are reversed 
The reason for:the reversal will be made clear later. 
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periods of 1 Ousec. The first four digit-periods of a beat 
(the black-out period) are blank, and during the remain-
ing twenty digit-periods a twenty-digit number may be 
specified by a pulse-train occurring at a point in the cir-
cuits. Fig. 1 shows how this is done. A pulse in digit-
period 0 gives the units digit of the number as 1, a pulse 
in digit-period 1 gives the two's digit as 1, and so on. If 

1 I 

«Black 

period 

o 

Bcolt 

2 

4 

3 

8 

4 18 19 

Black 

perkid 

O 2 3 4 

Beat 2 

Fit.. 1. The representation of numbers as pulse-trains 

(a) Numbers of digit-periods. 
(b) Pulse-train representing numbers. (The pulses are negatee-going). 
(c) Values of pulses. 
The pulse-train (b) gives in beat I +4 + 8 13, and in beat 2 2+8 = 10. 

18 19 o 

a number has mare than twenty digits, it must be trans-
ferred as a pulse-train extending over more than one beat. 
The pulse-train shown in the Figure may represent either 
1 + 4 + 8 (=, 13) in the first beat and 2 + 8 (= 10) in the 
secand, or 13 + 10 x 2", if the pulse-train is taken as 
representing one number in the two beats. 

The Storage of Numbers 

Numbers are stored in the multiplier and in the asso-
ciated parts of the. machine by a system of cathode-ray 
tube storage due to Prof. F. C. Williams and Dr. T. 
Kilburn'. Fig. 2 shows the features of such a store that 
are relevant to this article. For the purposes of this article 
the storage tube may be. taken as a device which stores. 
several twenty-digit binary numbers, each in a separate 
location or line. In every beat one of these lines is 
scanned under the control of a line selecting circuit, and 
the number stored there appears as a pulse-train at a 
read output terminal. This is the process of reading. To 
record or write a number in the store, the desired line is 
scanned and the new number is fed as a pulse-train to 
the write input terminal of the store. If it is desired to 
read a line without changing the number stored on that 
line, the write input of the store is connected to the. read 
output, so that, when the line is scanned, the number in it 
is rewritten in the same line. 

LINE SELECTING 
CIRCUIT 

CATHODE-RAY TUBE 
STORE 

Read 
Output Inp 

Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of cathode-ray tube atore 

Organization of the Machine 

Fig. 3 shows in schematic form the parts of the machine 
which are concerned with multiplication. The main store 
consists of eight cathode-ray tube stores, each having 65 
twenty-digit lines. The contents of these lines may be 
treated as 

(1) simple twenty-digit numbers, 
(2) forty-digit numbers occupying two adjacent lines, 
(3) instructions, which are coded as twenty-digit numbers. 

Control withdraws the instructions from the main store 
as they are required and sends signals to other parts of 
the machine (shown as broken lines in the Figure) which 
cause the operations called for by the instructions to take 
place. 
The accumukror is a cathode-ray tube store holding a 

single eighty-digit number, the result of arithmetical and 
other operations, in four twenty-digit lines, 0, 1, 2, and 3. 
Line 0 holds the twenty least significant digits, line 1 the 
twenty next least significant, and so on. There is a line 
selecting circuit which normally scans the lines in succes-
sive beats in the cyclic order 0, 1, 2, 3. When it is required 
to read the number from the accumulator, the. line selecting 
circuit is constrained at the beginning of a beat to scan 
line 0. Then the twenty least significant digits will be read 
in that beat, and the remaining digits will follow auto-
matically in the next three beats as the line selecting circuit 
continues its cyclic scanning of the lines. 
The read output and write input terminals of the 

accumulator are connected by several paths, each of which 
is controlled by a gate. Three paths are shown at the 
right of the schematic diagram, Fig. 8. The first, controlled 
by the gate 5, allows the contents of the accumulator to 
be rewritten unchanged; the second (gate 6) causes the read 
output pulse-trail to be combined in an adding circuit 
with a pulse-train coming from the main store or from the 
multiplying circuits, so that the sum of the numbers repre-
sented by the pulse-trains is recorded in the. accumulator in 
place of the original contents. The third path (gate 7) 
similarly causes a difference to be formed. After a series 
of operations have been performed in the accumulator, the 
number stored there may be transferred to the main store. 

MULTIPLIER 
INCLUDING MULTI-
PLIER REGISTER 

ACCUMULATOR 

A 
Proguct À 

Factors tInstruction 

1 1.11.1N STOP". 

 .. 
Fig. 3. Block diagram of computing 'machine 

Full lines give the paths by which numbers may be transferred ; b ok a, lines indicate 
signals from control 

The multiplier forms the product of two numbers sent 
from the main store, and sends it to be added or sub-
tracted into the number in the accumulator. The multi-
plier contains the multiplier register, which is a cathode-
ray tube store holding the two forty-digit factors R and D, 
in four twenty-digit lines, M r, fild, Mi. There is a 
line selecting circuit which causes the lines to be scanned 
in successive beats in the cyclic order given above. This 
circuit can be constrained in the same way as the accumu-
lator line selecting circuit to scan a particular line in a 
given beat. 

Operational Cycle of the Machine 

The operation of the machine is divided into bars, which 
consist of four or more beats. In each bar one instruction 
is withdrawn from the main store and obeyed. The beats 
of a bar have names, which are given at a in Figs. 6 and 7. 
The first three beats, which are called S„ A„ and S„ are 

occupied by finding the instruction to be performed and 
transferring it to control. Signals indicating the nature 
of the operation to be performed are made available by 
control at the end of S„ and remain available until the 
end of A, of the following bar. 
The remainder of the bar, which may be of one or more 

beats, is occupied by performing the operations ordered 
by control. The beat following S, is called A,; further beats, 
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when they exist, are called A„ S„ B„ S„ S„ S, and B,. 
In the bar shown in Fig. 7 all these beats are present, 
although the last two are allowed to overlap, and coincide 
with S, and A, of the following bar. 

o 2 3 4 5 

d 

2 4 8 16 32 64 e 

Fig 4. Multiplication by powers of two 

(a) Number of digit-per'od. 
(b) Pulse-train giving I +2 +8 =11. 
(c) Pulse train shifted by one digit-period, giving 2 + 4 16=22=11 x 2'. 
(d) Pulse-train shifted by three digit-periods, giving 8+16+64=88 =11 x 2'. 
(e) Values of pulses. 

The Multiplication Instructions 

Multiplication takes place in two steps. In the first 
step the multiplier D, is transferred from the main store. 
to the multiplier registert, where it is held until further 
notice. This operation will be referred to as the D-
operation. In the second step (the R-operation) the multi-
plicand, R, is transferred from the main store to the multi-
plied, which forms its product with D and adds, or sub-
tracts*, it into the number in the accumulator. It should 
be noted that D remains in the multiplier register until it is 
superseded by a number from the main store in the next D-
operation. Thus any number of multiples of D may be 
added into the accumulator by a series of R-operations, 
of which only the first need be preceded by a D-operation. 

Before it can form a product the multiplier must be given 
the following informatión: 

1. The digits of the factors R and D. 
2. The sign conventions of the factors, which are not 

necessarily the same. 
3. Whether the product is to be added to or subtracted 

from the number in the accumulator. 

D ( IC1101)=21 

00 R 2R 2R 4R 5R IOR IOR 2OR 2IR 

Fig. 5. Part of the multiplier chain showing multiplication of R by D 
(=pion 

Of these items only (1) is given by the digits of the numbers 
as they are taken from the main store. In the system 
adopted in the Manchester machine the sign convention 
of each factor is given by the instruction which causes it 
to be taken from the main store. Whether the product 
is to be added or subtracted is given by, the instruction 
for the R-operation. Thus there are six kinds of instruc-
tion connected with multiplication. 

1. D-operation—D signed. 
2. D-operation—D unsigned. 
3. R-operation—R signed—add product into 

accumulator. 

In the method of multiplication described in Reference 4 the multi-
plicand, D, is transferred first and then the multiplier, R. ln the system 
described here the order is reversed, but the letters D and R are still used 
for the first and second factors to be transferred. 

In what follows reference to subtraction into the accumulator will 
often be omitted in order to avoid repetition. 

4. R-operation—R signed—subtract product into 
accumulator. 

5. R-operation—R unsigned—add product into 
accumulator. 

6. R-operation—R unsigned—subtract product into 
accumulator. 

The Basic Method of Multiplication 
We have seen that there are three processes involved in 

binary multiplication. 
1. The multiplication of R separately by each of the 

forty digits, dk, of D. 
2. The multiplication (or "shifting") of the resulting 

products by the apropriate powers of two. 
3. The addition of the forty resulting numbers. 
(1) is performed by applying a pulse-train representing 

R to the inputs of a number of gates, each of which is 
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(b) Lines scanned in multiplier register. 
The vertical arrows show the times at which the multiplier register line selecting 
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(a) Designation of beats. 
(b) Lines scanned in accumulator. 
(c) Lines scanned in multiplier register. 

The vertical arrows show the times at which the line selecting circuits are constrained 
to scan particular lines 

open if the corresponding digit, ilk, of D is 1. If it is 1 
the output pulse-train will represent R; but if dk is 0 the 
gate will be closed, and the output will represent O. Thus 
the outputs of the gates give the products dkR. 
For multiplication by powers of two, use is made. of the 

serial representation of numbers. If a pulse-train repre-
senting a number is passed through a circuit which delays 
it by one digit-period, then the resulting pulse-train will 
represent the original number shifted one place, i.e. multi-
plied by two. Similarly a delay of two digit-periods multi-
plies the number by four, and so on. Fig. 4 will make this 
point clear. 
The additions of the shifted numbers (or partial products 

as they will be called) have usually been done successively 
by a single adding circuit4•5•6; but, in principle, it is possible 
to do them simultaneously by forty adding circuits, each 
adding one of the partial products, or by an intermediate 
method, using say twenty adding circuits to form the pro-
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duct in two steps. This last method is the one used in the 
Manchester machine. During each step R is multiplied 
by twenty of the digits of D to give a half-product, which 
is added into the accumulator as it is formed. 

Fig. 8 shows enclosed in the broken line the arrange-
ment of gates, delay circuits and adding circuits which 
form the half-products. In the first step of the R-opera-
tion the twenty least significant digits of D are recorded 
by twenty bi-stable trigger-circuits, winch collectively form 
the multiplier staticizor. Each of the gates so to s„ is 
open when the digit dk held by a corresponding trigger-
circuit is 1. The least significant digit controls gate so, 
the next least significant controls s„ and so on. 
When .the twenty least significant digits of D have been 

set up on the trigger-circuits R is fed as a pulse-train to 
the inputs of the gates, so that the products of R and 
twenty of the digits of D appear at the outputs. These 
products are added together by the delay and adding 
circuits*. Fig. 5 shows the numbers represented by the 
pulse-trains appearing at the terminals of the last five 
adding and delay circuits when D is twenty-one. It will 

EXTENDING 
CIRCUIT 

SIGN CONVENDON 
OF D 

LINE SELECTING 
CIRCU IT 

MULTIPLIER 
REGISTER 

COMPL EMENTING 
CIRCUIT 

expressed as pulse-trains extending over more than one 
beat. Arrangements have therefore been made for an input 
in digit-period 19 of any but the last beat of a pulse-train 
to produce its output five digit-periods later in digit-period 
0 of the next beat. 
When the first half-product has been formed, the 

twenty most significant digits of D replace the twenty 
least significant digits on the multiplier staticizor, and R 
is again sent to the inputs of the gates to produce the 
second half-product. 

Timing of Operations in the Multiplier 

Figs. 6 and 7 give the. timing of operations in the multi-
plier during multiplication. Fig. 6, which refers to the 
D-operation, shows how the new D is transferred, via 
gate 1 of Fig. 8, to the multiplier A., and A,. The line-
selecting circuit is constrained to scan line md in A2; and, 
as has been explained, line ma' will be scanned auto-
matically in the next beat. The old D appears at the read 
output terminal, but it does not pass gate 2 which is closed. 
Thus D is written on the lines ma and ma' of the multiplier 

—0-- Gate 

—C>  Delay circuit 

—11  Adding circuit 

  Subtracting circuit 

MULTIPLIER 
STATIC I ZOR 

II II 

Multiplier Chain 

LINE SELECTING 
CIRCUIT 

ACCUMULATOR 

Read y 
Output 

V 

To main 
store 

I From 

storc 

Fig. S. Schematic diagram a multiplier and accumulator 
Many details of the accumulator which do not concern multiplication are omitted 

be seen that an output from the right-hand, or least signifi-
cant gate, so, passes through no delays on its way to the 
accumulator, an output from s, passes through one delay, 
which multiplies the corresponding number by two, and 
so on. Thus in the formation of the first half-product, each 
partial product is multiplied by the correct power of two 
as it passes down the chain of adding circuits;or multiplier 
chain as it will be called. 
The arrangement of alternate adding and delay circuits 

has the advantage that the number of delay circuits required 
is minimized, and also that the delay inherent in each 
adding circuit can be neutralized by a corresponding 
deficiency in the delay of the following'delay circuit. In 
practice an aperiodic form of delay circuit is used, which 
delivers its output pulse at the beginning of a digit-period 
even if the input pulse occurs late in the preceding digit-
period. These delay circuits must deal with, numbers 

These adding CirellilS are of the type described in Section 8.2 of 
Reference 4. 

Write 
* Input 

register, with the least significant half on the line ma. 
During the D-operation a signal from control indicates the 
sign convention of D, and this is used to set a bi-stable 
trigger-circuit in the multiplier, which modifies the follow-
ing R-operations in accordance with the sign convention 
of D. 

Fig. 7 gives the timing of R-operations. During S2 of 
each bar the line selecting circuit is constrained to scan 
line md, and the twenty least significant digits of D are 
read from this line and sent, via gates 2 and 3, to the multi-
plier staticizor. If an R-operation is to take place. in the 
bar under consideration, the number R is sent from the 
main store via gate 1 during A. and A,. The line select-
ing circuit is constrained to scan line m, in A.„ and gate 2 
is closed, so that R is recorded by lines mr and mi.' of the 
multiplier register. At the same time R is sent via gate 4 to 
the multiplier chain, passing through the exte.nding circuit. 
This circuit receives a signal from control, causing it to 
extend R by adding O's at the most significant end if R 
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is unsigned, or by repeating the last digit if it is signed. 
The eighty-digit half-product is produced in A, and A„, 
S, and 13,, and is added or subtracted into the accumulator 
according to the instructions received from control, which 
close gate 5 and open either gate. 6 or gate 7. The 
accumulator line selecting circuit is constrained to scan 
line 0 in A„ and the lines 1, 2, and 3 follow automatically 
in A„, S4, and B. The complementing circuit has no 
effect d,uring the formation of the first half-product. 

In S, the multiplier register line selecting circuit is con-
strained to scan line ma', and the twenty most significant 
digits of D are read from the register. They are sent via 
gate 3 to the multiplier staticizor. In the next two beats, 
S, and S,. the lines in, and ni„' are automatically scanned. 

is read out and sent through the extending circuit to 
the multiplier chain to form the second half-product. If 
D is signed, its most significant digit has the opposite 
sign to the remainder of the digits. This is taken account 
of by reversing the. sign of R, after it has passed through 
gate sj, of the multiplier chain, by means of the comple-
menting circuit*. This •takes place during the formation 
of the second half-product if the trigger-circuit which 
registers the sign convention of D shows it to be signed. 
The number of delay circuits between each gate of the 

multiplier chain and the output of the chain is correct 
during the formation of the first half-product; but for 
the second half-product there are in each case twenty too 
few delays. This is corrected by adding the second half-
product to the sixty most significant digits of the number 
in the accumulator, which is equivalent to shifting the 
second half-product by twenty places. It will be seen 
from Fig. 7 that the lines 1, 2, and 3 of the accumulator, 
which contain the sixty most significant digits, are scanned 
during the formation of the second half-product without 
the necessity of constraining the line selecting circuit 
again. 

Speed and Size of the Multiplier 

The time taken for multiplication, using the system 
of multiplication which has been described, is five beats 
for the D-operation and nine beats for the R-operationt 
A beat is 240,u.sec long, so that these times are 1-2msec and 
2-16msec, or 3.36msec for the whole operation of extract-
ing two numbers from the main store, multiplying them 
together and adding or subtracting their product into the 
number in the accumulator. This must be compared with 
the 0-96 or 1-2msec (four or five beats) required to perform 
the simple operations of the machine. 
The size of the multiplier may be estimated from the 

number of valves in it, which is about 250 pentodes and 
7C0 diodes¡ of which about 150 pentodes and 500 diodes 
are in the gates, adding circuits, and delay circuits of the 
multiplier chain. The total number of valves in the corn-
putor is approximately 1 700 pentodes and 2 300 diodes. 
Thus nearly a quarter of the valves of the machine are 
in the multiplier. This large size of the multiplier is the 
price paid for the low ratio of time for multiplication to 
time for simple operations in the Manchester Machine. 

Binary multiplication is an operation which consists 
essentially of many additions, and, as has already been 
pointed out, these can be done slowly by successive 
additions in a single adding circuit, quickly by simultaneous 
additions in a large number of adding circuits, or at an 
intermediate speed by an intermediate number of adding 
circuits. The size of the multipliers increases with their 
speed, and in the design of a computing machine a balance 
must be struck between speed and size. The factors which 
must be considered when deciding on the optimum speed 

This circuit is basically of the type described in Reference 4. 

I The R-operation has eleven beats altogether, but two of these overlap 
the next bar. 

Only half the valves of the multiplier staticizor have been included in 
jhese numbers, since the s—ne is shared between the multiplier and 
the magnetic drum transfer circuits. 

of the multiplier are, 

(1) the multiplication times and sizes of several possible 
multipliers together with their probable reliability and ease 
of maintenance, 

(2) the time for the ordinary operations of the machine 
(such as addition, subtraction, and transfers of numbers 
from one part of the machine to another), 

(3) the size of the remainder of the machine, and 

(4) the proportion of multiplications to other operations 
in the class of problems to be solved by the machine. Most 
of these factors can only be estimated, and it will be 
appreciated that the optimum speed of the multiplier in 
the Manchester machine could not be exactly fixed by 
consideration of them. It is probable, however, that the 
speed of the multiplier lies within a factor of two of the 
optimum speed. The reliability and ease of maintenance 
of the multiplier have been found to compare well with 
those of other parts of the machine. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The multiplier in the computing machine which has 
been recently installed at Manchester University forms 
the product of forty-digit binary numbers, which may be 
signed or unsigned, by multiplying one of them first by 
the twenty least significant digits and then by the twenty 
most significant digits of the other, and then adding the 
two half-products so formed. A method of multiplication 
is used in which twenty processes of addition (or nineteen 
of addition and one of subtraction) proceed at the same 
time. The half-products are added to, or subtracted from, 
a number stored in the accumulator as they are formed. 
The complete process of multiplication and addition, or 
subtraction, takes place in 3-36msec. 
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APPENDIX 

THE DUAL NAIURE OF THE M ULTIPLIER CHAIN 
The Manchester computor is h serial machine, and the 

multiplier chain has therefore been regarded as a device 
which deals with numbers in serial form, although one of 
the factors (D) must be supplied in parallel form. The 
action of the chain is then described as the simultaneous, 
or parallel, addition of twenty serial numbers, dkR. 

In parallel machines', however, it is natural to regard 
the same mechanism as dealing with numbers in parallel 
form, although one of the factors (R) must be supplied in 
serial form. The action of the chain is then described 
as the successive, or serial addition of twenty parallel 
numbers, rkD, one number being added to the number 
passing down the multiplier chain (or shifting register 
as i is called in a parallel machine) in each digit-period. 

Thus, it may be said that, in the multiplier described in 
this article, a high speed of multiplication has been 
obtained by the use of what is in effect a parallel multi-
plier in a serial machine. 
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D.C. Relays 
Some Recent Techniques and Developments 

By N. E. Hyde* 

A good deal of emphasis has recently been directed to the improvement of radar, radio and 
telecommunication components for use in the Services, and this article is intended to summarize 

the attention that has been, and is being given to D.C. relay development. 
The author proposes to outline some of the more recent advances in the design of various 

D.C. relays which have been developed during and subsequent to the 1939-45 war. 
This article will first mention some of the factors pertaining to the design of such relays and 
will go on to the development of the G.E.C. "flying lead" relay and the Siemens' miniature 
high-speed relay, which were completed during the war period, followed by developments which 
were started during the war but which have not yet been completed. Finally, mention will be 
made of several post-war designs such as the E.N1.I. moving-iron relay and the relay developments 

of Walter Instruments Ltd. 

C OME 30 years ago comparative tests were carried out at 
the British Post Office Research Laboratories upon 

sample relays submitted to them by each of the main relay 
manufacturers. The object of the tests was to enable them 
to standardize on a relay for general use in automatic tele-
phone exchanges. The tests, which referred to unsealed 
relays, indicated the following facts: 

(a) That relays mounted with the spring-sets in the 
horizontal plane had a greater fault liability than 
those with the spring-sets mounted in the vertical 
plane. 

(b) That " buffered " springs had less fault liability than 
"unbuffered" springs. 

(c) That double contacted springs greatly reduced 
the fault liability factor. 

User Specification 

The main circuit requirements of any relay in Service 
equipment may be briefly summarized as follows: 

(a) It must meet a very large range of conditions affect-
ing spring-set load. 

(b) It must meet a limited range, of conditions affecting 
operate and release currents and also of operate and release 
times. 

(c) The adjustments once made by the manufacturer, 
must be definite and permanent. 
These_ requirements may not at first- sight appear too 

stringent, but it should be borne in mind that severe Service 
conditions call for satisfactory functioning over a voltage 
range of -±20 per cent; a temperature range of —40°C to 
+100°C; a range of air pressure of 120mm to 1 500mm 
of mercury; under accelerations as large as 9g; shocks of 
the order of 12g and vibrations of 0.005 inch at frequencies 
up to 100c/s; in atmospheres of 95 per cent humidity at 
100°C, and conditions likely to produce electrolytic 
corrosion. 

In addition to the stringent conditions specified above, 
there is another less capable of specification, which has a 
far-reaching effect upon the design and performance of the 
open construction type relay—the hazard of corrosion— 
which necessitates protection to metal parts. It may not 
at first sight be apparent that the operational efficiency of 
a relay is influenced by this coating, but it has been found 
that for optimum results, the magnetic iron parts should be 
nickel-plated on copper with a chromium flash added to 

* Formerly Admiralty Signal and Radar Establishment. 

prevent corrosion. This, plating is not necessary in the 
sealed types, although it is important that their piece parts 
should be well preserved prior to and during final assembly 
and if kept in store before sealing should be suitably pro-
tected against damp or other attacking agents such as 
chemical fumes. 

Factors Pertaining to Relay Design 

ARMATURE STICTION 
Armature stiction due. to residual magnetism in the iron 

circuit as a result of repeated operation is normally over-
come by facing the pole piece or armature, or both, with 
some non-magnetic coating or alternatively by means of a 
non-ferrous screw threaded through the armature, which 
is adjusted so that under " operate " conditions a minute— 
or otherwise if desired air-gap exists between the 
armature and the pole.piece and direct adhesion is then 
avoided. The latter method is usually adopted as the 
coating method may in itself cause mechanical adhesion 
of the two faces under certain conditions. 

TIMING OF RELAY 
The most common method of altering the time-constant 

cf a relay is by the use of copper " slugs" or " sleeves." 
These act as a single-turn secondary winding having a 
large time-constant. 'On removal of the coil energizing 
current the ampere-turns in the coil are temporarily 
transferred to the slug or sleeve and the armature remains 
attracted until the stored energy has slowly declined to 
the normal release value of -the relay. 
Great flexibility of operation is obtained by these 

devices as a slug fitted to the front end of the core—that 
end adjacent to the armature—gives a slow to operate and 
slow to release characteristic while a slug fitted at the rear 
end of the core gives a quick to operate and slow to release 
feature. 
A range of some 10-300 milliseconds time lag can be 

obtained on Service relays of the K3000 type fitted with 
these devices. Figures for the miniature relays mentioned 
later are not yet available. It will be apparent that spring-
set or armature load ,plays an important function in the 
timing, and that heavy loads will limit the range consider-
ably. The residual air-gap is also an important factor in 
determining the release time of a delay, but with a well 
designed and efficient magnetic circuit a longer air-gap is 
possible and greater stability of release times obtainable. 
There are, of course, other methods that can be adopted 

to produce release delays in a relay, and the following 
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are a few of the more common: 

(a) The short-circuiting of a secondary low resistance 
winding—comparable with the slug or sleeve method 
described above. 

(b) The connecting of a rectifier or resistor in parallel 
with the relay coil. 

(c) The connecting of a large capacitor in parallel with 
the, relay coil or alternatively discharging such a capa-
citor through a secondary winding on the relay. 

In considering a decrease in operating times, the induct-
ance of the coil should be reduced, and a partly wound coil 
is therefore. better than a fully wound one. For this circuit 
cóndition the operating current should be about 0.75 of the 
final current for optimum results. 

CONTACT SPRINGS 
Another design problem associated with relays is the 

choice of material for the manufacture of the small flat 
centilever springs which carry the contacts. The springs 
are generally blanked from thin sheet or strip and are fre-
quently formed into rather intricate shapes in punch 
presses. Care must be taken to see that the.grain orienta-
tion is correct for the material being used. 

These. parts often carry currents of the order of 5 amperes 
at about 200 volts; contact is sometimes made between two 
base metal springs, but more frequently between precious 
metal contacts riveted to the springs, or alloys welded to 
them. The material used, therefore, must combine high 
elasticity and fatigue properties with good electrical con-
ductivity and weld-ability and be sufficiently ductile to 
permit forming without difficulty. 

Generally speaking, the contact spring material must be 
non-magnetic, corrosion resistant and in some cases 
resistant to creep or drift under continuously applied loads. 
High carbon steels are frequently unsuitable for use as 

springs in communication equipment because they lack 
adequate corrosion resistance and are magnetic. 
The two materials most widely used are phosphor bronze 

and nickel-silver alloys. However, since the best combina-
tion of spring properties is obtained in these materials by 
cold rolling, the forming impairs the temper at which they 
should be used. 
The material beryllium copper is a corrosion resisting, 

copper base alloy which can be formed in the soft annealed 
state and heat treated afterwards to obtain the spring 
characteristics required. For these reasons beryllium 
copper contact springs are frequently used, especially for 
miniature components. 

PRESSURES IN CONTACT SPRINGS 
If a curve for such cantilever springs be obtained by plot-

ting " pressure build up in the spring" against " armature 
displacement" and superimposed upon this a similar curve 
obtained by plotting " magnetic force" against " armature 
displacement" then the minimum " operate " ampere-turns 
for the relay can be obtained. It is frequently found that 
it may not be the initial nor the final pressure which deter-
mines the "fully operate" current; further free springs 
(unbuffered) show a more gradual increase of pressure than 
buffered springs, the latter having a steeper movement-
pressure characteristic. 
The tendency towards the use of buffered springs as 

exemplified in the K3000 type relay stresses the need for 
the above curves. A buffered spring can be adjusted to 
closer tolerances than free springs and dispenses with the 
tedious current adjustment which the latter entails. In 
miniature relays owing, to the short springs buffering is 
not always practicable, but it is possible to use a combina-
tion of non-flexible and flexible springs which dispenses 
with the need. Such combinations have been used for 
switching as much as 10 amperes at a potential of 12 volts 
giving a life of several thousand operations in air at 85°C. 
To succeed in handling such currents, it is imperative to 

have bounce-free operation and to choose suitable contact 
material of correct size, volume, contact resistance, etc. 

CONTACTS AND CONTACT MATERIALS 
Substantial advance is thought to be possible if better 

contact materials were available. At present the method 
of assessing the relative merits of various contact materials 
is to produce a large number of alloys and submit them to 
trials in actual components under various conditions. 
The number of variables in each experiment together 

with the large number of different contact materials avail-
able provide such a number of combinations to be dealt with 
that a rough estimate recently made indicates that many 
years' experimenting on normal lines would be required to 
solve the problem on statistical experimental lines. 
A few physicists are engaged on fundamental investiga-

tion into the problems of material transfer due to arcing 
and the formation of molten bridges. In the former, metal 
transfer is nearly always in the same direction—the nega-
tive electrode or contact will build up and the positive will 
be pitted. In the latter, however, when a molten bridge is 
formed as a contact opens, the temperature of the bridge 
rises until the boiling point of the material is reached when it 
explodes and destroys the bridge. It might be expected 
that with similar materials the hottest part of the bridge 
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Fig. I. Limiting arcing-current/voltage curves for silver, gold, platinum, 
copper and tungsten 

would be at its centre; this is not. however, the case, as 
the Thomson effect (i.e. heat transfer due to a current flow) 
causes the hottest region to be displaced in one direction 
or another dependent upon the. Thomson coefficient of the 
material. Other factors also enter into the direction of 
material transfer. 
The more common contact materials used for relays are 

silver for light-duty work, and platinum for medium-duty 
work and for applications in which very low contact resistance 
and freedom from tarnish is imperative. Large silver con-
tacts are extremely useful for heavy duty work up to 5 
amperes at 230 volts D.C. and A.C. (R.M.S.) in air at atmo-
spheric pressure, but although the oxides of silver are con-
ducting, the. sulphides are not and adequate contact 
pressure must be provided. The silver molybdenum alloys 
sometimes used for work requiring a repetitive number of 
operations at fairly heavy loads are unfortunately extremely 
prone to heavy corrosion even in Britain, and so frequently 
produce very high contact resistance which potentials of 
several hundred volts cannot break down. Thern oxide layer 
which forms is also difficult to remove manually. 

Generally speaking, the maximum current which can be 
interrupted by a pair of contacts is governed by the 
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resistance of the contact material to arcing, and this may 
take the form of light-duty wear or heavy-duty wear. It 
is found that for a given contact material there is a limit-
ing current which can be interrupted at each voltage 
between about 20 and 200 volts without drawing an arc. 
Below these values the electrical wear is negligible and is 
due to bombardment of the positive contact by free 
electrons from the negative contact. This forms the light-
duty aspect. Approximate limiting arcing currents for gold, 
silver, platinum, and tungsten being 0.4, 0.45, 0.9 and 1.4 
amperes respectively at approximately 200 volts. (See 
Fig. 1.) 
When these critical values are exceeded, arcing results 

and electrical wear—now due to bombardment of ionized 
particles—becomes more rapid. This condition constitutes 
the heavy-duty case. 
Thermal conductivity and capacity of the contact 

material are important aspects to be considered when 
choosing a suitable material for a given application where 
arcing is present. The heat produced by the arc must be 
dissipated quickly to prevent the temperature of the 
contact faces from rising to a level at which there is 
excessive electrical wear or even welding. In selecting a 
contact material it is therefore necessary to assess the 
relative importance of the two opposing effects, the one 
due to ionic bombardment which is intimately associated 
with the cohesive properties of the material and the other 

Fig. 2. The type K3000 relay 

the rise of temperature which is associated with the thermal 
conductivity of the material. 
The contacting problem although of great interest in all 

its aspects is too involved for further discussion in an 
article of -this nature and the reader is referred to such 
literature as Radnor Holm' for the fundamental approach 
to the subject and to Dr. L. B. Hunt' for the application 
or engineering aspect. 

Relay Development During the War 

A survey of early field reports from various sources 
showed that the vacuum-impregnating technique as applied 
to coils does not give satisfactory insulation against humid 
atmospheres; this necessitated an urgent short-term 
solution, because in 1941 it was decided that all relays 
used in a certain naval radar set must embody an improved 
tropical finish. As a result of this requirement Messrs. 
Ericssons Telephones Ltd., of Beeston, developed a special 
process of hot wet dipping in oleo-resinous varnish con-
taining an antifungicide. This technique gave remarkably 
good insulating properties under conditions of high 
humidity and attack by fungi, and in addition met the full 
requirements of the Interservice Specification R.C.S.161. 

Relays produced by this new technique were submitted 
to tropical tests, and after 10 complete and consecutive 
cycles of K110 specification insulation tests showed several 
thousand megohms insulation on the spring-sets and over 

10 megohms on the coils. This, although not considered 
the final word, was a considerable step forward and it was 
decided to apply the technique to the P.0.3000 type relays 
which were the Services standard relays. This modification 
•and certain improvements in spring tensions and armature 
fixing resulted in the present tropical version known as the 
K3000 relay. This relay is depicted in Fig. 2. 

Later war-time requirements of the fighting Services were 
for components of small size, and high performance. 
Miniaturization and hermetic sealing of relays therefore 
became one of the many items of development undertaken 
by the Interservice Miniature Components Sub-Committee 
(I.S.M.C.S-C.). It was decided by this committee that at 
that time relay requirements fell into two main groups: 
firstly, the development of a miniature relay to replace, 
as far as possible, the existing Service standard K3000 type 
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Fig. 3. G.E.C. flying-lead sealed re:ay 
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Fig. 4. Sealing method of the G.E.C. relay 

relay for general purpose work, and secondly to develop 
a miniature high-speed relay to replace the existing Siemens 
high-speed relay. 

Sealed Relays' 

G.E.C. NORMAL AND HEAVY DUTY RELAYS 
It was perhaps unfortunate that at that time an urgent 

requirement existed at one of the Service establishments 
for a large quantity of miniature general purpose relays 
for operations scheduled in the Far East theatre of war. 
This urgent commitment influenced the committee in 
accepting the General Electric Company's development of 
the 12 inch flying-lead sealed relay shown in Fig. 3. This 
has subsequently proved to be somewhat inconvenient in 
anything but a miniature set, or where inter-component 
wiring lengths are less than 12 inches. Another serious 
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objection to this relay, is that the conductors are liable to 
break off easily at the relay tag. Nevertheless this was the 
only sealed relay available to fill the breach and, as an 
interim measure, a small moulded terminal block was 
developed to overcome both of the above objections. 

M ETHOD OF CONSTRUCTION OF FLYING LEAD TYPE 
The illustration, Fig. 4, of the sealed relay under dis-

cussion shows the sealing method decided upon by the 
I.S.M.C.S-C. for the flying-lead relay. 
The main seal is obtained by compressing a rubber 

gasket between a bakelite terminal board and the spun-over 
metal case, while each terminal pin is sealed by individual 
rubber gaskets as illustrated. The conductors, after, passing 
through the tubular terminal pins, are hard soldered to 
ensure an airtight joint, the flying leads being insulated 
by suitable tropical grade sleeving when the unit is wired 
into an equipment. 
The relay itself has a novel armature fixing and a 

moulded bakelite buffer, block attached to an extension of 
the armature which actuates the moving springs of the 
spring-set so dispensing with the lifting pins and bushes 
usually used on relays of similar construction. The arma-
ture is fixed to two 3/36 inch wide hinge springs of 
beryllium copper clamped between the yoke and the 
spring-set on one end and riveted to the armature at the 
other end. The moving spring is tensioned down upon 
a spacing piece. The clearances with an armature move-
ment of approximately 0.025 inch are adequate by virtue 
of a 3: I mechanical advantage. 
The limitations in the design of this relay constitute 

some of its main weaknesses. The coil assembly is restricted 
to a single winding, and copper slugs cannot be fitted to 
produce alternative operate and release timing charac-
teristics. The relay by virtue of the materials used in its 
construction is only suitable for use in ambient tempera-
tures of 85°C máximum and it is therefore only , a 
" Category B" component. 
The organic materials used in its construction produce 

free organic vapours in the sealed container which permit 
carbonization in the presence of a contact spark. The coil 
dissipation is so limited that, at high temperatures, the 
circuit factor of safety must be reduced, so restricting the 
circuit applications and the margin of safety to ensure 
satisfactory operation. 

SIEMENS M INIATURE HIGH-SPEED HERMETICALLY-SEALED 
RELAY 

The other miniature sealed relay developed during the 
war under the auspices of I.S.M.C.S-C. was the Siemens 
high-speed relay depicted in Fig. 5. This relay, the outcome 
of miniaturizing and sealing the existing high-speed relay 
designed by the same firm prior to the war, is sealed in 
a similar manner to the G.E.C. relay previously described 
except that instead of using individual rubber gaskets 
around each conductor, a single gasket, pierced in the 
appropriate places, is used. The spinning over of the 
rectangular section lid to complete the seal proved to be 
difficult, but the difficulty was eventually overcome by 
re-designing the rubber gasket and controlling the spinning 
pressures to close limits. It will be appreciated that both 
methods of sealing depend for their success upon the sand-
wiching under pressure of rubber between two pieces of 
organic material. 

Life tests on this relay with full load of 2 amperes at 
24 volts D.C. and A.C.- R.M.S. (non-inductive load) have been 
carried out to ascertain the effect of sparking in an atino-
sphere which, although initally dry air at atmospheric 
pressure, becomes polluted with organic vapours derived 
from synthetic insulating materials from which the relay 
is constructed. A life of several million operations is 
possible provided sparking does not ocur, but this life is 
rapidly decreased in the presence of a spark. The contact 
material is platinum. 

It will be noticed that the -moulded base is marked to 
enable external wiring to the relay to be carried out in 
accordance with the diagram of connexions printed on one 
of the two larger faces of the cover. 

This relay is frequently used for keying purposes and 
is slightly superior in performance to the large unsealed 
high-speed relay from which it is derived, having less dis-
tortion and less bounce. Also, the operating time is from 
0-5 to 1.0 milliseconds less, being about 2 milliseconds. 

It is intended that this miniature sealed high-speed relay 
shall in the future supersede the major high-speed relay 
in the great majority of Service applications. Recently a 
holder has been designed to enable this relay to be plugged 
into the chassis. 

Fig. 5. Siemens high-speed relay 

Post-War Position 

Early in 1946 only the two sealed relays referred to 
above had actually been tooled up by the respective manu-
facturers and put into prodùction. Type Approval has been 
given by the Rá.clio Components Standardization Com-
mittee on behalf of the Services, the former as a 
"Category B" (40/85)* component, the latter as a 
" Category A" (40/100)* component. 

Fig. 6. G.E.C. rigid lead relay 

G.E.C. NORMAL AND HEAVY DUTY RELAYS (RIGID LEADS) 
As the result of a long-term contract the flying-lead 

method of sealing has been superseded by two other 
methods, each incorporating short rigid conductor leads. 
One method, Fig. 6(a), is to use individual K.L.G. ceramic 
seals soldered into the base, the other method, Fig. 6(b), 
is to adopt the rubber sandwich technique used on the 
Siemens sealed relay already described. The former method 
is far more expensive than the latter and both pass the 
inter-Service specification. It has yet to be determined 

.B(40/85) is a temperature category indicating —40°C +85 °C ambient 
working temperature limits. A(40/100) being —40°C +100°C. 
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which of these two methods of sealing should be stan-
dardized for Service use. 

Present Day Position 

The Services require the relay of the future to give the 
facilities and the sensitivity obtained from the present 
standard K3000 type relay, and in addition be miniature, 
hermetically sealed and capable of withstanding the most 
severe conditions of arctic and tropic exposures. Also, it 
has been felt that it is no use standardizing on the relay 
of the future which only just meets existing interservice speci-
fications, as in all probability more stringent tests would 
have, eventually to be met. All the types previously 
described have an upper temperature limit of I00°C 
ambient and, allowing about 20°C or 30°C rise with full 
wattage loading on the coils, plus increase in temperature 
due to the springs carrying full load, the materials used, 
i.e. Bakelite, Neoprene, Tufnol and Polythene, are ail 
liable to either flow or shrinkage. This, coupled with the 
liberation of hydrocarbon vapours and consequent 
carbonization at the contact when sparking is present, 
have suggested an entirely new approach to the problem. 

Previous designs all appear to have been evolved from 
the orthodox magnetic circuit as displayed by the K3000 
type relay, the reduction in linear dimensions and some 

2 3 
1 INCHES. 

Fig. 7. Minislave relay (centre) compared with a CV455 valve and a type 
K300-0 rela) 

ingenious design features being the only approach to the 
miniaturization problem. The temperature problem has 
not been faced at all, with the result that many of the 
relays cannot be used in " Category A" (100°C) because 
the maximum wattage dissipation from the coil is limited 
to the temperature at which the materials of the relay 
deteriorate. 

It was decided therefore that the relay must be con-
structed of inorganic materials throughout, that the mag-
netic circuit must be improved, and that the relay should 
be hermetically sealed in a pressurized atmosphere of some 
inert gas or mixture of inert gases. The foundation of an 
efficient relay lies in the perfection of its magnetic system 
and friction-free operation. These points, therefore, had to 
be investigated. 

W ALTER INSTRUMENTS 2-CHANGEOVER SEALED RELAYS 
C. M INISLAVE ") 
In order to achieve a relay of smaller size than the usual 

telephone type without loss of mechanical or e'lectrical 
efficiency it is not sufficient to be satisfied with reducing the 
linear dimensions of the orthodox pivoted armature or bell-
crank-lever type relays. The proble.m must be tackled from 
fundamental principles and if necessary a completely new 
design evolved. 
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This is in fact what Walter Instruments Ltd. of 
Wimbledon have accomplished. 
One design of theirs, the small 2-changeover relay (com-

pared in Fig. 7 with a CV455 valve and a K3000 type relay) 
is of cylindrical shape, having an armature with a piston-
like movement. Attached to the armature plunger is a 
transverse insulated rod which actuates the contacts. The 
magnetic circuit is of pot-type construction and the whole 
relay is sealed up using normal miniature valve technique. 

It will be seen from the sectional drawing (Fig. 8) that 
the electromagnet is an open-ended cylindrical pot, into 
which the energizing windings are fitted around a central 
core. The armature is a plunger movable axially to the 
magnet structure. The central core is made shorter than 
the magnet plunger so that the latter can be driven into 
the operating coil when it is energized. The insulated 
transverse operating arm rides betwee.n the upper and lower 
springs of the two changeover contact assemblies. 
Another unusual feature of this relay is that the ce.ntre 

spring of the changeover combination is fixed and rigid. 

CONTACT 
CARRIER 

PLUNGER 
SPRING 

ACTUATING 
PLUNGER 

PLUNGER 
SEATING ---
PLUG 

Fig. 8. Cross-section of Minislave relay 
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When the relay operates the upper springs assist the arma-
ture movement and when the relay releases the lower 
springs assist its return. The position of the contact operat-
ing rod damps vibrations in the cantilever moving springs 
and so reduces bounce considerably. 
The relay by virtue of its cylindrical construction lends 

itself to the sealing techniques used for such miniature 
valves as the popular CV138 type. The only divergence is 
that the glass envelope cannot be fused to the glass button, 
due to the high temperature involved in fusing glass. 
Instead, the button, which has a chamfered inner edge is 
silver-soldered to the edge of the glass envelope. 
The abutting edges are metalized with the new Johnson 

Matthey & Co. Ltd. silver pastes X351 and X353. These 
pastes have been proved to give vacuum-tight joints, so 
permitting the relay to be hermetically sealed in an atmo-
sphere of inert gas or mixture of inert gases if desired. 

In a special design made by this firm all internal parts 
are made of inorganic materials and the mechanical 
tolerances are such that the relay will work in an ambient 
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temperature of 150°C. Their standard component is, how-
ever, rated for 100°C maximum ambient temperature work-
ing and this type, therefore, uses more conventional 
moulding and insulating materials. The relay plugs into 
the standard 9-pin miniature valve holder. 
Two larger relays using the same magnetic construction 

have also been developed by Walter Instruments. One of 
these, shown in Fig. 9, is single-ended and uses solid silver 
shorting bars and silver contacts. It provides for 4-
changeover (C) or 4 make (M) or break (B) contacts in 
both light and heavy duty construction with make-before-
break (K) contact action as an alternative to the changeover 
contacts in the. light duty case. 
The other relay is a similar relay with 6-changeover 

contacts and has a 20-pin base and holder. The method of 
sealing is very similar to that used for the single ende‘l 
2-changeover relay described above. 

Comparison of the magnetic efficiencies of the K3000 
relay with those of an orthodox relay with reduced linear 
dimensions and with the Walter Instruments relays have 
been made by adopting the ampere-turns/pull relationship 
measured at the centre of the armature, each relay being 
fully saturated before each " operate" ampere-turns read-
ing was taken. These curves, together with those of watts/ 
pull, indicate that all three designs give similar performance 
except that at a 1 000 gram load the iron circuit of the 
G.E.C. miniature relay becomes saturated. The other 
relays both lift 2 000 grams without saturation. Needless 
to say, in this comparison all the armature travels (by calcu-
lation) were referred to one dimension. The operating time 
for the 2-changeover relay is of the order of 5 milliseconds 
and that of the 4- and 6-changeover relays of the order of 
10 milliseconds. 
Table 1 gives a list of the 2-changeover contact relays 

mentioned under this section with the operating currents, 
voltage and coil resistance, together with the contact rating 
and the firm's reference numbers. 

Polarized Relays 

During the war the most sensitive small polarized relay 
in production in Britain for telegraph use was the Carpenter 
type 3 relay which was then of inestimable value in filling 
the breach. For many Service applications it is however 
too large, difficult to adjust accurately, has only one change-
.over contact and is unsatisfactory under tropical condi-
tions. The ever increasing demand for small sealed, 
polarized relays led to the development of the single-
changeover Carpenter type 5, and the Shipton and the 
Ericsson 2-changeover polarized relays. 
The Carpenter and the Shipton relays each have a half-

bridge magnetic circuit, the Ericsson relay has a full-bridge 
circuit. The half-bridge suffers from shunting of the 

Fig. 9. A Walter 
Instruments relay 
compared with a ' 

type 10000 

operating flux by the. polarizing system and special steps 
have to be taken to introduce high reluctances into the 
polarizing system to reduce this effect. In the case of the 
first mentioned relay two magnets are used in a way con-
ducive to magnet deterioration, but .in the Ericsson relay 
the two magnets used are arranged consequently and 
deterioration does not take place. In the Shipton relay, 
also, in which only one magnet is used, a symmetry of 
polarizing gap reluctances cannot take place, therefore any 
changes in these gaps only affect the. amount of contact 
pressure and not their symmetry. 

Apart from magnetic circuit considerations, relays of 
this type, in which finely balanced systems are created in 
order that high speed and great sensitivity to injected 
current are possible, the problems of mechanical and 
thermal stability are accentuated and become major design 
problems. 
The Shipton polarized relay is shown in Fig. 10, the 

Carpenter Type 5 in Fig. 11 and the Ericsson in Fig. 12. 

THE E.M.I. BALANCED ARMATURE RELAY 
The E.M.I. moving-coil relay was evolved as the result 

of an exploratory contract, the main object of which was 
to determine whether or not there is any reason why a 
relay with very small dimensions should not handle a 
reasonable load. 
The target specification (besides including the general 

Service requirements detailed in R.C.S.11 and R.C.S.165) 
stated maximum dimensions as *in. by *in. by i.e. 
1/64 cubic inch in volume; ambient temperature category 

TABLE 

OPERATING CONDITIONS OF 2-CHANGEOVER RELAYS TARGET CLASSIFICATION : R.C.S.11 AS CATEGORY A (40/100) CLASS H.1 

(A) (B) (C) 

COIL 

RESISTANCE 

(OHMS) 

(D) (E) (F) _(G) , 

MANUFACTURERS 

CODE NOMINAL 

VOLTAGE 

STANDARD 
VOLTAGE 

LIMITS 

MINIMUM 

CIRCUIT 

VOLTAGE 

MINIMUM 

CIRCUIT 

CURRENT (MA) 

CONTACT 

RATING 

(LIGHT-DUTY) 

1.3 l'I—P5 2+025 0'9 400 
1300 volts 
D.C. or A.C. 
100 mA 

or 
24 volts 
I D.C. 
Ll ampere 

A3500/2 

60 4.8-72 10+2 4 330 A3500/10 

i2'G 96-14.4 39±8 8 270 A3500/39 

240 19'2-288 200+20 16 725 A3500/200 

480 38-4--57-6 1000+5 30 30 A3500/1000 

NOTES : (1) Sealing. All types are sealed. 
(2) Resistance Values (Col. C). Apply at I5°C and will be increased by about 50 per cent at I00°C. 
(3) Minimum Circuit Voltage (Col. D). Provides adequate safety margins under all conditions up to I00°C. 
(4) Minimum Circuit Current Col. E). Provides adequate factor of safety. It should be calculated for-adverse conditions of voltage, resistance and 

working temperature. 
(5) Contact Rating (Col. F). The D.C. loads assume adequate spark quenching. 
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A, i.e. —40'C to +100°C; spring-set working voltage 350 
volts D.C. or A.C. and the single make or break contact to 
handle approximately 35 watts, i.e. 100mA at 350 volts D.C. 
non-inductive load. 
The firm, after investigating methods of driving such 

as the piezo-electric effect, the magnetic control of gaseous 
discharge, the magneto-striction effect, the electro-magnetic 
moving-iron and moving-coil systems and the Johnson-
R ahbek effect found the moving-iron system to be the most 
efficient of all the systems investigated, but a balanced 
armature system was finally adopted as it permitted a more 
adjustable controlling mechanism. 
Of course, a departure from the more orthodox contact 

pressures and contact spacing was necessary and experi-

Fig. 10. Shipton polarized relay 

Fig. 11. Carpenter type S relay 

ment showed that under sealed conditions contact pressures 
of 4 grammes (minimum) for platinum and silver contacts 
gave reliable contacts up to 10 million operating cycles. 
Contact gaps of the order of 0.005in. were satisfactory for 
350 volts working. 
As working ambient temperatures of 100°C are 

envisaged, the temperature rise of the windings would 
bring the wire temperature up to approximately 150°C. 

To. meet the ambient temperature condition of 100°C 
plus an estimated temperature rise of 50°C when the coil 
of the relay is continuously operated it was proved that 
enamel-covered coil wire could not be used and that 
anodized aluminium wire is superior. The space factor of 
anodized aluminium wire more than compensates for the 
higher resistivity figure of aluminium over copper. 

It is difficult to soft solder to aluminium oxide wire 
because the elimination of the oxide film is not possible 
with normal fluxes. Some fluxes which have been used 
release a nascent element which stimulates a short violent 

reaction with the oxide, after which, however, the oxide 
film reforms immediately. 
By using the ultrasonic soldering technique a positive 

soldered metal-to-metal joint is possible. When a liquid is 
subjected to ultrasonic vibration or stimulation, the pheno-
menon of cavitation occurs. The pressure caused by 
cavitation disrupts the oxide surface, destroys it and so 
cleans the surface of the aluminium wire. By using molten 
tin as a liquid medium, a flow of metal is obtained and 
a good soldered joint is achieved. 
An experimental relay with dimensions as already stated 

Fig. 12. Ericsson polarized relay 

1 INCH 

Fig. 13. E.M.I. experimental balanced armature relays 

is shown in Fig. 13 together with a larger model of +in. by 
+-in. by +in. The latter relay was scheduled to go into pro-
duction as a Class H1, Category A component early in 
1952. The reason for increasing the volume to -k cubic inch 
is to permit adjustment and buffering of the springs, and 
satisfactory anchorage of the fine coil leads. Also, a greater 
degree of safety above the working voltage can be obtained. 
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Corona Discharge Tubes for Voltage 

Stabilization 
By E. E. Shelton* and F. Wsadet 

CORONA stabilizer tubes are low current, constant 
voltage devices. Before dealing with their characteris-

tics and manufacture it will be useful first to look briefly 
at the general current versus voltage characteristic curve 
observed during the conduction of electricity through a 
gas at a pressure of the order of a few millimetres of 
mercury. Fig. 1 shows such a curve, with the current scale 
expanded towards zero as a convenient way of showing 
the very small currents in the region OABCD. In a tube 
with two electrodes, say parallel planes or concentric 
cylinders, situated in a low intensity of weakly ionizing 
radiation (as is always the case with the natural back-
ground of radioactivity and cosmic radiation) then as the 
potential difference between the electrodes is slowly 
increased from zero, we find that more and more of the 
ions generated between the electrodes are collected (oA) 
until saturation is reached. Further increase of voltage 
produces no new effects (0 until gas multiplication starts 
(c). With increasing voltage, ionization by collision 
increases (co), until a point (E) is reached where the 
discharge is unstable. If the voltage is increased beyond 
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Fig. 2. General voltage/pressure 
characteristic 

Fg. 1. General current /voltage 
cl aracteristic for conduction of 

electricity through a gas 

this point a continuous discharge commences. This is 
called a corona discharge. The current is of the order of 
a few microamperes, -and in the dark a faint glow can 
be seen near the anode. This voltage is usually referred 
to as the " sparking" voltage or " striking" voltage, but 
it will be referred to here as the stabilizing voltage (Vs) 
since this is the region in which corona stabilizers operate. 

If the two-electrode tube is now operated with a series 
resistor of adequately high value, and the current through 
the tube. is increased, it will be found that there is a region 
(EF) over which the voltage across the tube increases only 
slightly although the current is increased by a factor of 
20 or even more. Next there is a region (FG) where the 
voltage remains 'constant while the current increases, after 
which the voltage across the tube decreases as the current 
increases (Gis), i.e., the incremental resistance of the tube 
becomes negative, and if the. series resistance is low 
enough, the mode of operation passes suddenly into that 
of the " glow " discharge, when a bright glow appears on 
the cathode surface. Over the region Hi this glow spreads 
over a larger area of the cathode as the current increases. 
This is the region in which the more familiar cathode-

* Nucleonic and Radiological Developments, Ltd. 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment. 

glow stabilizers work. Finally, after the cathode is com-
pletely covered with the cathode glow, further increase in 
current again produces an increase in voltage across the 
tube. 

It is well known that the stabilizing voltage. (V,) is 
dependent on both the field between the electrodes, and 
the gas pressure; the general relation between Vs and 
pressure is shown in Fig. 2, and we shall examine this 
relationship in more detail later, but only over the region 
marked MN. 
The work reported here was undertaken because a need 

had arisen for stabilizing the voltage supply to low voltage 
halogen quenched Geiger-Muller counter tubes'. The 
statement of requirements specified that the output voltage 
should be approximately 400 volts and should be stable 
over a wide range of input voltage; the current consump-
tion should be as low as possible and the external dimen-
sions should be as small as practicable. Work already 
published had been confined to tubes having stabilized 
outputs of 1 000 volts or more' and a preliminary survey 

Fig. 3. Basic circuit for stabilizer or regulator tube 

e— 

1  

Fig. 4. Construction of experimental corona discharge tubes 

in the same voltage range had also been made by 
Jaques' at A.E.R.E. It was decided to limit the work to 
electrodes consisting of concentric cylinders with the 
central cylinder or wire used as the anode. 

The Regulating Circuit 

Circuit design considerations have been dealt with in 
considerable detail in a recent article by Lichtman4 but we 
shall consider only the simplest statement of the circuit 
and tube relationship. The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 3. 
The slope of the. voltage versus current curve for the tube 
from the commencement of the corona discharge to some 
chosen current within the allowable range, is very approxi-
mately constant; this incremental resistance we denote by 
Re. The external series resistance is Rs. It can be seen 
by inspection, that when Ri the load resistor is infinite, 
the ratio of voltage variation on the output to the voltage 
variation on the input is:— 

AVs Re  
s — 

Vh, Re + Rs 

This factor is referred to as the stabilization ratio. 
It is obviously desirable for s to be small, so Re must 
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be as small as possible, and Rs as large as possible. In 
some applications the parallel load R, may be appreciable, 
in which case as the value of R, decreases or that of 'Rs 
increases, the applied voltage must be made greater in 
order for the voltage on the. tube to reach the striking 
potential 1/8; the disadvantage of this is self-evident, and 
clearly R, should be kept as large as possible. 

Tube Construction and Processing 

Fig. 4 shows two constructions used in experimental 
tubes. In Fig. 4(a) a tubular nickel cathode is shown 
mounted concentrically about a nickel anode wire. The 
two cathode support wire.s and the anode wire are held 
in position by a glass bead, •and are sealed into a glass 
bulb. The tube in Fig. 4(b) employs a slightly different 
method of construction; the anode wire is held in posi-
tion with the aid of a ceramic insulator at each end of 
the cathode. A single wire is welded to the cathode, the 
assembly then being sealed into a glass bulb. When 
processing is complete, a cover filled with a suitable wax 
is placed over the seal for protection and to enable the 
flexible leads to be anchored firmly at the seal. 

In the development work, many types of experimental 
tubes were made, until it was finally decided to standardize 
on a cathode of 6mm diameter and 30mm length, and an 
anode of 0.75mm diameter. Evacuation and gas filling 
were carried out through a small diameter glass tube 
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Fig. 5. Exhaust and filling sy tern for experimental tubes 

sealed to the end of the bulb. When the exhaust and 
filling operation was complete the tube was sealed off as 
shown. 
The experimental tubes were processed to a schedule 

which consisted of baking at 360°C for 15 minutes while 
the tube was being pumped at a pressure of less than 
10-5mm of mercury. 
At the end of the bake, the tubes were. allowed to cool 

and the cathodes were outgassed by eddy-current heating 
until a temperature of 700-800°C was reached. Gas 
filling took place after the tubes had cooled down to room 
temperature, and the performance as stabilizers was 
investigated while they were still on the filling system; 
after this they were sealed off for further tests. 
The investigation of the behaviour of many gases and 

gas mixtures necessitated building a special pumping and 
filling apparatus; Fig. 5 shows this diagrammatically. 
When gas mixtures were prepared on the pump, the volume 
between T4. T, and T, was evacuated via T„ to eliminate 
the possibility of diffusion of the first gas into the storage 
bulb of the second gas. In order to let in small amounts 
of gas, a small bore constriction was included in the filling 
line between the storage bulbs and the manifold. By this 
means it was possible to increase the pressure very slowly. 
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Tube Characteristics—Experimental Results 

The corona discharge tube characteristics to be 
investigated are, the stabilizing voltage Vr„ the incremental 
or A.C. resistance. R1, and corona range or the range of 
current over which the regulating action is satisfactory. 
" Operating range" for the purpose of the investiga-

tions recorded in Fig. '6, is defined as the change of input 
voltage necessary to increase the tube current from 
to 100,uA at V,. Throughout the experiments related to 
Fig. 6, the value of Rs was 20MI-2, and that of R, was 
10MI2. The top limit of 100,uA was chosen because small 
current consumption was one of the requirements stated 
at the commencement of this work. Later work has shown 
that tube currents of several hundred microamperes may 
be passed before. ',flax is reached. In some gases it has 
been found that /,„A. is set by the onset of the glow dis-
charge, but with hydrogen it is the commencement of 
oscillations which is the determining factor. When the 
tube current is reduced, it is found that there is a limit, 
viz., set either by a type of oscillation, or by the 
sudden cessation of the discharge. 

It is reasonable therefore, to state the useful range of a 
given tube by quoting /max. and /mi.; it will also be 
necessary to state maximum and minimum safe operational 
currents to be observed by users of these tubes. 

Fig. 6, which is a plot of Vs and operating range 
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against filling pressure, shows the differences which can 
arise from the choice of the filling gas. Fig. 7 gives the 
results obtained for Vs when the anode diameter, cathode. 
length, and tube current are maintained constant, and 
cathode diameter and gas pressure are varied. 

Fig. 8 is a similar plot for fixed cathode. diameter, 
cathode length, and tube current, while anode diameter 
and gas pressure are varied. The general (and not 
unexpected) conclusion from these results is that 
Vs increases with gas pressure, cathode diameter, and., 
anode diameter. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the general dependence of Re on 
electrode geometry and gas pressure: It will be seen that 
Re increases with gas pressure and cathode diameter, but 
that it decreases as the anode diameter increases. 
The effect of asymmetry of the cylindrical electrode 

structure has also been investigated, and it has been found 
to have relatively little effect on Vs, but a very marked 
effect in lowering This is illustrated in Figs. 11(a) 
and (b). 

Life Tests 

The life of a tube in operational hours, and the shelf 
life, are of paramount importance to both users and 
manufacturers, so tests were carried out from the earliest 
experimental stages to investigate these two qualities of 
the corona discharge tube. In one set of tests four tubes 
from a batch were put on shelf test and four others on 
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continuous operation life test. Table 1 shows the results 
of the shelf test over a period of nearly three months; 
these can be considered satisfactory. 

TABLE 1. Shelf Life Test Results 

TUBE NUMBER Vs (30-10-50) Vs (23-1-51) 

4 1 395 400 
7 403 400 
8 399 395 
10 395 395 

The results on continuous life test, however, showed quite 
clearly that the gas filling and processiig of these tubes 
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was not satisfactory. There was a large drop in the value 
of Vs over the first 300 hours. Table 2 gives these results 

TABLE 2. Early Life Test Results (showing partial recovery) 

TUBE 
NUMBER 

VS AT START 
OF LIFE TEST 

VS AT END OF 
300 HOURS' 
LIFE TEST 

VS AFTER I l 
WEEKS' REST 

1 412 272 390 
3 402 235 380 
6 400 325 390 

11 410 398 410 
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together with the value of Vs measured after the tubes had 
been resting for a further period of eleven weeks. It will 
be seen that Vs recovers partially on standing idle. 

Considerable experimentation was carried out to improve 
the life performance of the corona discharge tube. One 
interesting experimental tube used a sectioned cathode', 
constructional details of which are shown in Fig. 12. The 
larger portion of the cathode was processed to have a 
clean bright finish and the smaller upper portion, a slightly 
oxidized surface. This combination was used because it 

, CATHODE COMPENSATING ANODE WIRE 
Upright surface) CATHODE common to both cathodes) 

(oxydized surface) 

Fig. 12. Construction of sectioned cathode 

had been found that an oxidized surface gave a life curve 
with rising Vs while that of the bright finish gave a curve 
falling with time. Greatly improved results were obtained 
with this type of tube. Improvements were steadily made 
to the processing and filling techniques for the single 
element cathode with bright finish, and Table 3 gives the 
values of Vs for a typical set of three tubes taken from a 
larger batch. 

TABLE 3 

HOURS OF 

CONTINUOUS 

RUNNING 

TUBE NO. 

2105 
TUBE NO. 

2128 
TUBE NO. 

2120 

lnidtal 932 890 903 
24 933 888 900 
96 935 889 900 
120 933 888 901 
144 933 889 901 
168 934 888 900 
312 935 888 900 
336 935 889 901 
360 935 890 901 
432 935 889 902 
456 935 890 901 
480 935 890 902 
504 935 891 902 
528 935 890 902 

Other life tests have been conducted on tubes with 
various fillings and with various processing procedures, and 

from these it has been determined that:— 

(a) The major change of regulating voltage during 
continuous operation takes place in the first 20 hours. 

(b) Unsuitable exhaust and filling treatment can 
produce tubes with very short lives, the fault being 
falling V. 

(c) It is possible to make tubes with lives which con-
siderably exceed 1 000 hours, and this figure. is now 
regarded as a minimum. 

In consequence of (a) it was decided that all tubes should 
be aged for 20 hours or more as the final manufacturing 
process before test. 

Conclusion 

The work reported above gives sufficient data for the 
design of tubes with any regulating voltage between 400 
and 1 000, operating at currents up to at least 100µA. Such 
tubes can be made with characteristics which are stable 
for considerably more than 1 000 hours. 
Corona discharge tubes have already been incorporated 

in low power E.H.T. units for use with proportional 
counters (Holton and Sharpe') and designs of equipment 
for use with Geiger counters are well advanced at 
A.E.R.E. Doubtless there are many other applications 
where the tubes described can be used with advantage. 

It is known that the range of Vs can be extended to 
many kilovolts with appropriate increases in electrode size 
and gas pressure. 
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Ultrasonics in the Foundry 

The ultrasonic technique for soldering aluminium is so 
well known and it is being used for an increasing number of 
industrial processes. One particularly interesting field of appli-
cation is in the foundry, where it is proving of great value for 
the surface treatment of faulty light-alloy castings and for the 
modification and repair of aluminium patterns. 
The main causes for the rejection of light-alloy castings in 

foundries are blow-holes, dross inclusions and cracks. If these 
defects are severe, the faulty castings are returned to the melt. 
In practice, however, in spite of the care that is taken, a 
number of light-alloy castings are rejected on account of surface 
blemishes. The reclamation of such castings has for long been 
a pressing problem in the foundry. 

In the past this problem has to some extent been overcome 
by filling in the surface defects with metallized glues or molten 
aluminium. The results, however, have never been entirely 
satisfactory and the repaired areas could often be detected, even 
after painting. With the aid of an ultrasonic soldering iron, 
however, surface blow-holes and cracks can now be quickly 
and permanently filled, and an excellent finish obtained. 
The great advantage of this new soldering technique is that 

a strong and permanent bond is obtained between the solder 

and the base metal. Moreover, tin-zinc solder is used which 
has a texture and colour similar to that of aluminium. This 
means that after machining the treated areas are almost 
indistinguishable from the surrounding parts of the casting. 
The casting is first pre-heated to the melting point of the 

solder used. The cavity is then filled with molten solder and 
the bit of the soldering iron is applied. The erosive action of 
the vibrating bit removes the oxide film on the sides and 
bottom of the hole, and rapid and effective tinning occurs. The 
bit is then withdrawn. If necessary further solder can be added 
and allowed to solidify, after which the surface can be machined 
to the shape of the casting. 

Although the ultrasonic soldering process is quite effective 
for the rectification of surface defects in castings, it cannot, 
however, be considered suitable for jointing castings where 
the design is such that appreciable stresses occur across the 
repaired break. If, however, the part of the casting to be 
treated is used only for ornamentation, lap and butt joints 
can be used. These will withstand all normal usage. 
A rrqngements are being made for the Mullard Ultrasonic 

Soldering Equipment to be demonstrated in foundries in 
various parts of the country. Information regarding this, and 
further technical details relating to the equipment, can be 
obtained on request from the Equipment Division, Mullard 
Ltd. 
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Some •Notes on 

Ageing Processes in Instrumentation 
By R. H. Mapplebeck* 

ONE aspect of electronic instrumentation that is of prime 
importance in these days of exact requirement is the 

maintenance of operational accuracy and stability with time. 
Performance specifications claimed for an instrument by 

its manufacturer are, as often as not, taken for granted by 
those who seldom pause to consider the close attention to 
detail that has made such claims possible. 

In this connexion ageing plays a major part, and the object 
of these notes is to bring to notice some of the practical 
operations governing the processes that fall into this category. 

General 

Operational performance variation may be occasioned by 
changes that take place in the physical structure of the 
materials from which the instrument is built, and steps must 
therefore be taken at a suitable point during manufacture to 
prevent such changes occurring subsequent to calibration. 
Many of these changes are due to stresses and strains set 

up as a result of casting, quenching, machining, cold working, 
welding and soldering the parts which make up the complete 
equipment ; others are due to variations in the characteristics 
of vacuum and gas-filled valves. The ageing processes 
employed to obviate these variations in whole or part in-
variably utilize some form of heat application either continu-
ously or cyclically and may in fact be regarded as annealing 
processes often designed to produce a definite micro-structure 
or to bring about changes in structure of a sub-microscopic 
nature that, although not visible, are marked by changes in 
physical characteristics. 

Magnetic Materials 

Stability in delicate measuring instruments is essential, and 
magnetic materials are often aged by boiling in water or 
retaining at say, 100°C by suitable means for a pre-determined 
length of time dependent on the degree of final stability 
required. 

Typical is cobalt magnet steel which is quenched at about 
950°C and usually aged for five hours at 100°C. Other types 
of magnetic material require ageing according to the con-
stituents of the steel. The degree of ageing is the core loss 
ageing coefficient expressed in watts per pound of material 
(the core loss being the iron losses due to hysteresis and eddy 
currents) and is equal to the percentage change in the standard 
core loss after continual heating at 100°C for 600 hours, a 
positive sign indicating an increase in loss. 

Resistors 

Owing to their high temperature coefficient, carbon 
resistors are not suitable where extreme accuracy and stability 
are required, but are often the only kind that can be employed 
in certain radio frequency circuits requiring non-reactive 
elements. 

Individual opinions as to the best methods of ageing wire-
wound resistors differ, but in general, baking for about four 
hours at 150°C is sufficient to remove the strains and stresses 
introduced into the wire by the act of winding whether on 
bobbin or former, fixed type or variable. 

In cases where extreme stability is required it may be 

Marconi Instruments, Ltd. 
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found more advantageous to apply alternate heating and 
cooling cycles at periodic intervals commencing at say, 150°C 
and reducing the temperature at the beginning of each cycle 
by a pre-determined amount. 
A usual production routine is : (a) wind, (b) bake, (c) 

measure, (d) pull down turns to correct value by removing 
wire. It may be necessary to re-bake following soldering to 
tags or sub-assemblies. 
Apart from such preliminary ageing, resistors that are to 

be adjusted during the calibration of an instrument should be 
further aged by running the completed instrument for several 
hours at normal operating voltages in case, as frequently 
occurs, the act of pulling down the turns and soldering has 
introduced errors. 
Table 1 exemplifies the ageing cycles of five typical wire-

wound resistors wound on ceramic bobbins with Eureka 
double silk covered wire, during an actual ageing production 
test. 

TABLE 1 

Change in resistance of five wirewound resistors after two 4-hour heating 
cycles from 150°C 

RESISTOR 

NUMBER 

INITIAL 

RESISTANCE 

(OHMS) 

FIRST 

CYCLE 

(OHMS) 

SECOND 

CYCLE 

(OHMS) 

FINAL 

CHANGE 

PERCENTAGE 

+0.01 I 2649-6 2649.4 2650.0 

2 

3 

2656.2 2655.0 2655.3 —0-02 

2656.0 2655.0 2655.1 —0.03 

—0.1 4 2764.3 2761.6 2762.4 I 

5 2569.5 2568.4 2569-0 —0.02 

To ensure complete cooling to room temperature at least 
three hours were allowed to elapse before taking measurements 
after each four hour ageing cycle, and although small 
variations are apparent between individual resistors, probably 
due to variations in winding tension, a general rule would 
seem to be indicated that the resistance falls at first followed 
by a small increase. 
The 'same rule was found to apply when other batches of 

resistors were aged in a similar manner, but further heat 
cycles produced no further useful data, only very minor 
changes of an erratic nature which could be dismissed as due 
to changes in ambient temperature and to the human element. 

After ageing, it is usual to impregnate wire-wound resistors 
of this type with some form of insulating and moisture-
resisting wax or varnish. In this connexion it is important' 
to avoid those varnishes that may be slightly hygroscopic 
such as shellac which, if used on high resistance bobbins, is 
liable to introduce stresses into the winding with consequent 
production of errors due to changes in tension of the shellac 
covering under varying atmospheric conditions. 

Capacitors 

Fixed capacitors are aged in a similar manner to resistors 
and as far as quantity production goes, manufacturers have 
their own methods of handling and rapid testing. One such 
method is to arrange a rotatable turret into which the wire-
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ended capacitors can be clipped, the whole then being enclosed 
in a compartment with controlled heating arrangements. By 
hand rotation of the turret each capacitor in turn may be 
switched into an oscillatory circuit, the frequency being 
monitored by a cathode-ray oscilloscope or other means. 
Indication is given of the end point of a heating or cooling 
cycle by no further change in frequency. 

Precision air-spaced variable capacitors are run through 
ageing cycles which may consist of as many as ten cycles from 
cold (ambient) to 150°C at the commencement, falling to a 
final cycle starting at 60°C, ensuring that all nuts and bolts 
are tight after the fifth and tenth cycles. Another method 
may be to apply the following :-

1st cycle from cold (ambient) to 100°C. 

2nd 

3rd 

„ 80°C. 

„ 70°C. 

4th „ „ 33 „ 60°C. 

It may take at least one hour fully to heat the capacitor at 
each heating cycle and as long as two hours to cool it if 
cooled naturally at room temperature. 

The graph, Fig. 1, illustrates the capacitance changes in 
pF during several ageing cycles on a good quality air-spaced 
variable capacitor of the type used for tuning the R.F. 

oscillator of a standard signal generator. It demonstrates 
that the bulk of the change takes place at the commencement 
of the heat runs so that unless extreme stability after calibra-
tion is required, a comparatively short ageing cycle is 
sufficient. 

Valves 

The necessity for ageing valves to be used in certain critical 
circuits, other than ageing already carried out by the manu-
facturers, usually only applies to mains type valves of either 
miniature or high slope characteristics where the electrodes 
lie in close proximity to the cathode, but there are exceptions, 
especially where gas-filled valves are concerned. 

In general, increased emission takes place at microscopic 
high spots on the cathode, the surface at these points tending 
to wear down more rapidly so that after many hours normal 
running a reasonably uniform cathode surface obtains giving 
a constant emission with time. 
Valve ageing processes in the instrument test room usually 

consist in running the valves at normal operating voltages 
with load values appropriate to the circuit in which they will 
be used, for a period of about 50 hours, though in special 
cases up to 200 hours may be required. 
When ageing diodes it is sometimes found sufficient 

merely to strap the diode anode to the cathode, which 
simplifies ageing in the factory where large numbers of valves 
may require to be aged at a time on a single large board or 
rack fitted with the requisite valve sockets and supplied from 
a suitable power source. 
The "splash" current curve, Fig. 2, of the ageing 

Fig. 1. Ageing characterislic of variable air-spaced capacitor with four 
heating and cooling cycles 
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Fig. 2. Diode ageing characteristic 

60 

characteristic of a diode with time shows the need for such 
treatment, and although the use of an unaged diode may not 
adversely affect the linearity of actual measurements, it may 
readily cause instability of zero level with time depending 
upon the use to which the diode is put. 

Complete Instruments 

In spite of individual component ageing, it is frequently 
found essential to age the complete equipment before finally 
calibrating, to offset changes in impedance that may have 
taken place due to stresses and strains set up as a direct result 
of assembling and wiring. Here, it is found that high 
temperature baking or running at normal voltage is not the 
only criterion and in certain circumstances it is necessary to 
allow instruments to stand in store for several weeks before 
final calibration. The gradual ageing or relaxation of strain 
that then takes place is partly due to the long term effects of 
the small differences between night and day temperatures. 

Conclusion 

Although percentage change in value of an individual 
component parameter with ageing, may not exceed say, 
05 per cent, yet the total lumped changes occuring with 
time in an instrument employing unaged components may 
eventually cause measurement errors after final calibration 
of the order of 2 per cent if the processes outlined are not 
carried out ; and it will be generally agreed that errors of 
this order can scarcely be tolerated. 

Baird Special Purpose Tape Recorder 

During the recent Air Exercise "Ardent" three special 
Tape Recorders manufactured by Baird Television were used 
by the Home Office. They were installed at selected Royal 
Observer Corps Group Headquarters in order to monitor the 
Home Office reporting circuits used by the Warning Officers 
operating in those headquarters. 
When the recordings are played back the messages can 

be examined for inaccuracies or superfluities with a view to 
the introduction, where necessary, of a more streamlined 
procedure. 
The machines record two tracks simultaneously. On one of 

these is recorded speech and on the other the speaking clock 
TIM or a spoken time reference. Voice control of the tape 
drive unit is incorporated to economize in tape and to ease the 
work of the examiners when the exercise is played back. 
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Distortion and Gramophone Reproduction 
A Review 

By M. L. Gayford, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., D.I.C. 

TN order to achieve realism in sound reproduction it is 
lnecessary to keep distortion of the signal below certain 
minimum or threshold values, which represent the point at 
which any further improvement will not be noticeable. 
Distortion is defined in the most general way as any 
departure of the reproduced sound from the original form. 

This applies to the whole reproducing chain, and dis-
tortion introduced by a given link in the chain must be 
either below the required threshold r must be compensated 
by an inverse form of distortion in another link. Generally 
such compensation is only possible for certain types of 
distortion. For example, a non-flat frequency response 
and certain types of phase distortion can be compensated, 
while non-linear amplitude distortion cannot usually be 
compensated. Distortion may be classified as follows:— 

(1) Frequency distortion or non-flat frequency response. 

(2) Non-linear or amplitude distortion, which represents 
a non-linear relationship between input and output power. 
In general, spurious harmonics and intermodulation tones 

NON-SINUSOIDAL 
PATH OF THE CENTRE - 
OF A SLIDING BALL 

SINE WAVE 

Fig. 1. The origin of geometrical tracing distortion and tracing loss for a 
" hill and dale " or vertical recording 

are produced. It is usually measured in terms of the 
percentage of total harmonics produced when a single 
frequency is handled, though the use of intermodulation 
tests using two tones is increasing'. The relative amplitude 
of the two tones must be specified. 

(3) Transient distortion, which means that the actual 
wave shape of a transient differs at the output compared 
to the input. The criterion for perfection is that the fre-
quency response of the system must be flat and that the 
time of propagation of all frequencies through the system 
must be the same. This implies that the phase-angle delay 
should be correctly proportional to frequency in a linear 
manner. There is often a tendency in electro-acoustic 
systems for certain frequency components of a transient to 
be prolonged excessively. Square wave testing and tran-
sient decay testing' are both used to assess transient 
response. 

(4) Frequency modulation or periodic variation in pitch. 
Generally if the periodicity is sub-audible, "wow" is 
heard, while if it is in the audible range, alien tones of the 
F.M. sideband type are audible. This gives rise to the 
harshness associated with speed "flutter". These effects can 
arise in disk recording from causes quite independent of 
non-uniform rotation of the turntable'. 

(5) Acoustic and psycho-acoustic distortion. These forms 
of distortion occur through imperfections in the acoustics 
of studios and listening rooms, the use of mon-aural (single 
channel) reproducing chains, differences between the 
original and reproduced sound intensity and many other 
complicated factors. The tremendous importance of 
acoustic factors is now well known, but the subject is 
beyond the range of this discussion. 

(6) Spurious background noise should be considered a 
form of distortion, but it is really a special subject and will 
not be dealt with in this article.. 

Causes of Distortion in Gramophone Pick-ups 

In disk reproduction the pick up is one of the most vital 
links in the chain because it is subject to so many forms 
of distortion, most of which cannot be compensated in 
other parts of the chain. The following is an attempted 
classification. 

PLAN VIEW OF 
CUTTER IN GROOVE 

- 

1 GROOVE SECTION AT A—A GROOVE SECTION AT El-B 

r AMOUNT A BALL IN THE GROOVE 
MUST RISE 

Fig. 2. " Pinch effect " due to the use of a chisel-ended cutter for lateral 
recording 

GEOMETRICAL DISTORTION 
Distortions under this heading arise from the funda-

mental dimensions of the groove and reproducing tip, etc., 
and from the geometrical relations between the various 
parts involved. 

(a) Tracing distortion. This term describes a form of 
distention arising from the fact that the centre of a perfect 
sphere sliding along a " vee " section groove with perfectly 
rigid walls will not trace out a sine wave when the modula-
tion excursions of the groove are sinusoidal. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 where a circle is rolled or slid along 
a vertical series of sinusoidal " corrugations ". It is seen 
that the centre of the ball does not trace a sine wave. 
This represents a vertical or " hill and dale" record being 
reproduced, and it is obvious that a stylus attached to the 
ball will give distorted reproduction to any transducer 
element it drives. Also, when the radius of the ball is 
larger than the radius of curvature at the bottom of the 
corrugation, it is seen that a " cut off " frequency is being 
approached and the amplitude of the output is being much 
reduced. 
The excursions of the. centre of a sphere sliding along a 

laterally modulated groove are, more complicated because the 
sphere will rise and fall as well as being displaced sideways. 



The angle between the two groove walls varies at different 
sections throughout the cycle due to the well known " pinch 
effect", arising from the action of a chisel-ended cutter 
when making the groove. (See Fig. 2). However, it is 
obvious that the same tendenrcy for the centre of the 
sphere to follow a non-sinusoidal path will be in evidence. 
Actually it is discovered that, for lateral modulation, even 
order harmonic distortion is cancelled in a manner similar 
to that of push-pull valve stages. Formule have been 
derived to enable the non-linear tracing distortion to be 
calculated, on the assumption that the groove walls do not 
yield at the points of contact. 
One typical formula" gives the third harmonic distortion 

for lateral recording: 

—075 71-212z Pit' V'  
Percentage 3rd harmonic — x 100 

u —0-25 7r2R2 fu3 V4 

Where R = radius of stylus tip in inches 

f = frequency 

u = recorded velocity in inches per second peak 

V = groove velocity past stylus in inches per second. 

Similar formulei give the percentage intermodulation 
when two specified tones are played. 
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Fig. 3. Calculated tracing distortion for 41tc/s lateral recording. Stylus tip 
radius = 0.0023in., recorded velocity = 2in./sec peak (after Roys) 

Taking 78 R.P.M. R = 0-003in., f = 3kc/s; u = 5in./ sec, 

V -= 20in./sec. 

3rd harmonic -= 10 per cent approx. 

Taking R = 0-002in. and the other values as before: 

3rd harmonic = 4 per cent approx. 

This represents an extreme case which may not often 
occur in practice, but it shows the value of reducing the 
stylus tip radius as far as practicable. 

It is noteworthy that if it was possible to produce the 
recorded groove by embossing with a spherical stylus of 
exactly the same radius as the reproducing stylus instead of 
by cutting with a chisel ended cutter, there would be no 
tracing distortion and no pinch effect. 
Summarizing, tracing distortions can produce frequency 

distortion in the form of a falling top response, which can 
be compensated, and non-linear distortion which cannot be 
compensated. 

In practice the effects are greatly complicated by the fact 
that the record material is not infinitely rigid, thus for a 
given material the record walls are deformed at the points 
of contact with a stylus of given radius to an extent depend-
ing on the mechanical impedance of the pick-up, the 

recorded velocity, the downward weight on the point, and 
the curvature of the walls. In general the curvature of one 
wall of a laterally modulated groove will be convex and the 
other will be concave and their relative, deformations will 
be unequal. It has been claimed' that, for a given set of 
conditions, there is an optimum stylus mass which will 
minimize this effect and consequently give a minimum value 
of translation tracing loss, i.e. loss of high frequencies at 
the inner grooves compared to that at the outside of the 
disk. 

Tracing distortion characteristics have the form shown 
in Fig. 3. It shows a sharp rise, in distortion when the 
linear velocity of the record past the stylus falls to a 
certain value. This occurs when the radius of curvature 
of the laterial groove approaches the stylus tip radius. For 
a given turntable speed and stylus tip radius there is thus 
a limit both on the permissible signal level recorded at high 
frequencies and on the inner groove distance from the 
record centre. Good recording practice demands that one 
should arrange to keep below the " knee" of the tracing 
distortion curves at all times. 

(b) Distortion due to tracking angle errors. With a con-
ventional pick-up arm it is inevitable that the line, along 
which the armature or stylus pivots will not be truly tangen-
tial to the record groove over a large part of the disk. The 
discrepancy at any point is called the tracking angle error. 
Fig. 4 shows how it can cause the pick-up to generate a 
distorted waveform. A formula has been developed to give 

DISTORTED WAVE GENERATED BY PICK-UP 

SINUSOIDAL GROOVE 

a. TRACKING ANGLE 
ERROR 

Fig. 4. Distortion produced by incorrect tracking angle. At the point "0" 
the stylus is moved along "OA". The output is proportional to "011" = 

"OA" instead of "OC" and a distorted waveform is generated 

the approximate value of second harmonic', assuming that 
the stylus system has no longitudinal compliance: 

Percentage 2nd harmonic 

where w =2r x frequency 

A =- amplitude of recording 

a = tracking angle error in radians 

R = radius of groove from centre. spindle 

Wr = rotational speed of turntable in radians per 
second. 

For f 250 cycles, A = 0-0017in. 

a -= 5° =5/57-3 Rads, R W,"=8-16 Rads/sec 
(78 R.P.M.) 

2nd harmonic = 114 per cent 

If a = 10°, 2nd harmonic = 2-28 per cent 

If a = 15°, 2nd harmonic -= 3-42 per cent. 

Owing to the peculiar manner in which the distortion is 
produced, there is a frequency modulation effect. This 
has been rigorously investigated', and it has been shown 
that the. second harmonic or second order, distortion 
greatly predominates. It is noteworthy that most pick-ups 
have appreciable longitudinal compliance which allows the 
stylus to move along the direction of the groove. This 
may complicate the effects considerably. However, the 
above simplified calculations do seem to give a fair esti-

A . 
X 100 

EV,- .R 
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mate of the distortion to be expected. Design charts have 
been produced showing how to select the arm length, angle 
of offset of the head on the arm, and the amount of ".over-
hang ", i.e. the distance the stylus will swing past the turn-
table centre, so that tracking error can be reduced to a 
minimum'. 

(c) Frequency modulation of the signal or " wow " can 
be produced if warped or eccentric disks are used, due to 
the fact that the spiral track is, in effect, distorted and 
hence its linear speed past the stylus varies during each 
revolution. " Wow " can also be produced by the geometry 
of the pick-up head and arm in relation to the vertical 
pivots, because a rise or fall of the stylus point causes it 
to be displaced tangentially along the record groove, and 
hence will vary the speed of the groove relative to the 
stylus. The effect is minimized if the vertical points are 
near to the disk surface and as far as possible along the 
arm from the stylus point. It may become serious if one 
attempts to use vertically free points directly behind the 
pick-up head'. It is usually negligible for conventional 
pick-up designs. It has been pointed out' that " wow " due 
to the causes outlined above may easily be ±-0.2 per cent 
and, if precautions are not taken in the recording process, 
may be as high as ±0-5 per cent. These amounts of " wow " 
may be easily audible and are outside generally accepted 
limits for constancy of turntable speed. The " wow " may 
or may not be additive to that produced by variations in 
turntable speed, depending on the relative phasing of the 
occurrences. 

Fig. 5. Diagrams showing forces on groove walls for a lateral recording 

The resultant instantaneous force on the groove is given by the vector " R." This 
is the resultant of the net downward force ", WR" and the force "ZL.ki." due to the 
ateral mechanical impedance of the pick-up. In 5(a)" R " is resolved into the 

forces " F," and "F," normal to the groove walls. In 5(b)" R" falls above the 
normal and has a component " 121" which moves the stylus up the groove wall 

DISTORTION DUE TO ERRATIC FOLLOWING OF THE GROOVE 
BY THE STYLUS* 

It is necessary to distinguish this type of defect from the 
previous troubles described, which arise mainly from 
geometrical causes. Hitherto, we have assumed that the 
stylus maintained two-point contact with the groove walls 
and that its motion was entirely controlled by the lateral 
or vertical displacement of the groove and the geometry 
of the system, apart from incidental effects such as groove 
wall deformation. This requirement may not always be met 
in practice. Fig. 5(a) shows a stylus tip of the correct radius 
maintaining two-point contact with the groove walls. The 
vector diagram shows how the two resultant forces F, and 
F, normal to the groove walls are built up from the lateral 
reaction forces required to drive the stylus system, the 
downward weight, and the vertical reaction force generated 
by the lifting of the stylus due to the pinch effect. Fig. 5(b) 
shows how the stylus will travel up one wall of the groove 
when the lateral or vertical reaction forces become large 
enough to cause F, or F, to disappear. When this situation 
arises at some point during the cycle, the " following" will 

This is often called " tracking distortion." 

be erratic or discontinuous and a sharp rise in distortion 
will occur". 

It is convenient to convert all the mechanical properties 
of the pick-up system to equivalent mass, stiffness and 
resistance at the stylus tip. The pick-up system referred to 
the stylus tip is inherently capable of motion in three 
dimensions, that is, it has a finite mechanical impedance 
(force/velocity) in the lateral, vertical and longitudinal 
directions when in the groove. Usually the designer 
attempts to make both the lateral and vertical mass and 
restoring stiffness low, while maintaining the longitudinal 
stiffness at as high a value as possible. The effects of 
longitudinal movement of the stylus tip do not appear to 
have been analysed, but are of considerable importance". 
When the mechanical impedance in the three directions 

is measured or calculated it is found to show resonant 
peaks and dips at certain frequencies. Some of these 
resonances will affect the output, while others will not. 
For example, resonance between the armature mass and 
pivot spring lateral restoring compliance, in the absence 

MT 

RA 

CA 

Cs 

FR CR 

R R 

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of hypothetical pick-up 

FR Driving force of groove. 
CR RR = Mechanical compliance and resistance of record. 
tels =Mass of stylus. 
Cs—Compliance between stylus and armature. 
MA —Mass of armature. 
CA RA=Compliance and resistance of armature suspension. 
M T =Mass of pick-up head and tone arm. 

The constants of the electrical circuit are the respective equivalent values referred 
to the stylus tip 
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Fig. 7. Mechanical impedance characteristics of a pick-up derived from the 
equivalent electrical circuit 

of mechanical resistance, can produce zero lateral 
mechanical impedance at the stylus tip at about 800c/s. 
The stylus will still be properly driven by the groove and 
the pick-up output will not be affected. However, resonance 
between the armature mass and the longitudinal restoring 
compliance of the pivot spring can cause zero longitudinal 
impedance at the tip in the region of 3 to 8kc/s. This may 
be serious, in that the stylus tip could move along the length 
of the groove. It is significant that an un-damped pick-up 
is liable to show violent distortion in this frequency region. 
The mechanical characteristics of a pick-up referred to the 
stylus tip are conveniently studied by the equivalent elec-
trical circuit technique'. Here voltage corresponds to force 
and current to velocity, while inductance represents mass 
and capacitance represents compliance (the reciprocal of 
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stiffness). Well established theoretical methods exist for 
deriving such circuits". 

Fig. 6 shows the equivalent circuit of a hypothetical 
pick-up. The form of the circuit may not be very different 
for lateral, vertical or longitudinal movements of the stylus 
tip, but the values of the components may be widely 
different in each case. Values such as the effective record 
wall stiffness and some of the mechanical resistances may 
have to be guessed at initially. The impedance/frequency 
characteristic of the circuits can be calculated or measured 
and may be as shown in Fig. 7. Horizontal and vertical 
reaction forces at any frequency can be estimated by 
multiplying the mechanical impedance by the velocity in 
question, and vector diagrams similar to Fig. 5 will show 
if the stylus can follow the groove. It is to be noted that 
the output of the. pick-up will be given by the difference 
between the velocity of the armature (or moving part of 
the transducer element) and that of the tone arm mass. 
A study of these electrical circuits can lead to a much 
better understanding of the action of the various parts, and 
can help the designer considerably in proportioning the 
various mechanical elements of the pick-up so as to control 
the frequency response and groove following capabilities. 
A comparatively simple equivalent circuit using " lumped " 
constants will only represent approximately the influence 
of parts such as the tone arm, which may have several 
" internal " resonant modes in the audio frequency range". 
There are other factors which can cause lateral and 

vertical forces tending to make the stylus leave the groove. 
Among these are " stickiness " of the tone arm pivots, 
" rumble" vibrations of the turntable and drive, gravita-
tional forces due to bad levelling of the turntable, and the 
torque which arises from the frictional drag of the groove 
on the stylus and the offset angle of the head on the tone 
arm. 
Another interesting factor is that most lateral pick-ups 

generate an appreciable output when the stylus performs 
vertical excursions, and hence the pinch effect will cause 
alien tones to be generated. 

Transient Response 

There appear to be few useful references to the transient 
response of pick-ups. If an accurate equivalent electrical 
network can be set up for a pick-up, then it can be investi-
gated by the usual well-established electrical transient test-
ing methods referred to earlier. An overall transient test 
of the system can be performed by recording and repro-

ducing a square waveform, and it has been shown that a 
reasonably good square wave response can be obtained 
with the best modern pick-ups. It is axiomatic that a system 
with a response curve showing sharp resonances or high 
rates of frequency cut-off cannot have a good transient 
response", and thus generally a pick-up which has a wide 
frequency response free from resonances should have a 
reasonably good transient response. This pre-supposes that 
the conditions given in the section on correct groove 
following are complied with, as any instantaneous "rising" 
of the stylus out of proper contact with the groove will 
introduce transient distortion as well as non-linear dis-
tortion. 

Conclusion 

The task of analysing the performance of a pick-up is 
not easy. Simplified analyses of geometrical troubles alone 
show that care in design is needed to avoid quite serious 
amounts of distortion. Both tracing distortion and " groove 
following" distortion have characteristics showing a very 
rapid increase in distortion beyond a certain point. Some 
of the constructional requirements of a pick-up are 
mutually conflicting and problems of manufacture and 
physical robustness have to be considered and the final 
design of a high grade pick-up must therefore be a com-
promise between the various factors involved. 
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Saturated-Diode Operation of Miniature Valves 
By V. H. Attree*, B.Sc. 

Sub-miniature valves, run at reduced. filament-power, may be used as saturated-diodes. The 
filament-power required for temperature-limited operation is only a few milli watts and this enables 
the diode to be used as an amplitude-sensing device in low-power stabilizer circuits and, in 
place of a thermo-junction, for R.F. measurements. The power-law relation between emission 
current and filament current is similar to that of diodes with pure tungsten filaments and the 

long-term stability' is good. 

ASATURATED diode normally consists of a pure 
tungsten filament and a cylindrical anode. The fila-

ment is run at a temperature of 2 300°K or more and an 
emission of about 1 mA per watt of heating power is 
obtained. The relationship between anode current and 
anode voltage is similar to that of a pentode, the anode 
current remaining nearly constant over a wide range of 
applied voltage. The anode current is, however, sensitive 

Fluid Motion Laboratory, University of Manchester. 

to changes in the filament temperature, and an increase of 
1 per cent in the filament voltage will increase the anode 
current by 8.5 per cent (at 2 300°K). The critical depend-
ence of diode emission-current on the filament voltage 
has formed the. basis of a number of control and measure-
ment circuits'. In all of these circuits the filament power 
required for temperature-limited operation of the diode is 
several watts. Campbell' has described a power measuring 
circuit known as the Diatron which uses a miniature diode 
running under constant temperature. conditions. The 
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SANODE VOLTAGE 

power consumption of the diode-filament is a few milli-
watts and an accuracy of power measurement of 1 per cent 
is claimed: unfortunately the characteristics of the. diode 
are not given. 
The resistance of a metal filament increases with tem-

perature so that the filament itself is a non-linear element. 
The relation between the filament voltage Ve and filament 
current ie may be expressed Ve = Kiect, where K and a are 
constants. The value of K is, of course, determined by 
the physical dimensions of the filament, while the exponent 
a is about 1.6 at normal operating temperatures. Thus 
a 1 per cent change in filament current corresponds to a 
1.6 per cent change in filament voltage. With low con-
sumption filaments it is more convenient to measure 
current than voltage and for this reason the emission 
characteristics will be given in terms of filament current. 

Directly-heated single diodes with low-consumption fila-
ments are not generally available but there is no difficulty 
in using existing miniature pentodes with grid, screen and 
anode strapped. Temperature-limited operation is nor-
mally obtainable at about one-half of the nominal filament 
current which corresponds to one-sixth of the nominal 
filament power (see appendix). The. anode characteristics 

8.75mA 

ic-8.25mA 

15 

Fig. I. DL66 anode characteristics 

are not as flat as for diodes with pure tungsten filaments 
and for good long-term stability it is desirable to use an 
anode voltage of less than about 20V. 

Sub-Miniature A.F. Pentode Type DL66 

A typical sub-miniature pe.ntode is the Mullard DL66. 
This valve has a filament rating of 1.25V at 15mA and is 
used as an A.F. amplifier in deaf aids. When strapped as 
a diode the anode characteristics are as shown in Fig. 1. 
If we consider a working point at an anode voltage of 5V 
and a filament current of 8-5mA then a change of filament 
current from 8.25 to 8.75mA more than doubles the emis-
sion. However, a change of anode voltage from 4 to 6V 
changes the emission by only 10 per cent. The relation 
between filament voltage and filament current is given in 
Fig. 2. The filament current at the chosen working point 
is 8.5mA and we find that the corresponding filament con-
sumption is 4-0mW. The emission current is 40p.A so the 
efficiency of the emitter is 10mA per watt of heating 
power. It has been found that if the filament current is 
adjusted to give an efficiency of this order of size, good 
stability of operation may be obtained without an in-
conveniently small anode current. 

O 
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Fig. 2. DL66 filament characteristics 

The relation between filament current ir and emission 
current ia at an anode voltage of 5-0V, is plotted in Fig. 3. 
The curve may be expressed in the form ia = Kie/3. The 
exponent 13 may be written 8iaidia8ie, i.e. the percentage 
change of anode current for a 1 per cent change in filament 
current. At the working point of it = 8-5mA the. exponent 
p is 16.1. 
The operating temperature of the diode filament under 

temperature-limited conditions is only 800-900°K, which 
is very much lower than the 2 300°K used in diodes with 
pure tungsten filaments. Due to the low working tem-
perature the emission is affected to a small extent by 
ambient temperature changes. Over an ambient tempera-
ture range of 10 to 100°C the emission increases linearly 
with temperature at a rate corresponding to an increase 
in filament current of 0-06 per cent per °C. Ambient tem-
perature changes in a normai room seldom exceed 5°C 
(9°F) which corresponds to a change of 0.3 per cent in the 
filament current required for a given anode current. The 
effect of ambient temperature changes on a diode with a 
pure tungsten filament is negligible'. 
When the diode is used in a control circuit, or for low 

frequency measurements, it is important to know the time 
of response of the emission current to a small change of 
filament current. The response time has been measured 

Fig. 3. DL66 emission and filament current 
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with a D.C. amplifier and a direct writing recorder. At 
5-0V on the anode. a change of emission from 30 to 50,uA 
is 63 per cent complete in 0-7sec and 95 per cent complete 
in 2-0sec. The time of response is several times as long 
as for available diodes with pure tungsten filaments'''. 
The behaviour of the diode at radio frequencies was 

investigated by heating the filament from a wideband 
amplifier, see Fig. 4. The output current of the amplifier 
was adjusted on a thermo-junction to a constant value and 
the diode emission current was read on a microammeter. 
Over a frequency range from 10c/s to 20Mc/s the anode 
current was constant to within 5 per cent corresponding to 
a filament current constancy of 5/16-1 = 0-3 per cent 
which is approximately the setting accuracy of the thermo-
junction. 
The long-term stability of the DL66 was checked by 

running the filament at 8-5mA from a stabilized power 
supply and recording the. emission current. The anode 
potential was 5-0 volts and the high accuracy neces-
sary in the measurement of the filament current 
was obtained by using a potentiometer. Over a period of 
500 hours (three weeks) the change in emission corre-
sponded to a change in filament current of approximately 
1 per cent. Unfortunately emission depends to a small 
extent on the thermal history of the filament. The 
hysteresis effect is most marked if the filament current is 
suddenly reduced to the working value (8-5mA) after a 
period of running at a much higher current. Under these 
conditions it may be several minutes before the emission 
settles down to its normal value. Expressed in terms of 
the equivalent change in filament current the magnitude 
of this effect does not normally exceed 1 per cent: when 

+ SV 

Fig. 4. Comparison of diode and hermo-junetion 

the diode is used as a voltage-sensing element in a degenera-
tive stabilizer the filament temperature. is substantially 
constant and hysteresis effects are negligible. 

Miniature Pentode Type 1T4 

The performance of the DL66 when used as a saturated-
diode is typical of sub-miniature valves; both triodes and 
pentodes. For many applications an extremely low fila-
ment-consumption is not necessary and an ordinary 
miniature valve may be used. The 1T4 van-mu pentode is 
a 1-4V miniature valve which is generally available, and 
it is useful to have a brief summary of its characteristics 
when run as a saturated-diode. 
A suitable working point for saturated-diode operation 

of the 1T4 is at a filament current of 24mA and an anode 
potential of 10 volts. The emission is about 40,uA and the 
filament consumption is 12mW, which is approximately 
one-sixth of the rated value of 1-4 x 50 -= 70mW. The 
power-law relating emission current and filament current 
has an exponent /3 of 14-0 at the working point. The 
response to a current change from 30 to 50µA is 63 
per cent complete in 1-2sec and 95 per cent complete in 
3-5sec. The temperature-coefficient and 500-hour stability 
are not much different from those obtained for the sub-
miniature DL66. 

It will be seen that with the exception of the filament 
consumption, which is 12mW instead of 4-0mW, the 1T4 
has characteristics similar to the DL66. 

The Application of the Saturated-Diode to R.F. Measure-
ment 

The normal method of measuring the R.M.S. value of a 
high frequency alternating current is to use a thermo-
junction. The heater current required is usually several 
milliamperes and the couple itself develops an E.M.F. of 
a few millivolts. The voltage developed by the couple is 
proportional to the square of the heater current so that a 
change of 1 per cent in the current corresponds to a change 
in E.M.F. of 2 per cent. The E.M.F. is measured either on 
a meter or for high accuracy on a potentiometer. If a 
meter is to be used it is necessary that it shall be sensitive 
and of low resistance. For example one suitable instru-
ment is the Cambridge Instrument Co. " Unipivot " which 
gives full-scale deflexion for 2-4mV and has a resistance 
of 10 ohms. 

If a saturated diode is used in place of a thermo-junction 
the diode emission current is proportional to a much higher 
power of the filament current and a sensitive meter is not 
required. The DL66, diode used as shown in Fig. 4 with 
an anode supply of 5V, gives a change of 16 per cent in 
its anode curre.nt for a filament change of 1 per cent. Only 
a restricted range of current can be measured by a given 
diode so that the main application is in conjunction with 
an attenuator for setting the level of an R.F. signal, or as 
an All/D.C. transfer instrument. The. working tempera-
tures of the filaments of the saturated diode and the 
thermo-couple are not widely different so that the chances 
of accidental burn-out are. about the sanie in each case. 

Applications to Stabilizer Circuits 

Miniature valves run as saturated-diodes can, of course, 
be used as amplitude-sensing elements in stabilizer circuit's. 
A reference voltage, from a neon-tube or standard cell 
is not required and due to the favourable relation between 
filament and emission current, the diode itself contributes 
a factor of 10 to 100 to the overall loop gain of the 
stabilizer. The saturated-diode is particularly useful in 
low voltage stabilizers running thermal devices, uch as 
valve heaters and photometer lamps. 
The design of a low voltage stabilizer using a 1T4 as a 

saturated-diode reference level will be described in a sub-
sequent article. 

APPENDIX 

THE RELATION BETWEEN FILAMENT CURRENT AND FILAMENT 

POWER 

The filament voltage Vf is related to the filament current 
ir by the equation Vf= Kil a ; hence, the filament power 
W = Vrif = Kit(a+1>. The value of O. is about F6 so that 
the effect of halving the filament current is to reduce the 
power consumption to 0-5' = 0-165 or approximately one-
sixth of its initial value. 
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The Analysis of Waves Containing 
Harmonics up to the Twelfth 

By D. R. Turner, M.Eng., A.M.I.E.E. 

A N article by Philip Kemp' dealt with the analysis up to 
PI the eleventh harmonic of waves containing odd harmonics 
only. The present article describes a similar method for 
ana'ysing waves containing both even and odd harmonics. 
It was not originally intended to provide a method which 
would enable the twelfth harmonic to be estimated, but, as 
twenty-four ordinates are utilized, the magnitude of the cosine 
component of the twelfth harmonic can be readily obtained 
although the sine component cannot be found without at 
least one additional ordinate. 
The use of as many as 24 ordinates does not arise solely 

out of the desire to evaluate harmonics as high as the eleventh 
or twelfth. By employing a larger number of ordinates than 
is required for the rahge of harmonics to be evaluated, greater 
accuracy can be achieved. An illustration of this is given 
in the above-mentioned article by Kemp. He examined the 
square wave utilizing his method for the analysis of odd 
harmonics up to the eleventh and compared the results 
with those obtained by an earlier method of his dealing with 
harmonics up to the fifth. The amount of fifth harmonic 
derived by these two methods was given as 21.7 per cent and 
9.1 per cent respectively, while the accurate figure is 25.5 per 
cent. The former method gave a value of 2.2 per cent for the 
eleventh harmonic instead of the actual figure of 11.6 per cent. 
Thus, there is justification on the ground of accuracy for 
employing a method designed to evaluate harmonics of a 
higher order than those required to be estimated. Methods 
of the type under discussion give accurate results provided 
the components of the wave are limited to harmonics within 
the scope of the method. The procedure described herein is 
based on the assumption that the wave does not contain 
harmonics above the twelfth, but reasonable results should be 
obtainable, particularly with the lower harmonics, in most 
practical cases if the harmonics decrease rapidly with increase 
of frequency. 
A spacing of 15° between ordinates, as used in the above-

mentioned article, has been adopted as convenient, but the 
method described can of course be applied to other spacings 
by deriving suitable formulae from the basic equations in a 
similar manner to that employed herein. 

Ordinates are drawn at 15° intervals over one cycle of the 
wave and the lengths of the ordinates are measured. Designa-
ting the length of the ordinate at angle 0° by 7e we have 

12 

, ye = A° (A,,sin ne Bncos ne) 
= 

The D.C. component is first eliminated by summing 
algebraically the ordinates corresponding with angles from 
00 to 345° and dividing the result by 24, i.e. by the number of 
ordinates. The D.C. component so found is then subtracted 
algebraically from each ordinate. Having eliminated A. 
in this way the basic equation becomes 

12 

ye = ye — A. = > (Ansin ne Bncos ne)   (1) 

The process of determining the values of An and Bn is one 
of elimination. Firstly, the unknowns are divided into four 
groups, namely, An with n odd, An with n even, Br, with n odd 

and 130 with n even. Equation (1) can be modified to cover 
these four groups. 

Replacing 0° by (360 — 0)°, equation (1) becomes 
I 2 

y(360 — 0) = (Ansin n6 — Bncos nO) 
n = I • 

Subtracting this from (1), we get 
12 

9) = 2 

and, adding, 

y o-- Y(360 — 

ye ± Y(360 — 0) = 

Ansin ne  (2) 

12 
Bncos ne  (3) 

n = I 

In this way we can deal with the sine and cosine components 
separately and each of these two equations can be modified so 
as to separate the odd and even harmonic components. 

If 00 is replaced by (180 — 8)° equation (2) becomes 
12 

y(18o — e) — yoso 2 Ansin(180n — n8) = 
n = I 

12 

An(— 1)nsin ne 
n=1 

Adding (2) and (4), 

ye + Y(I 80 — 0) — Y(180 ± e) y(360 — e) 
12 11 (n odd) 

 (4) 

2> A0(1 —[— 1 ]^) sin no --= 4 Ansin nO  (5) 
n 1 n I 

since the expression is zero when n is even. 

Subtracting (4) from (2), 
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Ye — Y(180 — e) yoso + — y(36o — 
I 2 12 (n even) 

An(1 [ —1]n) sin n O = 4 Ansin nO .  (6) 
n = I n = 2 

By similar treatment applied to equation (3) we obtain 

yo — Y(I 80 — 0) — Y(I 80 ± 0) Y(360 — e) 
11 (n odd) 
4 / Bncos nO  (7) 
n = 1 

and 
ye + y(iso — 0) + Y(180 ± 0) + Y(360 — e) 

12 (n even) 
= 4 Bncos nO  (8) 

n = 2 
Equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) form the bases of the evalua-

tion of An and Bn, and, by substitution therein of suitable 
values of 0, specific expressions equating a function of a set 
of ordinates to a function of An or Bn are derived. For 
convenience, the former function is designated, depending on 
which of the four basic equations it is based, by Pm, Qrn, 
Rn) or Sn, where m is equal to û divided by 15, i.e., by the 
angle expressed in degrees between consecutive main 
ordinates. 
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Five values each of Pm, Qm, Rm and Sm can be obtained by 
putting 0° successively equal to 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 75° in 
the four basic equations. The sixth equation in the case of 
Pm, Rm and Sm is obtained by putting O respectively equal to 
90° in equation (5), to 0° in equation (7) and to 90° in equation 
(8)*. In deriving Ro it must be remembered that ymc, = yo. 
It is from the Qm group of relationships that the sine com-
ponents of the even harmonics are derived and if the twelfth 
harmonic is to be evaluated at least one supplementary 
ordinate will be needed, because each of the main ordinates 
corresponds to "a zero value of the sine component of the 
twelfth harmonic. Angles which are odd multiples of 7.5° 
will correspond to peak values of this component and the 
ordinates constructed at any of these points will lie half-way 
between main ordinates. The use of more than one supple-
mentary ordinate may lessen errors and the choice of 0° 
equal to 67-5° for substitution in equation (6), entailing 
additional ordinates at 67.5°, 112-5°, 247.5° and 292.5°, 
provides a suitable solution. 
To assist in making routine calculations with the aid of a 

table as discussed below, the following four functions are 
introduced :-

Cm ye ± Y(1so - e) 

Dm = ye - y(Iso - o) 

Em = y(1so e) ± Y(360 - 8) 

Fm = Y(180 + - Y(360 - 8) 

*NOTE.-Substitution of 0° instead of 90° for 0° in equation (8) 
will also provide satisfactory results. Expressions for B„ 
and B„ will_ be those derived herein, but B2, B6 and 13, 0 will be 
expressed in terms of S0 instead of S6. These two sets of alternative 
expressions are possible owing to the fact that the algebraic sum of 
all main ordinates is zero, and the resulting relationship, 

6 
Sm = 0, 

m = o 

enables either set of expressions to be transformed into the other. 

The use of these supplementary functions is not applied to 
P6, Ro and S, because this would only result in unnecessary 
duplication of entries when employing the tabular method of 
calculation. 
The above procedure produces the following defining 

expressions for the ordinate functions :-

Pl 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P5 
Po 

Q1 = Y15 - Y165 + Y195 - Y• 345 = D1 + F• 1 
2 = Y30 - Y• 150 + Y210 - Y330 = D2 + F• 2 

Q3 = Y45 - Y135 + Y225 - Y315 = D3 + F3 . 
Q4 = Y60 Y120 + Y240 - Y300 = D4 + F4 
Q4.5 =Y67.5 - Y112.5 +Y247.5 -Y292.5= D4.5 + F4.5 
Q5 = Y75 Y1 05 + Y255 Y285 = D5 4- F5 

RO = YO Y18 
R1 - Y15 Y165 - Y195 + J'345= D1 
R2 = Y30 - Y150 - Y210 + Y330 - D2 
R3 -- hs Y135 - Y225 + Y• 315 = D3 
R4 - Y60 - Y120 - Y240 + Y300 = D4 
R5 - Y75 Yl 05 - Y255 + Y285 - D5 

= Y15 + Y165 4- Y195 + Yads - 
- Y30 + Y150 + Y210 + Y330 = C2 

S3 - Y45 + Y135 + Y225 + Y315 = C3 
S4 = Y60 + Y120 + Y240 + Ysoo=--- C4 
S5 - Y75 + Y• 105 + Y255 4- Y285 = C5 
S6 = 90+ Y270 

= Y15 
=- Y30 
= Y45 
= Y60 
= Y75 
- Y90 

+ Y• 165 - Y195 - Y• 345 = 
+ Y150 - Y• 210 - Y• 330 = 
+ Y135 - Y225 - Y315 = 
+ Y120 - Y240 - hoo = 
+ Y105 - Y• 255 - Y• 285 = 
- Y27 0 

C1 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 

- 
- E2 
- E3  (9) 

E5 

Si 
S2 

 (10) 

- 
- F2  (11) 
- F3 
- F4 
- F5 

E1 • 
E2 

▪ E3  (12) 
E4 

▪ E5 

In deducing P6, Ro and S6 by substitution in the appropriate 
equations, twice the value shown above is obtained, but in 
order to simplify the practical application of the method, 
both sides of the equations resulting from the substitutions 
are divided by 2. 

Utilizing the above definitions of the ordinate functions, 
the general equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) provide the following 
four groups of specific equations :-

For derivation of An when n is odd, 

• = (V6 - 'N./2)A1 20,43 + (V6 + V2)/15 (V6 ± V -1)A7 2V2/15 (Vb - V2-)21 41 
P2 = 2AL + 4A3 2A5 - 2A7_- 4A9 - 2A1 
• = 2V2A1 2V2A3 - 2V2A5 2\/2A71+ 2V2A 9 21.72A11 
P4 = 2V3A 1 - 2V1A5 2V3A, - 20Aii 
Pl = (A/6 V2)A, - 22,43 ± (V6 - Y2)A5 + (V6 - V2)A7 - 2i/2A 9 ± (V6 ± V2)Ani 
• = 2/11 - 2A3 ± 2A, - 2A, + 2A o - 2A 11 

For derivation of An when n is even, 

• = 2A2 2V3A4 ± 4A, + 2V-3A8 2Aio 
Q2 = 2/3A2 ± 20A4 - 20/18 - 2'0A10 
Q3 = 4A 2 - 4A, ± 4A io 
• = 2V3A3 - 2V3A4 2VIA, -'2V3A 10 
Q4-5 = 20A2 - 4A4 2V2A, - 2V2A 10 4Al2 
Q5 = 2A2 - 20A4 ± 4A, - 2V321 8 2A 10 

For derivation of Bn when n is odd, 

Ro = 281 2B3 2B5 + 2B, + 289 ± 
• = (V6 V2)B1 2V283 (Vb - \/1)B5 - (V6 - V2)B, - 2V2/39 - (V6 + V2)21 11 
R2 = 2V3B4 - 2V3B5 - 2-0B7 20B11 
R3 = 2V-2BI - 2083 - 2V2/35 2V2B, 2V2Bo - 2V2Bil 
R4 = 281 - 4B3 2B5 -1- 2B, - 4/39 2B11 
R5 = (Vb - V2)./31 - 2V2B3 + (V6 ± V2)B5 - (V6 ± V2)B, 2V2B, - (-V6 - 

For derivation of Bn when n is even, 

• = 208, + 2B4 - 2B, - 2V3/310 - 4B1, 
S2 = 2B2 - 2B4 - 4B, - 2B8 + 2/310 4B12 
S3 = - 4B4 4/38 - 4B12 
S4 - 2B2 - 2B4 4B6 - 2/33 - 2B10 44_2 
S5 = -2-/3B2+ 284 - 283 ± 2-0/310 - 4B12 
S6 = - 2B2 2B4 - 2B6 288 - 2B40 + 2842 

(13) 

 (14) 

  (15) 

(16) 
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Solving the equations in each of the four above groups results in the following values for An and Bn :--

24 \/2A1 = (V3 — 1)P1 V2P2 2P2 V6P4 + (V3 + 1)P5 + 2V2P6 
24 V2B, = 2 V2Ro + (V3 + 1)R1 V6/22 + 2R2 V2R4 + (VI — 1)R5 
24A2 --= Q1 + V3Q2 + 2Q3 + VIQ4 + Q5 
24B2_ = (-0 - 2).91 — S2 — 2S3 — 3S4 — (V3 2)S5 — 4S6 
12V2A3 = 131 + V2P2 + P3 — P5 — V2P6 
12-4/33 = V2R0 — R3 — V2R4 — R5 
8/A4 == Q1 + Q2 Q4 Q5 
24B4_ = — — 3S2 — 4,5'2 — 3S4 — S5 
24V2A5 = (VI + 1)Pi. VU'2 — 2P3 — V6/34 + (V3 — 1)P5 + 2V2P6 
24 V2B5 = 2V2R, ± (VI — 1)R1 — \/R22 — 2R3 + V2R4 +(V3 1)R5 
12A6 — Q3 ± Q5 
12B6_ — S — 2S2 — S3 _— S5 — 2S6 
24\/2A7 = (VI I+ 1)Pi — V2P2 — 2P3 + V6P4 + (,/3 — 1)P5 -- 2\/P66 
24 V2B7 = 2\/R0 — — 1)R1 — V6R2 2R3 + V2R4 —( V3 ± 1)R5 
8/3A8 = — Q2 + Q4 — Q5 
8/38 — S1 — § — S4 — S5 
12V2A 3 = -,/2P2 + P3 — P5 + V2P6 
12 V2B0 = V2R0 — R1 ± R3 — V2R4 ± R5 
24A10 = Q1 — ,V1Q2 2Q3 — 3Q4 Q5 
24/3,0 = - (2 + V3)S1 — S2 — 2.52 — 354 — (2 — VI)s3 4S6 
24V2An = (VI — — V2P2 2P3 — V6P4 + (/3 + 1)P — 2 V2P6 
24V2B11 = 2V2R0 — (VI + 1)R1 + \/R2 — 2R3 \/2R4 —5(V2 1)R5 
24A l2 = (VI — V2)Q1 — (V6 - V3)Q2 + V2Q3 - (V6 + VI)Q4 + 6Q4., -(y'3 + V2)Q, 
12B„ = —S1 —S3 — S5 

The above expressions are in terms of Pm Qm, Rm and Sm 
as defined by equations (9), (10), (11) and (12) and sub-
stitution can be carried out in order to obtain equations for 
An and Bn directly in terms of the individual ordinates, but 
the use of the ordinate functions appears to be a practical 
advantage. 
An important feature of Kemp's method is the schedule 

which he devised for use in the analysis of actual cases, and 
Table 1 herein is arranged to fulfil the same purpose when 
evaluating Pm, Qm, Rm and Sm, spaces being provided for 
filling in the figures. Kemp suggested that a template could 
be constructed by pasting the schedule on a card and cutting 
away the portions of the card in the regions occupied by blank 
spaces thus enabling the figures to be written on paper placed 
below the template. This idea can be applied to Table 1 
and also to Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 which give details respectively 
for the calculation of An with n odd, An with n even, of Bn 
with n odd and Bn with n even. These tables are similar in 
form to the schedules given in Kemp's paper, except that 
functions Pm, Qm, Rm and Sm are used in place of separate 
ordinates and also, in order to avoid unnecessary repetition 
of multiplication or division by the same number, values of 
An and Bn times a common multiple are first found, the actual 
values of An and Bn being derived after summation. A 
further minor difference is in retaining the square root 
symbol, except in the case of multipliers containing addition 
or subtraction signs. For calculation by slide rule, multiplica-
tion, by, say, 2V2 is at least as simple as multiplying by 
2.828. This, however, is a matter of personal preference. 

It may appear to be unnecessary to mention that the magni-
tude of the nth harmonic is given by v(A.2 + B02) and the 
phase-angle by tan -1(Bn/An) but the following diagram is a 
useful reminder of the conditions governing the quadrant 
into which the phase-angle falls :— 

An : —ve An : +ve 
Bn : +ve Bn : +ye 

An : —ve 
: —ve 

An : +ye 
Bn : —ve 

Kemp's analysis dealt with a special case of the general 
problem considered here, and it is of interest to derive this 
special case from the equations developed herein. When odd 
harmonics only are_present, Qm and Sm must be zero. Thus, 

equations (6) and (ë) give 

Ye — Y(I80 — 0) ± Y(180 + — Y5360 - 0) 

yo + Y(I80 — 0) Y(I80 + 0) + Y(360 — 0) 

= 0 
= 0 

whence 

Ye = — Y(180 + e) 

and y(180 - = — Y(360 — 0) 
As a result, for m successively equal to 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and 
equal to 15m, 

Em = Y(180 -1- 13) + Y(360 — (1) = — ye — Y(I80 — = — Cm 

Fm = Y(180 + 0) — Y(360 — 0) yo + Y(I80 - — Dm 

Thus, from equations (9) and (11) 

Pm = 2ye 2y(180 _ 0) = 2 Cm (m from 1 to 5) 
P6 = 2y00 
Ro =- 2yo 
Rm = 2ye — 2),(180 - = 2/Zrn (ni from 1 to 5) 

If these values are inserted in the equations derived in 
the present article for the amplitudes of the odd harmonic 
components, the solutions obtained by Kemp will result. 

In using Table 1 'it must be remembered that the length 
of the ordinates to be entered must have been adjusted for 
the elimination of any D.C. component, A0. If a table is to 
be constructed for this operation, it is suggested that four 
columns be employed, as follows :-

1st Column. —Containing the angles at which the 
ordinates are constructed. 

2nd Column. —For inserting positive values of measured 
ordinate lengths. 

3rd Column. —For inserting negative values of measured 
ordinate lengths. 

4th Column. —For inserting " adjusted " values of 
ordinate lengths (y = y — A0). 

This arrangement enables the positive and negative 
measured values to be separated for summation. Ordinate 
lengths at 67.5°, 112-5°, 247.5° and 292.5°, not being required 
in the derivation of Ao, are preferably entered at the top of the 
columns and separated from the 24 main ordinate lengths 
which have to be totalled. 
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A Note on Electronic Analogue Integration 
and Differentiation 

By M. J. Tucker*, B.Sc. 

w HEN designing an electronic integrator recently, the 
author discovered a simple and useful circuit trans-

formation which does not seem to be widely known. It 
enables the error of a practical integrator to be expressed 
in familiar terms. A similar transformation applies to elec-
tronic differentiating circuits. 

ff a voltage e, is to be integrated with respect to time, 
it is desired to produce a voltage e, such that 

e, = k f eich 

If we now consider a sinusoidal input e, = a (cos wt+ 

e, = ka I cos (wt + 8) di 

= ka (11w) sin (oit + + A 
where A, the constant of integration, is dependent only on 
initial conditions and may be neglected here. A perfect 
integrator therefore has an amplitude response inversely 
proportional to frequency and a 7/2 phase lag at all fre-
quencies, or in j operator notation 

= kljw   

Fig. 1 shows the basic electronic integrator circuit. Feed-

Tc eo 
et 

o O 

Fig. I. Basic integrator circuit 

PERFECT 
INTEGRATOR 

dt 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit 

back integrators may be represented in this way if C is 
replaced by C(I + G) and an aperiodic amplifier of gain 
G is added to follow the circuit, G being the feedback 
gain and C the actual value of the integrating capacitor. 
In this circuit 

eje, = 1/(1 + jwCR) 

Comparing this with the perfect integrator response given 
by Equation (1), the ratio of the actual to the. theoretical 
output is 

e/e = y'olk (1 + j(.0CR) 

Now if we put k = 1/CR in this equation, it becomes the 
response of a series capacitor shunt resistor circuit, and 
we can therefore replace the circuit of Fig. 1 by the equiva-
lent circuit shown in Fig. 2. This equivalence can also be 
easily proved by considering the differential eouations of 
the two circuits. In the case of feedback integrators the 
response of the perfect integrator becomes e., = 
(G/CR) e,dt and the capacitor value becomes C(1+ G). 

This equivalent circuit has the advantage that it expresses 
the error of an electronic integrator in terms of an ordinary 
resistance-capacitance. coupling, the properties of which 
are so very familiar to most electronic engineers. 

In the case of a differentiating circuit, which consists 
basically of a series capacitor C followed by a shunt 
resistor R, the equivalent circuit is a perfect differentiator 
with a response e, = CR de,1 dt followed by a series 
resistor R and a shunt capacitor C. If feedback is used to 
reduce the effective value of the resistor, the response of 
the differentiator becomes e, = [G + G)] CR de,1 dt, 
and the value of the series resistor becomes R/ (1 + G). 

National Institute of Oceanography 
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The Production of Fine Gauge 

Resistance Wires 

RESISTANCE wire in a range of base metal and precious 
metal alloys is now available in diameters down to 

0-0005in., and in certain cases smaller, with a high degree of 
accuracy in both diameter and resistance per unit length. 
The production of such wire calls for special techniques and 

great experience and skill in both the wire drawing and in the 
preparation and maintenance of the wire drawing dies. The 
following is a brief description of the various processes as 
carried out by Messrs. Johnson Matthey and Co., Ltd. 

The Drawing of Fine Wires 

The raw material entering the wire shops is in the form of 
either extruded rod or rolled rod, which is first reduced in 
diameter in single die bull blocks. The material is then 
processed in multiple head bull blocks until it is a suitable 
size for passing to a multiple die wire drawing machine. 

In this type of machine the wire is progressed through a 
series of dies of successively smaller diameter by means of 
multiple cone pulleys. In general, tungsten carbide dies are 
used for diameter reduction down to approximately 0-060in., 
after which diamond dies are employed. These machines 
operate with the dies and driving cones completely submerged 
in a specially prepared lubricant. 
At approximately 0-008in, diameter the wire is transferred 

to the fine wire drawing machines in which the lubricant is 
restricted to the diamond dies only, the drawing cones being 
kept dry and in a high state of polish to ensure satisfactory 
operation. 
The threading and setting up of a machine of this type 

requires great skill and experience, for wires as fine as 0.005in. 
diameter to be produced to close tolerances as a routine 
procedure. 
At various stages throughout the drawing operation the wire 

has to be bright annealed and finally, after the completion of 
the drawing operation it may be supplied either hard bright. 
bright annealed or oxidized, according to the type of material 
and the customers' requirements. In general, wires are drawn 
on the basis of resistance per unit length and a close control 
is maintained on both this resistance and on the quality of the 
wire in terms of elongation and surface condition. For fine 
wires the finished product is wound on a light alloy 
spool designed, as an aid to the customer, to have the lowest 
possible inertia, the spool being packed in a strong airtight 
plastic container. 

Die Maintenance 

It can be seen that to maintain the accuracy and quality of 
the finished wire, it is essential that the quality and mainten-
ance of the dies employed should be of the highest order. 

In the die maintenance shops each die, bearing a serial 
number, has a history sheet giving full details of its origin, size. 
characteristics, and of the total weight and type of wire drawn 
throughout its life. 
The reconditioning of dies and the establishing of the correct 

profile of the die hole has a great bearing upon the die life 
and upon the quality of the finished product. 
Continuous inspection of dies and of the wire drawn through 

these dies is essential for the consistent production of precision 
resistance wires. 

Dies are generally re-profiled by means of vertical needle-
type machines in which the die rotates and a steel needle carry-
ing diamond powder mixed to a paste with olive oil is 
reciprocated in the hole. Final polishing is usually accom-
plished by means of wire polishing machines, in which a 
wire is threaded through the die, which is rotating, and 
reciprocates while carrying diamond paste of a suitable grade. 
The approach angle of the wire can be varied at will so that 
the various angles of the die hole can be suitably polished. 
The re-profiling and polishing of a die will naturally increase 

the diameter and so throughout its life a die that may start 
with a diameter of 0-0003in, will progress step-by-step to 
larger sizes until finally it is no longer suitable for service. 

A fine hole drawing machine on which wire is reduced to 
about 0-04 inch diameter. 

A multiple die drawing machine in which the dies are totally 
immersed in lubricant: 

A multiple die fine wire drawing machine. 

A four-position wire polishing machine used in the re-profiling 
of diamond dies. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions 

A Simple Electro-Mechanical Voltage 
Stabilizer. 

DEAR Sm,—With reference to Mr. 
J. V. P. Long's article in the 
January, 1952, issue of ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING, I should like to point out 
a small modification that I used when 
building up an A.c. stabilizer based on his 
design. 

Not having a D.C. split field motor I 
used an M-type motor normally supplied 
from an M-transmitter generating a step 
waveform approximating to an A.C. 
three-phase supply. The motor was sup-
plied from an artificial three-phase sup-
ply obtained from a single-phase supply 
using a capacitor for the third phase. 

Fig. I. Modification using Mlype motor 

Unstobilized 
Input 

In order to obtain forward and reverse 
running of the motor the connexions to 
any of the three motor terminals are inter-
changed as is normal for the reversing 
of a three-phase motor; this was accom-
plished by means of the two anode 
circuit relays A and B in Fig. I. 
which shows the modifications to Mr. 
Long's circuit, the remainder being the 
same. 

Another small point that is worth 
noting is that the Variac was arranged 
with the mains supply connected to the 
brush to enable the stabilizer to control 
even when the mains supply falls to a 
very low value (190 volts has been noted 
on occasions). 

Yours faithfully, 

P. A. V. THOMAS, B.Sc.(Eng.), 

The Royal Technical College, Glasgow. 

JANUARY 3953 

of our correspondents) 

A Compatible System of Image-Scansion 

DEAR Sm,—The type of scansion des-
cribed herein utilizes image-dot interlace, 
which provides twice as much image 
detail as the present day monochrome 
standard, without affecting the channel 
bandwidth. The system is based on the 
recognized fact that the visual response 
of the human eye to periodically illumin-
ated objects is not as rapid in small areas 
as it is in large areas. Owing to such 
behaviour of the visual sense toward 
interrupted images, the scanned picture 
may be divided ln to a fo7m of coarse dot 
structure, which may be resolved into fine 
detail during succeeding frame periods, 
by frames containing additional image 
dots of the same picture, interleaved in 
the gaps of the dots in preceding frames. 
In this case, each of the succeeding 
scanned frames will contain the same 
amount of visual information as it would 
normally contain in each frame through 
the present day standard mode of mono-' 
chrome operation to preserve the 
original bandwidth restrictions. How-
ever, since each succeeding frame will 
contain image dots that are elementally 
displaced from the image dots in the pre-
ceding frame, the prolonged visual . 
memory of the eye from frame to frame 
will totalize this sequence of displaced 
image dots, as if each frame had origin-
ally contained that amount of totalized 
image elements. The original continuity 
of picture motion will remain the same. 
since the frequency rate of fields and 
frames per second still remains the same 
as the present day standard. Similarly, 
the elementally displaced scansion will 
not cause any picture flicker or image 
twinkle, since the original position of each 
element, and of the frame, remains the 
same. In other words, as long as the 
position of the picture frame remains the 
same, the visual sense interprets the 
quality of the picture frame by the total 
amount of information it contains, and 
not by the elementally different positions 
of the image dots, and accordingly, it 

Fig. I. Mode of sampling 
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Fig. 2. Gating sequence 

EVEN-LINE 

 ODD-LINE 
EVEN-LINE 

totalizes the image elements of succeed-
ing frames, without awareness of any 
alternate illumination of the adjacent 
elements, even in the brightest pictures. 
The mode of sampling is shown in Fig. 

1. In the upper drawing, the curve a 
represents ordinary type of modulation 
at the transmitter, which varies in ampli-
tude corresponding to the image elements, 
as shown by the square lines. In the 
centre drawing, the same modulation 
curve a is obtained by sampling part of 
the same image elements periodically, as 
shown by the narrow pulses. In this 
case, assuming that the centre drawing 
represents the first line of the first frame, 
sampling time of the image elements in 
the first line of the second frame is 
shifted, as shown in the lower drawing, 
so as to transmit the adjacent elements, 
as represented by the modulation wave 
b, and effect doubling of the image 
detail. Since the type of modulation is 
not changed from the conventional type, 
an ordinary type of monochrome receiver 
will operate without effecting any change 
in the reproduced picture. However, 
doubling of the image resolution at the 
receiver is accomplished by gating the 
beam of the image reproducing tube in 
synchronism with the sampling frequency 
at the camera tube. 

Gating sequence of the beams at 
camera pick-up and image reproducing 
tube is shown in Fig. 2, the gating fre-
quency being so adjusted that, each suc-
ceeding pattern cancels out the preced-
ing pattern, effecting dot-less half-tone 
picture. 
Frequency difference, or phase-drift of 

the gating wave at the receiving end is 
not critical, since the time period of each 
incoming signal is twice the time period 
of each image-illumination. Accord-
ingly, any of the previously proposed 
systems of synchronization, such as used 
in the N.T.S.C. colour system*, may De 
utilized satisfactorily. 

Yours faithful ly, 

MnouER V. KALFAIAN, 

' Los Angeles, U.S.A. 

* DOME, R. B., N.T.S.C. Color-TV Synchronizing 
Signal. Electronics. 25, 96. (February 1952). 
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ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
A description, compiled from information supplied by the manufacturers, of new components, 

accessories and test instruments. 

Strain Measuring Bridge Type SM3 

(Illustrated below) 

THE strain measuring bridge type 
SM3 is a general purpose bridge in-

tended for use in the laboratory on all 
forms of static strain measurement with 
electrical resistance strain gauges of any 
resistance. The bridge can be used on a 
single gauge circuit by using the internal 
Apex control or it can te connected to 
an external Multiway Apex unit. Apex 
units can be supplied having up to 100 
ways. 
The bridge consists of a 6in. diameter 

slidewire, calibrated in strain, the overall 
range being ± 1 per cent; the slidewire 
is subdivided to 0.01 per cent strain. 
The scale has a centre zero enabling 
tensile strains to be read on one side and 
compressive strains on the other. Three 
range multipliers are provided, these are 
selected by a plug block and give x I. 
x 0.3 and x 0-1. On the lowest range, 
the smallest division is therefore 0.001 

per cent strain or 10 micro-inches per 
inch. A smaller dial is calibrated in 
gauge factor and a single Apex resistor 
is included for initial balancing of a 
single circuit. The galvanometer sensi-
tivity control reduces the galvanometer 
deflexion to 1/10, 1/100 and 1/1000; the 
use of this control in conjunction with 
the non-locking galvanometer key in-
creases the speed of operation and pro-
tects the galvanometer. 

It is stated that the bridge will func-
tion correctly with resistance wire strain 
gauges of any make and of any resist-
ance, the measurement being independent 
of gauge resistance. Optimum sensi-
tivity is obtained with a gauge resistance 
in the region of 100 ohms. The bridge 
measures very small changes in resist-
ance and a very high degree of stability 
is required on the bridge resistances to 
ensure that there is no drift due to the 
bridge during measurement. This is 
achieved by the design of the resistance 
coils and the care exercised in their 
construction. 
The slidewire scales of the instrument 

are viewed through apertures in the cover 
and are protected by perspex cursors. 
The accuracy in strain measurement 

is determined largely by the limits to 
which the gauge factor of the gauge is 
known. This is usually between ± 1 
per cent and ± 2 per. cent. The bridge 
itself has an accuracy within -± 1 per 

cent or -± division, whichever is 
greater, except for large strains above 
0.5 per cent where the error increases to 
± 2 per cent. If specially required, a 
correction can be given for this part of 
the range. 
The bridge can also be supplied with 

an alternative range of 0.5, 0.25 and 
and 0.1 per cent strain. 

Croydon Precision Instrument Co., 
116 Windmill Road, 

Croydon, Surrey. 

Plessey E.H.T. Concentric Connectors 

(Illustrated top right) 

TFIE range of EH.T, concentric con-
nectors manufactured by The Plessey 

Company Limited, are small in size and 
possess high insulation properties at 
extremes of climatic temperature and 
otmospheric pressure. These connectors 
pass high unmatched voltages without 
loss of characteristic, and they are highly 
resistant to dimensional instability and 
mechanical failure. 

It is claimed for the units in the range 
that each has adequate insulation up to 
10kV for the unmatched coupling of 
single core concentric cables. The com-
plete connector comprises a cable and a 
panel unit; the plug or socket, with its 
respective mouldings, can be supplied 
in either half of the connector accord-
ing to circuit requirements. 
Two types are available. Of these, 

the demountable type is mainly for 
laboratory and prototype use, and where 
higher temperatures are encountered. 
The moulded type is intended for 
factory production, and provides greater 
mechanical strength. Units of both types 
are interchangeable with each other, and 
protective caps and bulkhead connectors, 
suitable for either, are available. 

All connectors of the demountable 
type are externally identical, differences 
being confined to the outlet and split 
bush mouldings, gaskets and silvered 
contacts, to compensate for differences in 
cable diameter. Continuity for screen-
ing is ensured by the use of an inner 
and outer ferrule attached to the metal 
braiding of the cable and tightened into 
the connector by an outlet nut which 
also retains the mouldings. A rubber 
outlet sleeve is fitted over the end to 
effect a waterproof seal for the metal 
braiding. 
Connector housings are of gravity die-

cast aluminium with a ribbed circular 
coupling nut and knurled outer. shell to 
simplify disengagement. Internal insula-
tion is by high grade mouldings, with 
added insulation and pressure sealing by 
synthetic rubber gaskets. The internal 
pin and socket insert are silver-plated, 
and the insulating bush round each is 
split to facilitate soldering. 

All units ,are fully tropicalized, and 
carry type approval. 
The moulded version of the E.H.T. 

connector meets the need for com-
ponents of reduced bulk and weight, with 
high mechanical and electrical efficiency 

using Uniradio 21 and 4 cables. The 
aluminium housings are identical and 
have full mating and mounting inter-
changeability with the demountable 
version. 

In these, the preformed wiring 
moulded in situ with a light shell 
and insulator, gives good earthing con-
tinuity between cables and longer 
leakage paths with reduced size and 
weight. Also a reduction in overall 
length, and the availability of right 
angle outlets, simplifies installation in 
confined spaces. Anti-vibration proper-
ties are said to be greatly improved by 
the positive locking of the assembly by 
the polythene moulding. 

All units are tested to ensure full 
pressure sealing between face and rear, 
and when mated. 

The Plessey Co. Ltd., 
Ilford, Essex. 

Pulse Generator 

(Illustrated below) 

A NEW Pulse Generator, Model 
OPS.100, in which the main output 

pulse is delayable between 2 to 4 000 
microseconds from the sync. output 
pulse has recently been produced by 
Solartron La t oratory Instruments, Ltd. 
The instrument is designed to be trig-
gered from an external source which can 
be either sine waves from 50-50 000 p.p.s. 
or positive or negative pulses or 
square waves from 1-50 000 p.n.s. The 
main output nulse is variable in width 
from 1 to 100 microseconds and adjust-
able in amplitude on a ladder attenuator 
from 1 to 70 volts positive. The rise 
time is less than 0.1 microseconds. A 
sync, output of 10 volts negative is also 
provided. 
The calibrated time delay controls are 

grouped on the black insulated panel 
and serve to provid.e an easy adjustment 
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of the position of the main pulse on the 
time-base trace of an oscilloscope. The 
delay is obtained by employing a 
separate variable width time delay flip-
flop in the circuit, the trailing edge of 
its pulse being used to fire the single 
shot pulse generator while its leading 
edge is coincident in time with the sync. 
output. The delay circuit is free from 
jitter and can be used to measure response 
times in pulse equipment. 

Solartron Laboratory Instruments Ltd., 
22 High Street, 

Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. 

Bulgin-Acro Micro-Sensitive Switches 

(Illustrated below) 

MEW types in the S.500-511 group of 
Bulgin-Acro micro-sensitive switches 

can now have operating leaves fitted with 
end rollers. They are available in four 
varieties :—nickel-plated brass roller; 
graphite compound roller; Tufnol type 
roller and a stainless steel roller. 
The roller facility is of advan-

tage where the mechanism to operate the 
micro-switch undergoes a rotary or 
sliding motion with respect to the 
switch. 
These switches have an operating life 

of up to a million or more operations, 

with small operating forces and dis-
placements. They have sensitive action 
and high current ratings. Q.M.B. contact-
ing and quick snap-action are employed. 
The unit switches all have s.P.c.o. con-
tacts to cover on-off, off-on, or change-
over switching. 

Bulgin micro-switches are made in 
this country by arrangement with the 
Acro Co. of U.S.A., and are in all 
respects interchangeable with the 
equivalent Acro models. 

A. F. Bulgin and Co. Ltd., 
Barking, Essex. 

Elliott Load Cells 

(Illustrated top right) 

LOAD cells for measuring forces in 
the range of -j• to 200 tons have 

recently been produced by Elliott Bros. 
(London) Ltd., which convert changes in 
force and weight into changes in electric 
resistance. 
The system permits the elimination of 

moving parts, results in a rugged instal-
lations, and enables the indication or 
recording of the forces to be displayed 
either near to the cell itself or at remote 
points. The cells are hermetically 
sealed, enabling them to be used in all 
atmospheric conditions. 

JANUARY 1953 

In operation the force to be measured 
is caused to compress or stretch a 
high-tensile steel member on which 
current - carrying strain gauges are 
mounted. The gauge resistances change 
precisely in proportion to the applied 
stresses. The gauges are arranged in a 
bridge circuit which provides an output 
signal which is also strictly proportional 
to the applied force. This signal 
operates an indicating or recording 
instrument calibrated in terms of force, 
weight or percentage strain. 
For temperature compensation self 

compensation is introduced to minimize 
the effects of temperature on zero read-
ing and sensitivity. These load cells 
are available in the range of -1 ton to 
200 tons maximum working rating for 
compression or tension. 
The calibration accuracy is within 

-±- + per cent of the full range at all 
points from 0-100 per cent of capacity 
at 70° F. The recommended maximum 
temperature is 150° F. 

Elliott Bros. (London) Ltd., 
Century Works. 

Lewisham, London, S.E.13. 

New 16in. Cathode-Ray Tube for 
Television 

A NEW cathode-ray tube maniffac-
tured by the General Electric Co., 

Ltd., has a 16in. diameter circular screen 
with a virtually flat face, and is 
aluminized. 

It incorporates a triode gun. The 
recommended voltage is 12kV, 
the heater being rated at 6.3 volts 0.3 
amperes. The tube which is designed 
for wide-angle scanning, has a neck 
diameter of 38mm, and an overall 
length of 460mm. A B12A duo-decal 
base is used, the anode connexion being 
made by flush side-contact. 
The catalogue number of this new 

tube is 6901A. 

The General Electric Co. Ltd., 
Magnet House, 

Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

" Spearette " Trigga-snip 

(Illustrated below) 

THE " Spearette " tiigga-snip is an 
instrument for cutting wires or cut-

ing out faulty components whose posi-

39 

tions are inaccessible to the conventional 
tools or the fingers. 
The trigga-snip can also be used for 

holding small components in position 
while they are being soldered into awk-
ward positions, at the same time acting 
as a heat shunt where delicate equipment 
requires it. All parts of the tool are 
replaceable. 

Spear Engineering Co. Ltd., 
Warlingham, Surrey. 

The " Amp-Check " 

A NEW type of circuit component 
named the " Amp-Check " has been 

designed to facilitate the measurement of 
electrical current by obtaining current 
readings directly on an ammeter without 
having to break the circuit to insert the 
meter. In addition, since there is no 
interruption of current flow there is also 
no arcing. 
The component is designed for A.c. 

or D.C. operation. There are no power 
losses and no heat is generated. The 
"Amp-Check" is of rigid construction 
designed to counteract vibration and has 

standard silver contacts. Provision is 
made for stacking a number of these 
devices in a circuit as required. The 
current carrying capacity of the com-
ponent is of the order of 8-10 amperes_ 

Phillips and Bonson, Ltd., 
Imperial House, Dominion Street, 

Moorgate, London, E.C.2. 

Hilton Heavy Duty A.C. Relay 

(Illustrated above) 

THE Hilton type F.51 Heavy Duty 
A.C. Relay, available with up to fif-

teen pairs of 10 ampere contacts, can 
be supplied for use on any A.C. voltage 
up to 550V at normal supply frequen-
cies. 
Combinations of normally open, nor-

mally closed and change over contacts 
may be furnished, which will provide 
switching for substantial loads, and also 
for the informative switching required 
in control circuits. 
The operating coils are paper inter-

leaved and protected to withstand severe 
climatic conditions. The magnetic cir-
cuit is of laminated Silicon iron with 
accurately finished pole faces which are 
shaded to achieve silent hold-on.' 

Hilton Electric Company, 
67 Merridale Street, 

Wolverhampton, Staffs. 
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Vacuum Technique 
By A. L. Reimann. 449 pp. Demy Delay°. Chap-
man & Hall Ltd., London. September 1952. Price 
50s. 

IN the preface of this book the claim is made by the author that he does not 
confine himself merely to describing 
vacuum equipment and techniques, but 
discusses at some length the underlying 
physical and chemical processes. Unfor-
tunately, in the subject matter which 
follows, this introductory claim has been 
heavily biased in favour of the descrip-
tion of vacuum equipment. Out of 430 
pages some 200 are consumed in des-
criptions of mechanical vacuum pumps, 
mercury and oil vapour pumps and 
vacuum gauges, most of the details of 
which have been well publicized in recent 
years. 

Mr. Reimann gained much of his 
experience of vacuum technique during 
1926-36 when he was a member of the 
staff of the Research Laboratories of the 
General Electric Company, Wembley, 
where he also made valuable contribu-
tions to the subjects of thermionic emis-
sion and discharge gettering. Thus it is 
not surprising that the most useful chap-
ters in his book are those dealing with 
glass manipulation, metal to glass 
seals and the absorption of gases 
by metals and glasses. It is a 
pity, therefore, that the author has 
allowed himself to be ensnared by the 
apparently current theory that one can-
not write a book on vacuum technique 
without including an all embracing des-
cription of both the historic and modern 
forms of vacuum apparatus. Vacuum 
technique has now reached an advanced 
stage in its development and general 
descriptive treaties are no longer a 
serious requirement. In fact one of the 
greatest weaknesses in the literature on 
vacuum technique is a shortage of works 
which critically review the advances 
made in particular fields of application. 
The reviewer is not an expert on the 

operation of vapour stream pumps and 
must admit to being somewhat confused 
by the discussion in Chapter 5 on the 
age old controversy concerning the 
operating mechanism of this type of 
pump. It is stated on page 83 that the 
maximum streaming velocity of vapour, 
whether in a cylindrical or divergent 
nozzle, cannot exceed the speed of 
sound. However, the claims made by 
Alexander and Crawford, criticized by 
Reimann, of obtaining streaming veloci-
ties greater than the most probable 
molecular velocities would appear to be 
supported by recent work at the Royal 
Naval Scientific Laboratories. Members 
of the latter laboratories demonstrated at 
the 1950 Physical Society Exhibition 
supersonic flow in the vapour jet of a 
mercury pump excited by a high fre-
quency discharge. Dushman also states 
in " Fundamental Principles of Vacuum 
Technique" that the vapour streaming 
velocity in single stage steam ejectors 
often has a Mach number as high as 
three. 
The layout of the book is consistent with 

the publisher's high standard, but with 
the present high cost of technical books, 
it might have been wiser to have omitted 
those chapters already adequately covered 
in other publications. 

L. HOLLAND. 

BOOK REVIEWS 
Practical Industrial Electronics 

By F. A. Arrett. 381 pp., 381 illustrations. Royal 
Octavo. McGraw-Hill. Price 47s. 

ACCORDING to the preface to this 
book, the author has written it 

expressly for the many operating engi-
neers and electricians, who, with little or 
no previous knowledge of electronic 
devices, are now being asked to install, 
operate and maintain electronic equip-
ment. This may explain why, in places, 
the book reads more like an operation 
and maintenance instruction manual than 
a text book. 

It is an unfortunate fact that very few 
authors who write on the subject of 
industrial electronics, manage to steer a 
clear course between the Scylla of too 
little detail about too many applications, 
and the Charybdis of too much detail 
on too few applications. 

In the opinion of the reviewer the 
author of this book has succumbed to 
the second of these two perils. For 
exaMple 28 pages are devoted to smoke 
indicators and recorders, 22 pages to 
combustion safeguards and 15 pages to 
automatic combustion control; yet high 
frequency heating is dealt with in only 
three pages of a chapter on electronic 
oscillators. 
The use of ultrasonics for flaw detec-

tion, smoke flocculation and numerous 
other process applications is not men-
tioned at all; neither is the rôle played 
by electronic equipment in the measure-
ment and recording of vibration, strain, 
displacement and other mechanical 
quantities. 
Having mentioned just a few of the 

notable omissions from this book, it is 
only fair to add that the author deals 
very effectively with the specialized 
applications about which he has written. 
The first seven chapters deal with the 

electron, electron tubes, photoelectric 
tubes, reactors and capacitors, electron 
tube rectifiers, mercury arc rectifiers and 
disk-type rectifiers; the treatment is clear 
and simple and the diagrams are parti-
cularly good. 

Although the diagrams are numerous 
and clearly drawn, the same clarity does 
not extend to the section headings within 
the chapters; these seem to have been 
chosen arbitrarily and convey no real 
information as to the content of the 
section. 

In his preface the author states that 
the book is a compilation of a number 
of articles which he wrote and which 
were published in Power between 1948 
and 1951 and the book conveys this 
impression rather clearly; it is not as well 
balanced as one would wish. 
Chapter 10 is entitled " One, Two and 

Three Stage Amplifiers " but it is dis-
appointing because it deals only with 
simple resistance coupled amplifiers; in 
each case the output valve operates an 
electromagnetic relay. This is rather 
typical of the whole book; instead of 
discussing various types of amplifier such 

as wideband amplifiers, tuned amplifiers, 
negative feedback amplifiers for example, 
a great deal of unnecessary detail has 
been given on one type of amplifier. 
Chapter 14 dealing with smoke indica-
tors and recorders is very comprehensive 
and clear and leads on fairly logically to 
Chapter 15 on Combustion Safeguards 
and Chapter 16 on Automatic Combus-
tion Control. 
Speed control of motors is covered in 

four chapters; Chapter 17 on Magnetic 
Drive Control is concerned with systems 
using magnetic coupling between the 
driving motor and the driven load, and 
in particular with systems employing 
electronic means for holding the output 
speed at any desired value. The next 
chapter is on motor and generator excit-
ers and is followed by chapters on the 
speed control of D.C. motors and A.C. 
motors. This section of the book is 
presented fully and clearly and compen-
sates in part for some of the deficiencies 
already mentioned. The book is essen-
tially a specialists book and as such will 
have a limited appeal. 

L. I. FARREN. 

Materials Handling in Industry 
By the British Electrical Development Association. 
142 pp. Demy Octavo. September 1952. Price 
8s. 6d. 

rr HIS book is the ninth in a series on 
electricity and productivity dealing with 

specialized industrial applications of elec-
tricity. Benefits of mechanical handling, 
the application of mechanical handling 
equipment, conveyors and elevators, are 
among the subjects dealt with in the 
twelve chapters. There are over one 
hundred illustrations, notes and appen-
dices. 

Materials handling covers the move-
ment of everything within factory or in-
dustrial plant and which, if reduced, 
immediately increases productivity. Most 
mechanical handling equipment is elec-
trically operated and the use of machines 
to eliminate inefficient manual labour is 
an important part in the field of materials 
handling. Although there are in use to-
day many types of mechanical handling 
equipment, in the majority of cases there 
is only one type which offers the best 
solution to a particular handling problem. 
The chief objects of " Materials Hand-

ling in Industry" are to make easier the 
selection of the right device, and to show 
how the judicious use of electricity in this 
field can benefit industry. 

TV Troubleshooting and Repair 
Guide Book. Vol. I 

By Robert G. Middleton. 204 pp., 228 figs. 
Crown Octavo. John F. Rider Publisher Inc., New 
York. 1952. Price $3.90. 

TrTHIS book sets out, with the aid of 
1 numerous illustrations of waveforms 
and actual picture faults, to assist the 
service engineer in more rapid trouble-
shooting in television receivers. With the 
author's proviso in mind that " there is 
no substitution for study and experience" 
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it can be regarded as a useful book, 
although it is, of course, only concerned 
with technique and standards used in the 
U.S.A. 

The Electromagnetic Field 
By Max Mason and Warren Weaver. 389 pp. 
Crown Octavo. Dover Publications, New York. 
1952. Price (paper covers) $1.85. (cloth) $3.95. 

THE reviewer's first reaction to seeing 
the new popular edition of this work 

was to place an immediate order with 
his bookseller, hoping that $1•85 would 
not be magnified too much in translation 
across the Atlantic. Perhaps this reaction 
was partly based on sentiment, for in the 
reviewer's. college days texts on electro-
magnetic theory did not abound as they 
have done since the development of wave-
guides and their associated "dishes ", 
" cheeses" and " hoghorns", so that 
Mason and Weaver stood in a class by 
itself for the systematic exposition of 
electrical field theory. Looked at afresh, 
it has two slight blemishes: an unusual 
notation of (AB) and [AB] for the scalar 
and vector products, respectively, of 
vectors A and B, and the use of Heavi-
side-Lorentz rationalized units. Fortu-
nately the units are rationalized, so that 
the electrostatic formule look like the 
modern rationalized M.K.S. formule with 
K. omitted, while magnetic formule have 
eo replaced by 1/c (c = velocity of light); 
and the experienced reader will have no 
difficulty in reconciling the formule as 
printed with the present-day M.E.s. forms, 
though the table for conversion of units 
between C.G.S. and rationalized Heaviside-
Lorentz is no longer of much practical 
interest. 
This book is not for the beginner, but 

its rigorous detail and refusal to gloss 
over philosophical difficulties should en-
sure it a permanent glace both on the 
reference bookshelf and in the history of 
the theory of electromagnetism. It is 
divided into four chapters; on Coulomb's 
Law, The Electrostatic problem for Con-
ductors and Dielectrics, Magnetostatics, 
and The Maxwell Field Equations, each 
of which commences with an introduction 
which sets out the problems to be dis-
cussed in the chapter and ends with a 
conclusion showing the significance of 
the results obtained in the chapter. As 
an example of thorough treatment, the 
chapter on Coulomb's law is divided into 
three parts dealing respectively with dis-
crete charges, complexes of charge, and 
ponderable bodies. How many other 
authors examine critically the problems 
of progressing. from the laws of point 
charges (to which, incidentally, electrons 
approximate) to phenomena which are 
described in terms of continuous dis-
tributions of charge ? This is not an 
academic side-issue, for even engineers 
nowadays are apt to argue whether or not 
B and H differ be more than a numerical 
factor (B is of course taken as the funda-
mental magnetic quantity with H as a 
derived quantity), and one is then led to 
inquire whether one can talk about the 
field in thé spaces between the molecules 
in a superficially continuous magnetic or 
dielectric medium. 
With its free use of vector mathematics, 

Mason and Weaver may be " caviar to 
the general", but it makes a bid to be 
the guide, philosopher and friend of any-
one seriously concerned with electro-
magnetism. 

D. A. BELL 

Teach Yourself Mechanical 
Draughtsmanship 

By S. M. Hood. 184 pp., 203 figs. Crown Octavo. 
English Universities Press Ltd. 1952. Price 6s. 

ANYONE with a knowledge of 
mechanical draughtsmanship will 

know that it cannot be taught in a matter 
of eleven easy lessons. Nevertheless it is 
believed that any student who is pre-
pared, as the author of this book points 
out, to work hard, can teach himself 
draughtsmanship with its aid, and turn 
himself but competent to start right in 
as a junior. It is arranged in eleven 
lessons, each with exercises, giving really 
compact coverage of the subject. 

Lesson 1 covers equipment and its use, 
conventional significance of different 
lining, lettering and dimensioning. As 
many drawing offices still adhere to free-
hand lettering exclusively, it is well to 
stress the importance of neat lettering in 
the traditional manner, but it is wondered 
whether the modern trend toward the use 
of stencils might not have been men-
tioned. Lesson 2 gives useful instruction 
in the principles of plain (the reviewer's 
dictionary spells this plane), geometry, 
as an aid to accurate drawing. Lesson 3 
lucidly explains the accepted systems of 
projection. Lesson 4 introduces the 
student to isometric and oblique projec-
tions of objects of all shapes. Lesson 5 
goes into details on the construction of 
sections through various shapes. 
Although the first five lessons are 

liberally illustrated with figures of prac-
tical subjects, as well as simple 
shapes, their primary objective is to 
teach the principles of drawing. 
The remaining lessons go into real 
practical detail, dealing with: screw 
threads of all kinds; nuts, bolts, washers, 
screws, studs and foundation bolts; lock-
ing devices of all kinds; limits and 
tolerances, related to various practical 
applications; freehand drawing; the pro-
duction of working drawings of the 
various kinds required throughout works 
production. At the end of the book are 
a number. of useful data tables. 
The author's commendable condensa-

tion of so much essential instruction and 
information has made possible a book at 
what might seem a ridiculously low price. 
The reviewer would like to add a word 
to the author's remarks about the 
student's preparedness to work: do not 
think, because the book is fairly small, 
that it will be assimilated too quickly; it 
should be thoroughly digested from cover 
to cover, and none of the exercises should 
on any account be skipped. It is all 
there, but the author has not unduly 
laboured any points. 

N. H. CROWHURST. 

Television Engineering 
By Donald G. Fink. Second edition. 721 pp., 512 
illustrations. Royal Octavo. McGraw-Hill Publish-
ing Co. Price 72s. 6d. 

ALTHOUGH published as a second 
edition of Principles of Television 

Engineering (1940) this book is virtually 
a new work. As pointed out by the 
author, all but 35 of the original 540 
pages have been re-written, and only 70 
out of 312 illustrations have been 
retained. In addition to being thor-
oughly revised, the new work has been 
expanded to include two new chapters on 
colour television. 
To embrace the whole of modern 
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television engineering in a single volume 
is a formidable task which the author 
has accomplished with a substantial 
measure of success. Restricting atten-
tion to television broadcasting practice, 
it is indeed difficult to detect a single 
aspect of this vast subject which has been 
omitted. 
The early chapters deal with the basic 

problems of image analysis and syn-
thesis and should prove highly informa-
tive to readers possessing no previous 
knowledge of the subject. The salient 
characteristics of camera and picture 
tubes are described in some detail and 
sufficient attention has been paid to the 
optical aspects, both physical and physio-
logical, to provide the reader with a 
useful knowledge of the entire subject. 
From the viewpoint of readers in this 
country; however, it is a pity that some 
of the important practical aspects are 
discussed with conspicuous American 
bias. For example, on p. 95 the flying-
spot film scanner, used so successfully in 
this country, is dismissed in a sentence 
because the method is not readily applic-
able to the American 30 frame per sec. 
television standard. A further reference 
to the technique is made on p. 585, but 
the very brief description is quite inaccu-
rate and appears to relate to the Mechau 
type of continuous motion projector 
rather than to the flying spot scanner. 
The statement on p. 109 to the effect that 
the image iconoscope is known in Great 
Britain as the " super-emitron " will no 
doubt raise a smile amongst engineers here. 
A misleading statement occurs on p. 

140 concerning the magnification of 
directly-viewed television images. The 
author states that a less bulky alterna-
tive to the liquid-filled plastic lens is the 
Fresnel lens, "a flat plastic sheet in 
which have been embossed a large num-
ber of circular hemicylindrical ridges." 
The latter arrangement does not, of 
course, provide image magnification, but 
has directional properties applicable to 
projection systems. 
The elementary principles of electron-

optics are described neatly in Chapter 4, 
which is concerned with scanning and 
synchronization, and much useful practi-
cal information is given relating to 
methods of beam deflexion, focusing 
and the generation of scanning waveforms. 
The discussion on pp. 188 and 189, 

which concerns the effect of scanning 
coil resistance, is incorrect and would 
certainly mislead a student. Fig. 143 
would apply if a zero-impedance, i.e., 
constant voltage scanning generator, 
were employed, but the use of a blocking 
oscillator as a sawtooth generator in Fig. 
144 is a contradiction. No mention is 
made of the exponential distortion of the 
sawtooth which results from this cause 
when a scanning current transformer is 
used, as is normal practice. 

In two subsequent chapters transmis-
sion and amplification of video signals 
are dealt with in detail and a wealth of 
design information is included. The 
emphasis throughout is on practical 
rather than theoretical issues and design 
formulae are more often stated than 
developed. The theoretical treatment 
when included is inclined to be weak and 
would at times better have been omitted. 
For example, the Fourier integral is 
correctly stated in Eq. (77) on p. 225, 

but later, on p. 242 when considering the 
response of an ideal filter to a rectangu-
lar pulse, the author proceeds to develop 
this response by integrating an incor-
rectly modified spectrum, without includ-
ing the essential time operator. One is 
caused to wonder how Eq. (87) has 
survived proof-reading. 

Considerable space has been devoted 
in Chapter 7 to the often-neglected 
aspects of carrier transmission of picture 
and sound signals. Important subjects 
such as propagation, co-channel and 
adjacent channel interference, aerial 
performance and frequency modulation 
have been treated in remarkable detail, 
bearing in mind the limited space avail-
able in a single volume. 
Colour television is the subject of 

Chapters 8 and 9, in which colour funda-
mentals and colour television systems 
respectively are dealt with. Both are 
excellent and will provide the reader 
with comprehensive and up-to-date 
knowledge of the subject. 
The final two chapters deal respec-

tively with broadcasting and receiving 
equipment, and here the practical design 
of apparatus is described in detail. Quite 
naturally the author is concerned almost 
entirely with American practice, but the 
greater part of the information given 
could be applied readily to any television 
broadcasting standards. 
An extensive bibliography is included 

at the end of each chapter, but it is dis-
appointing to find that references are 
almost absent from the text. 

In spite of the criticisms, this book 
will be of considerable value to the 
trained radio engineer who wishes to 
acquire up-to-date knowledge of present-
day practice in television broadcasting. 

G. G. GOUR1ET. 

The Quarterly Journal of Mechanics 
and Applied Mathematics 

Volume V, Part 3 (September 1952). 384 pp. 
Medium Octavo. Oxford University Press. Price 
15s. 

THIS issue of the Quarterly Journal 
contains the usual high number of 

interesting papers, although very mathe-
matical in nature. One paper by Dr. 
D. S. Jones is unusual. Mathematicians 
often complain that the theoretical phy-
sicist does not trouble to prove the 
uniqueness of a solution of his problem, 
and the physicist retorts that it is obvious 
to him that it is unique. This paper is 
concerned with the diffraction of electro-
magnetic waves at an edge or corner, and 
the difficulty of imposing proper condi-
tions there on the behaviour of the fields 
is such that Dr. Jones has been forced to 
examine what condition is sufficient to 
give a unique solution! 

G. J. KYNCH. 

Radio Research 1951 
36 pp. Medium Octavo. H.M.S.O. Price is. 6d. 

THIS is published by H.M.S.O. 
for D.S.I.R. and contains the 

report of the Radio Research Board. 
The report refers to the shortage of staff 
and suitable buildings for carrying out 
the growing research programme of the 
Radio Research Station and its branches. 
The Board emphasizes the importance of 
fundamental radio research to the 
defence services of the country and 

urges that every effort should be made 
to overcome these handicaps. 
Most of the research work of the 

Radio Research Station during the year 
was concerned with the study of radio 
wave propagation over the whole fre-
quency band, and with research into long 
range back-scatter from high power 
pulse transmitters. Research was also 
carried out in the directional measure-
ment of rays reflected from the iono-
sphere, but research into the properties 
of the ionosphere at low frequencies was 
discontinued temporarily. The propoga-
tion of ratio waves through the tropo-
sphere, along the ground and along single 
wire transmission lines was also investi-
gated. 

Applied Electronics Annual, 1952 
Editer by R. E. Blaise. 240 pp. Royal octavo. 
Bri.ish-Continental Trade Press Ltd. (London, 
1952.) Price 40s. 

THE chief feature of this Annual is 
the international directory on radio 

and electronic products, the five main 
parts covering (i) manufacturers, (ii) 
suppliers of component parts and 
materials, (iii) wholesalers, importers, 
agents, etc., (iv) list of trade marks and 
names, (v) buyers' guide. Roughly half 
the book is occupied with this directory. 
In the remainder there are chapters 
written in a semi-technical manner on 
various subjects in the field of elec-
tronics. These include " Around the 
Radio Markets", "V.H.F. Broadcasting 
and Television in West Germany ", 
" Notes on World Television ", A 
Description of Some B.B.C. Mobile 
Transmitters ", etc. An article entitled 
" Underwater Television" comprises less 
than a page and is little more than an 
expanded title. The book lacks careful, 
editing and co-ordinating: non-standard 
symbols are prominent; in one case there 
are four wrong versions of one symbol. 
The essence of such a directory is 
accuracy, but there are so many errors 
and omissions in this Annual that little 
confidence can be placed in it. Of the 
240 pages in the book, 60 are advertising 
pages, so that at 40s. the book will not be 
universally acclaimed as 'good value. 

E. H. W. BANNER. 

The BEAMA Catalogue 1952-53 
1020 pp. 2nd Edition. lliffe 8z Sons, Ltd. 

ffiHE publication of this edition of the 
BEAMA Catalogue marks a further 

important stage in the British electrical 
industry's contribution to the nation's 
economy, There is a glossary in five 
languages which will greatly facilitate 
inquiries from potential overseas buyers 
and has been added in the light of experi-
ence gained in the world-wide distribu-
tion of the first edition of 1949-50. After 
the five language glossary comes the 
classified buyers' guide and trade direc-
tory. A full index is also included. 

Altogether in this edition there are 
seven divisions, the illustrated descriptive 
pages being arranged in three main 
groups of products. The first is con-
cerned primarily with requirements for a 
modern electricity supply system; the 
second with equipment used in industry, 
transport and communications; and the 
third with domestic and commercial 
appliances. 
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Notes from the Industry 

Television for Siam. The English 
Electric Company, Ltd., and their asso-
ciate company, Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Company, announce that 
entirely British equipment will be used 
by the first country in South East Asia 
to install television. A contract for two 
installations, each complete from camera 
to receivers, has been agreed with the 
Government of Thailand. The first was 
in operation at Chulalongkorn Uni-
versity, Bangkok, early in December for 
the opening of the Constitution Fair, and 
the other will be operating in the early 
summer. 

Dr. C. F. Bareford, head of the 
Mullard research laboratories in Surrey, 
has been appointed chief superintendent 
of the Long Range Weapons Establish-
ment at Salisbury and Woomera, South 
Australia. Mr. Beale, the Australian 
Minister of Supply, said that Dr. 
Baresford would succeed Mr. H. C. 
Pritchard, who is to return to the British 
Ministry of Supply. 

The 1953 Radio Engineering Show 
held under the auspices of the Institute 
of Radio Engineers, Inc., will take place 
in New York from March 23rd to 
March 26th inclusive. 
This show is considered to be one of 

the best of its kind in the United States 
and is open to manufacturers of all types 
of radio, communications, television and 
electronic control equipment. United 
Kingdom firms, particularly those with 
distribution arrangements already estab-
lished in the United States, are recom-
mended to take part. Full particulars 
may be obtained from the organizers, 
Messrs. Clapp and Polliak, 341 Madison 
Avenue. New York, and also from the 
Exhibitions and Fairs Branch of the 
Board of Trade, Lacon House, Theobalds 
Road, London, W.C.1. 

New .EKCO Student Apprenticeship 
Scheme. The management of E. K. Cole, 
Ltd. have announced an extension to the 
existing apprenticeship scheme to cover 
an additional grade, that of student 
apprentice. The object of this new 
scheme will be to provide a more general 
training than is available at present, 
which will equip the student apprentice 
for an appointment in the EKCO 
engineering works or office staff. 
These student apprenticeships will be 
open to present EKCO apprentices of 
18 years or over with the necessary quali-
fications, and a limited number will be 
available to outside applicants. 

Airmee, Ltd. telecommunication and 
electronic engineers have recently 
registered a change of name, and their 
official name and address is now Airmec, 
Ltd., High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire. 

The Telegraph Construction and Main-
enance Co.. Ltd., have recently opened a 
branch office at 43 Fountain Street, 
Manchester, 2, under the charge of Mr. 
J. Taylor. 

The Research Laboratories of the 
General Electric Co., Ltd., of England, 
are proposing to set up a unit at the 
Long Range Weapons Establishment, 
Salisbury, South Australia, for trials and 
further development of guided weapon 
equipment on which they are at present 
working in the United Kingdom. 

Pye, Ltd., of Cambridge, announce that 
the German authorities have decided to 
use British equipment in the German 
television service. Orders have been 
received for the installation of television 
cameras and associated equipment in 
Munich and Hamburg. 

Arcolectric (Switches), Ltd. are now 
completing an extension to their factory 
in West Molesey. The complete factory 
will have a total floor space of just under 
18,000 square feet and the extension will 
enable the company to expand output 
to meet the rising demand for Arco-
lectric switches and signal lamps. 

British Electronic Products (1948), Ltd., 
which became one of the subsidiary 
companies of the Lancashire Dynamo 
Group in early 1950 and which has 
continued to expand its range of indus-
trial electronic equipment since that date, 
has now changed its name to Lancashire 
Dynamo Electronic Products, Ltd. Manu-
facture and development will continue 
under the new title, from the same 
address, B.E.P. Works, Rugeley, Stafford-
shire. 

British Insulated Callenders Cables 
further education scheme awards. 
Lt.-Gen. Sir Ronald Scobie, K.B.E., C.B., 
M.C., a director of the company, recently 
presented awards to more than 50 
employee students, about one-third of 
whom had taken courses at the company's 

BINDING OF VOLUMES 
Arrangements for the binding service started 
last year are being continued this year, and 
the 1952 volume can be bound at an inclusive 
charge of £1. 
Copies will be bound, complete with index and 
with advertising pages removed, in a good 
quality red cloth covered case blocked in gold 
on the spine. 
Home and Overseas readers who wish to 
have their copies bound are asked to comply 
with the following instructions :— 
(1) Tie the twelve issues (January to 

December, 1952) securely together before 
parcelling. 

(2) Enclose a remittance for £1 and a gummed 
label bearing the sender's name and 
address. 

(3) Enclose the copies, remittance and label 
in a closed parcel and address to :— 
The Circulation Dept. (E.E. Binding), 
28, Essex Street, Strand, London,;W.C.2. 
(No other correspondence is necessary.) 

* * * * 

The following are also available from our 
Circulation Dept. :— 
A limited number of Bound Volumes for 

1951 and 1952. Price, Two Guineas, post 
free. 

Binding Cases for twelve issues. Price 5s., 
postage 6d. 

The Index for Volume XXIV (1952) free. 
" Easibind" Cases for binding current 

issues, or complete volumes. Price 12s. 6d., 
postage 6d. 

day continuation school which functions 
under the authority of the Lancashire 
County Council Education Committee. 
The remainder of the students were 
those who had gained successes while 
attending local technical colleges. 

Milliard Equipment, Ltd. have 
recently acquired another factory at 
Wandsworth to cater for the increased 
commercial activities of the equipment 
division. At this new factory are housed 
the main assembly and production lines 
for all classes of equipment, as well as 
factory administration and service depart-
ments. Research and advanced develop-
ment will continue to be done at the 
Mullard Company's Research Labora-
tories at Salfords, Surrey. 
The Television Society's Annual Exhi-

bition will be held on January 23rd and 
24th at 155 Charing Cross Road, London, 
W.C.2, by the invitation of the Edison 
Swan Electric Company, Ltd. All 
exhibits are closely related to television 
engineering or production or to the 
production of television programmes. 
Tickets of admission may be obtained 
from members and patron members or 
from G. T. Clack, Lecture Secretary, 43 
Mandeville House, Worsopp Drive, 
London, S.W.4. 
The General Electric Company have 

recently completed shipment of specially 
designed H.F. and V.H.F. radio equipment 
for the Indonesian Police. This contract 
has been completed in a period of 18 
months, in spite of the fact that much of 
the apparatus had to be designed to meet 
the particular requirements of the 
Indonesian authorities. 

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Com-
pany have received the first export order 
for British underwater television equip-
ment. The order is for the supply of 
Marconi-Siebe Gorman equipment for 
dock and harbour inspection work in 
Jugoslavia's Adriatic ports. 

Elliott Brothers (London), Ltd. have 
transferred their Birmingham branch 
office to larger and more modern 
premises at 181 Corporation Street, 
Birmingham, 4. This new branch office 
is now the area sales, service and instru-
ment repair centre for the Midland 
counties. 
Department of Mechanical Engineer-

ing, Borough Polytechnic. A course of 
seven lectures on the Technique of 
Technical Writing will be given by Mr. 
G. Parr, M.I.E.E., at the Borough Poly-
technic, S.E.1, on Thursdays at 6.30 
p.m., commencing on January 15, 1953. 
The fee for the course is 30s. and enrol-
ment forms can be obtained from the 
Secretary. Borough Polytechnic, Borough 
Road, S.E.1. Mr. Parr, who is Technical 
Director of Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 
was formerly Managing Editor of 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING. 

Television talks with BBC. Meetings 
have taken place in London recently 
between the BBC and representatives 
of Radiodiffusion et Television Francaise 
to discuss the possibility of relaying the 
coronation television programmes to 
France. No decision by RTF as to 
whether or not they will transmit BBC 
coronation programmes will be available 
until the conclusion of a series of tests 
which it is hoped to carry out early in 
the New Year. 
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Meetings this Month 

THE BRITISH INSTITUTION OF 
RADIO ENGINEERS 

Date: January 5. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: London School of Hygiene and Tropical 

Medicine. 
Lecture: The Modern Single-Layer Selenium 

Photocell. 
By: G. A. Veszi, Ph.D. 

Scottish Section 
Date: January 8. Time: 7 p.m. 
Held at: The Institute of Engineers and Ship-

builders, Glasgow. 
Film Evening. 

North-Eastern Section 
Date: January 14. Time: 6 p.m. 
Held at: The Institution of Mining and Mechani-

cal Engineers, Neville Hall, Westgate Road, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Lecture: Hearing Aids. 
By: R. A. Bull, B.Sc.(Eng.). 

Merseyside Section 
Date: January ,15. Time: 7 p m. 
Held at: The Electricity Service Centre, White-

chapel, Liverpool. 
Lecture: Design and Application of Quartz 

Crystals. 
By: R. A. Spears, A.M.Brit.I.R.E. 

West Midlands Section 
Date: January 27. Time: 7.15 pro. 
Held at: Wolverhampton and Staffordshire Tech-

nical College. Wulfruna Street, Wolverhampton. 
Lecture: The Search for Bandwidth Economy in 

Television. 
By: D. A. Bell, M.A., B.Sc. 

BRITISH KINEMATOGRAPH 
SOCIETY 

All London meetings, unless otherwise stated, 
will be held at The Gaumont-British Theatre, 
Film House, Wardour Street, London, W.1, at 

7.15 p.m. 
Date: January 7. 
Lecture: Films and Their Story. 
By: Cecil M. Hepworth, Hon. F.B.K.S., Hon. 

F.R.P.S. 
Date: January 14. 
Lecture: Modern Tendencies in 16 mm. Projector 

Design. 
By: C. B. Watkinson, M.B.K.S. 
Date: January 21. 
Programme of Films-Outstanding 16 mm. Film 

Productions. 
Admission by ticket only, obtainable from the 

Secretary before January 14. 
Date: January 28. 
Lecture: The Use of Film in Television Produc-

tion. 
By: Ian Atkins. 

Date: January 13. Time: 11 a.m. 
Held at: Lecture Hall, City Museum, Leeds, 1. 
First lecture in course designed to instruct pro-

jectionists and technicians in the principles of 
television broadcasting and large-screen televi-
sion reproduction. 

Enrolment fee for members 15s., non-members 
25s. 

BRITISH SOUND RECORDING 
ASSOCIATION 

Date: January 23. Time: 7 p.m. 
Held at: Royal Society of Arts, John Adam 

Street, London. W.C.2. 
Lecture: Some Physiological Factors in Quality 

Appreciation. 
By: E. A. Vetter. 

Manchester Centre 
Date: January 26. Time: 7.15 p.m. 
Held at: The Engineers' Club, Albert Square, 
Manchester. 

Lecture: Some Aspects of Tape Recording in the 
Home and Office. 

By: E. R. Friedlander, M.Brit.I.R.E., D. R. 
Tasker and H. Turner. 

Portsmouth Centre 
Date: January 15. Time: 7.15 p.m. 
Held at: Central Library, Guildhall, Portsmouth. 
Members' Evening. 

THE INSTITUTE OF NAVIGATION 
Date: January 16 Time: 5 p.m. 
Held at: The Royal Geographical Society, 1 

Kensington Gore, London, S.W.7. 
Lecture: Radar and Ice. 
By: L. S. Le Page and A. L. P. Milwright. 

THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS 
North-Eastern Branch 

Date: January 14. Time: 6.15 p.m. 
Held at: University of Durham, King's College, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Lecture: Progress in Pure and Applied Ultra-
sonics. 

By: Dr. E. G. Richardson, F.Inst.P. 
Electronics Group 

Date: January 13. Time: 5.30 p.m. 
Held at: The Institute's House, 47 Belgrave 

Square, London, S.W.1. 
Lecture: The Electronic Theory of Valency. 
By: Professor C. A. Coulson, F.R.S. 

Industrial Radiology Group 
Date: January 16. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: The Institutes House, 47 Belgrave 

Square, London, S.W.1. 
Lecture: Radiation Protection. 
(Joint meeting with the Hospital Physicists' 

Association.) 

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS 

All London meetings, unless otherwise stated, 
will be held at the Institution, commencing at 

5.30 p.m. 
Date: January 8. Time: 4.30 p.m. 
Lecture: Nuclear Reactors and Applications. 
By: Sir John Cockcroft, C.B.E., M.A., M.Sc. 

Tech., Ph.D., F.A.S. 
Date: January 8. Time: 6 p.m. 
Symposium of Papers on Nuclear Reactor Instru-

mentation. 
Radio Section 

Date: January 6. 
Lecture: An Improved Scanning Electron Micro-

scope for Opaque Specimens. 
By: D. McMullan, MA. 
(Joint meeting with Measurements Section.) 
Date: January 26. 
Discussion: The Relative Merits of Harmonic and 

Intermodulation Measurements for Assessing 
Distortion in Audio Equipment. 

Opened by: E. W. Berth-Jones, 
Measurements Section 

Date: January 20. 
Discussion: Measurements of Magnetic Per-

meability. 
Opened by: A. J. King, D.Sc., M.Sc.Tech. 

Education Discussion Circle 
Date: January 21. Time: 6 p.m. 
Discussion: Some Difficulties in the Teaching of 

Electrical and Mechanical Resonance. 
Opened by: C. T. Baldwin, MA., and J. C. 
Oakden. M.A., M.Sc.Tech. 

Merseyside and North Wales Centre 
Date: January 5. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
He'd at: The Liverpool Royal Institution, Colquitt 

Street, Liverpool. 
Lecture: Uses of Earthed Signal Conductors on 
Transmission Circuits. 

By: W. Casson. 
Date: January 14. Time: 6.45 p.m. 
Held at: The Philharmonic Hall. Liverpool. 
Faraday Lecture: Light from the Dark Ages or 

the Evolution of Electricity Supply. 
By: A. R. Cooper. 

North-Eastern Centre 
Date: January 12. Time: 6.15 p.m. , 
Held at: Neville Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. 
Lecture: Uses of Earthed Signal Conductors on 
Transmission Circuits. 

By: W. Casson. 
North-Eastern Radio and Measurements Group 
Date: January 5. Time: 6.15 p.m. 
Held at: King's College. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
Lecture: High-Gain D.C. Amplifiers. 
By: K. Kandiah and D. E. Brown. 

North Midland Centre 
Date: January 6. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: Offices of the British Electricity 

Authority, 1 Whitehall Road. Leeds. 
Lecture: Electronic Te'ephone exchanges. 
By: T. H. Flowers, M.B.E. B.Sc. 
Date: January 27. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Discussion: Lighting and Illumination in Elec-

trical Engineering Courses. 
Opened by: E. C. Walton, Ph.D., B.Eng. 

North Midland Utilization Group 
Date: January 20. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: Offices of the British Electricity 

Authority, I Whitehall Road, Leeds. 
Lecture: Electricity in Newspaper Printing. 
By: A. T. Robertson. 

North-Weutern Centre 
Date: Janary 6. Time: 5.45 p.m. 
Held at: The Engineers' Club, 17 Albert Square, 

Manchester, 2. 
Lecture: The Characteristics and Control of 

Rectifier-Motor Variable-Speed Drive. 
By: P. Bingley. 

North-Western Radio Group 
Date: January 7. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: The Engineers' Club, 17 Albert Square, 
Manchester, 2. 

Lecture: The Nervous System as a Communica-
tion Network. 

By: J. A. V. Bates, M.A., MB., B.Chir 
Northern Ireland Centre 

Date: January 13. Time: 6.45 p.m. 
Held at: The Presbyterian Hostel, Howard Street, 

Belfast. 
Lecture: Technical Colleges and Education for the 

Electrical Industry. 
By: H. L. Haslegrave, M.A., Ph.D., M.Sc.(Eng.). 

South Midland Centre 
Date: January 5. Time: 6 p.m. 
Held at: The James Watt Memorial Institute, 

Great Charles Street, Birmingham. 
Lecture: Post-Graduate Activities in Electrical 

Engineering. 
By: W. J. Gibbs, M.Sc.(Eng.), D. Edmundson, 
B.Sc, R. G. A. Dimmick, B.Sc., and G. S. C. 
Lucas, O.B.E. 

(Joint meeting with the Education Discussion 
Circle.) 

Date: January 29. (Time and place as above.) 
Discussion: The Co-ordination of Technical and 

Practical Training. 
South Midland Radio Group 

Date: January 26. Time: 6 p.m. 
Held at: James Watt Memorial Institute, Great 

Charles Street, Birmingham. 
Lecture: Electronic Telephone Exchanges. 
By: T. H. Flowers, M.B.E., B.Sc. 
(Joint meeting with the Birmingham Centre of 

the Institution of Post Office Electrical 
Engineers.) 

Rugby Sub-Centre 
Date: January 13. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: Rugby College of Technology and Arts. 
Lecture: Television Programme Origination and 

the Engineering Technique. 
By. D. C. Birkinshaw, M.B.E., M.A. 
(Joint Meeting with the Rugby Studehts' Section.) 

Southern Centre 
Date: January 21. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: The Polygon Hotel, Southampton. 
Lecture: Post-Graduate Activities in Electrical 

Engineering. 
By. W. J. Gibbs, M.Sc.(Eng.), D. Edmundson. 

B.Sc., R. G. A. Dinunick, B.Sc., and G. S. C. 
Lucas., O.B.E. 

West Wales (Swansea) Sub-Centre 
Date: January 29. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: The Brangwyn Hall, Swansea. 
Faraday Lecture: Light from the Dark Ages, or 

the Evolution of Electricity Supply. 
By: A. R. Cooper. 

Oxford District Meeting 
Date: January 14. Time: 7 p.m. 
Held at: The Southern Electricity Board, 37 
George Street, Oxford. 

Lecture: The Trend of Technical Education. 
By: J. H. Brookes. M.A. 

THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

Date: January 27. Time: 5 p.m. 
Held at: Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy 

Place, London, W C.2. 
Lecture: Co-Axial Cables-Some Practical Aspects 

of their Design and Maintenance. 
By: G. E. Rossiter, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. 

Informal Meeting 
Date: January 14. Time: 5 p.m. 
He'd at: Conference Room, 4th Floor, Waterloo 

Bridge House, S.E.I. 
Lecture: Telephone Call Office Maintenance. 
By: H. C. L. Grafton, A.M.I.E.E. 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT 
BRITAIN 

Date: January 30. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy 

Place, London, W.C.2. 
Lecture: Single Side Band Transmissions. 
By: R. H. Hammans. 

SOCIETY OF INSTRUMENT 
TECHNOLOGY 

Date: January 27. Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Held at: Manson House, Portland Place, London, 
W.I. 

Lecture: Instrumentation in the Paper Making 
Industry. 

By: F. W. Hayward. B.Sc., A.Inst.P. 

THE TELEVISION SOCIETY 
Date: January 8. Time: 7 p.m. 
He'd at: The Cinematograph Exhibitors' Associa-

tion, 164 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. 
Lecture: An Introduction to the Sine-squared Pulse. 
By: C. J. Hunt and E.W. Elliot. 
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The consistency and reliability of JMC precision 
resistance wires is a major factor in the successful 

production of instruments and components for a wide 
variety of purposes. JMC standards of accuracy are 

defined in booklet 144o—" Electrical Resistance 
Materials " which is free on request. The transparent 

plastic capsule—a Johnson Marthey development—in 
which all resistance wires are despatched, effectively safeguards 

the properties of the wires right up to the moment of use. 

A series of technical data sheets giving details 
of the various other Johnson Matthey services to 
electronic and instrument engineering will be 
sent on request. 

One:of the Specialised Products of 

Johnson 
Matthey 

JOHNSON, MATTHEY & CO., LIMITED, HATTON GARDEN LONDON, E.C. 

Telephone: HOLborn 9277 BIRMINGHAM: Vittoria Street, Birmingham 
E I. 
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or baking kippers • 

for making zippers 

How well named is the flash-
fastener ! And when it comes to 
control in the manufacture of 
it the Burgess Micro-Switch 
operates in a flash too—or the 
zipper would be kippered. 
Talking of kippers, the thermo-
stat on the oven in your kitchen 
more than probably depends on 
one of our Micro-Switches. 
There isn't a more versatile con-
trol switch in the electrical 
engineering world than the 
Burgess Micro-Switch. 

* If you have not already done so write for 

our new 30-page Catalogue No. 50/EE11. 

BURGESS 
MICRO-SWITCHES 

Industries Automatic Choice 

BURGESS PRODUCTS CO. LTD., 
Micro-Switch Division 
Dukes Way, Team Valley, Gateshead 11 
Telephone: Low Fell 75322/3 

• • • 

• • 
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dru AS 12 

— — 

Manufactured to customers' sped ications In 

gauges down to 50 s.w.g. and finer if required, 
" Cromaloy" V Resistance \Vires are produced 
in long lengths to speed output by minimising 
time-Wasting operational changes. 

LONDON AGENT: COTS1L LTD". 80 ,MORT,IMEIR ST:, LONDON, ,yv.ir • TEL: LANGHAM 1071/2 

LONDON OFFICE:—I68, REGENT STREET, LONDON. W.I. 
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INTERNAL EVIDENCE 

""••••11, 
CONT. 

CHECK/ JL X100 

BATTERY 

OR & C. 

MAINS UNIT 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS 

Internal evidence invariably supports the external impression of fine 

design and first-class workmanship in Marconi instruments; the VALVE 

VOLTOHMMETER, type TF 887A, displays in addition the characteristic 

versatility of Marconi equipment. Internal- battery powered, it is 

particularly effective in the field, while for laboratory use an a.c. mains 

unit can be fitted: a.c. and d.c. measurement ranges are wide, and 

the instrument is also designed for resistance measurement up to 2Mn. 

A.C. Ranges: 0-5, 0-25, 0-125V. D.C. Ranges: 0-5, 0-25, 0-125, 0-250V. 
A.C. input impedance: 1MD D.C. input impedance: 251W-1 

Resistance Measurement up to 2,mn 
(Ranges extendible by external multipliers) 

SIGNAL GENERATORS, BRIDGES, FREQUENCY STANDARDS, OUTPUT METERS, WAVE METERS, WAVE ANALYSERS, BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD., ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Phone: ST. ALBANS 6161/7 

Export Office: Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2 Midland Office: 19 The Parade, Leamington Spa NortherF, Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull 
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APPLICATION 93 
SERIES 38 

• • - 

IN this instance the Series 38 " Flexilant " Mounting 
protects a delicate instrument from vibration and shock. 

Other applications are manifold — from 
I! 

aircraft to power-station instrument panels: 

from ship's instruments to the protection of 

pyrometers in a steel works. 

We produce a range of components that 

absorb vibration; eliminate noise; suppress 

shock. Our new catalogue lists all these 

for you 

RUBBER BONDERS LIMITED 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH EMPIRE RUBBER COMPANY ( Proprietors H G MILES LTD. 

»UNSTABLE • • • BEDFORDSHIRE 

TELEPHONE: DUNSTABLE 533.536 II LINES, TELEGRAMS: SPAN OIT, DUNSTABLE 
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POINTS TO NOTE 
when choosing a High Frequency Signal Generator 
OUTPUT LEVEL Does the 
output level vary when chang-
ing frequency ? A constant 
output level is essential if 
measurements of receiver 
sensitivity orfrequency response 
are to be made easily, quickly 
and accurately. The output 
signal from the Airmec H.F. 
Signal Generator Type 701 remains constant in 
amplitude ± I db over the whole frequency range 
from 30 kc/s to 30 Mc/s. Once the carrier level is 
set it may be forgotten. 

FREQUENCY MODULATION Does spurious 
Frequency Modulation occur with Amplitude Modula-
tion ? This can be a source of continual trouble when 
dealing with narrow band-pass circuits. The employ-
ment of tuned buffer stages on all ranges of the Airmec 
Signal Generator Type 701 reduces the spurious F.M. 
occurring with A.M. to less than 5 kcis at 60 per cent 
modulation at all frequencies. 

DISTORTION Is the waveform reasonably 
pure ? The disadvantages of a badly distorted 
waveform are obvious. The tuned buffer stages on 
the Airmec H.F. Signal Generator Type 701 enable 
a good waveform to be obtained at all frequencies. 

OUTPUT AMPLITUDE What values of signal 
can be obtained ? Accurately known output levels from 
several volts down to I microvolt are essential. The 
output signal from the 75 ohm step and slidewire 
attenuators of the Airmec H.F. Signal Generator 
Type 701 is continuously variable from 1.1 volt to 
1 microvolt on open circuit. Furthermore, voltages 
between 5 and 20 are obtainable from a separate high 
impedance (300 ohm) output socket. 

EXTERNAL FIELD Is the external field low ? 
It is of little use providing accurate attenuators to 
reduce the signal to the value of a few microvolts if 
the external field from the generator is sufficient to 
swamp this signal. The external field of the Airmec 
H.F. Signal Generator Type 701 is negligible, being 
less than I microvolt per metre, at more than I ft. 
from the instrument. 

PRICE AND DELIVERY 
Are both the price and delivery 
reasonable ? The cost of the 
Airmec H.F. Signal Generator 
Type 701 is still only £135 and 
the delivery a few weeks. 

A III M E C 
LIMITED Telephone: High Wycombe 2060 Cables: Airmec High Wycombe 

HIGH WYCOMBE — BUCKINGHAMSHIRE — ENGLAND 
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) 
) 
) 

Pointers for Designers 
AND CONSTRUCTORS 

• 

) 

VALVES, GERMANIUM CRYSTALS AND CATHODE 
RAY TUBES FOR TELEVISION 

This table consists of the latest additions to our television range, namely 
B309, N309, LN309, U329 and 6901A, together with the well established 
television valves, germanium crystal diodes, and cathode ray tubes. 

Vision 
Mixer 

Vision 
Amplifier 

Video 
Detector 

Video 
Amplifier 

Sync. 
Separator 

Line 
Osc. 

Line 
Output 

Booster 
Diode 

EHT 
Rectifier 

6309 
X79 

GEX66 I 
Z77 l 

Z77 

Frame 
Amplifier 

GEX35 
N309 

Z77 
Z77 

B309 
L77 
Z77 

Noise 
Limiter 

N339 
U329 

U3I9 
U37 

Frame 
Csc. 

Sound 
Channel A.F. 
Amplifier 

Sound 
Channel A.F. 

Output 

Sound 
Channel 
Detector 

Spot 
Limiter 

Power 
Rectifier 

Cathode 
Ray Tube 

16" 6901A 
1 LN309 + LN309 6705A 

1 LN309 + LN309 GEX44/I GEX44/I GEX44/I U309 12" { 6706A 

B309 N37 9„ 6504A 
6505A 

The B309 is a B9A based double triode, suitable for vision mixer or 
time-base oscillator application. The valve has separate cathodes and a 
12.6 volt, 0.15 amp. heater which is centre tapped for 6.3 volt or series 
operation at 0.3A. 

The recent introduction of large screen television receivers using 
higher EHT voltages and wide scanning angles has necessitated increased 
power and efficiency in scanning and video amplifier circuitry. The 
N309, a B9A based pentode, has been developed for use as a video power 
amplifier to produce the increased drive required. A booster diode 
U329, having a heater to cathode insulation of 7.5 kV and a PIV of 7 kV 
necessary to withstand the high peak voltages encountered in the primary 
of the line output transformer, results in higher energy recovery; its 
0.3 amp. heater permits series operation. 

The LN309 is a small output tetrode combined with a medium impedance 
triode mounted on a B9A base. The systems are completely separate, 
except for the common heater, and these lend themselves to both sound 
AF amplifier and output, or frame oscillator and output channels. 

The 6901A 16" cathode ray tube has a 70° scanning angle resulting in 
an overall length actually less than that of the G.E.C. 12" tubes. The screen 
is aluminised, as is common practice with G.E.C. Television tubes, and a 
sensibly flat screen is provided giving a wide viewing angle. 

Germanium diodes have numerous advantages such as small size, low 
capacitance and high forward conductance>,ond their use is now' firmly 
established in current T.V. practice. The most common applications are 
vision detector (GEX35), sound detector (GEX44/1) and sound limiter 
(GEX44/1). For the home constructor and experimenter they are parti-
cularly attractive since heater wiring and valve holders are not required, 
and they can be tried with great ease in various circuit arrangements. 

Data on specified valves, C.R.T. and Germanium Crystals is available 
on request from the Osram Valve and Electronics Dept. 

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2 
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AN 
IMPORTANT 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
by METAL PRODUCTS LTD. 

A.B. Metal Products Ltd. proudly announce that they have been granted by the 
Clarostat Manufacturing Company Inc., Dover, New Hampshire, U.S.A., the sole 
manufacturing rights of the world-famous range of Clarostat Controls and Resistors. 

Clarostat Controls and Resistors are known throughout the world for dependability 
and exceptional performance. Every control is designed and built to the very 
highest standard, and the wide range includes components which have not previously 
been available in this country. 

The full research and development resources of this famous organisation, coupled 
with A.B. Metal's incomparable production facilities, will now make available, 
components which will set a new standard. 

Only a brief outline of the Clarostat range can be given in this 
present announcement, but further details will be issued as 
soon as possible, and a catalogue will be made available shortly. 

• Wire-wound Potentiometers and Rheostats. 

• Composition - element Potentiometers and 
Rheostats. 

• "Glasohm .. ifiexible Resistors, glass and 
• "Flexohm" fabric insulated. 

ClMIiSTht 

• Wire-wound moulded Resistors; Wire-wound 
plug-in Resistors. 

• "Standee" above - chassis - mounted, wire - 
wound Resistors. 

• "Greenohm" wire-wound Power Resistors. 
• Power Rheostats, etc., etc. 

awed" awie.ae'leó'evzo 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

METAL PRODUCTS LIMITED. 
16, Berkeley Street, London, W.I. 

Phone: GROsvenor 5206'7 
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miniature, lightweight 
IRECTI Fl ERS 

RMI iV8" 
RM2 
RM3 11/4 " 

JANUARY 1953 

RM 154' 
RM2 
RM.§ 2" 

Max 
.tka. 

2B A. 
SPINDLE 

Light, compact, 

SenTerCel Selenium Rectifiers 

save space ... weight ... 

assembly time ... cost. 

Their many advantages 

add up to this 

imposing list: 

• Less wiring. 

• Unlimited instantaneous overload such as the 
charging current of de-formed electrolytic capacitors. 

• Far lower heat dissipation, 

• No "warming-up" period. 

• No valve-holder. 

• Practically indestructible in normal service. 

• No limit to size of electrolytic capacitor. 

• Saves weight. 

• Saves space. 

• Low in cost. 

Study these RATINGS 

TYPE RM I RM2 RM3 RM4 

Maximum ambient temperature - 35°C 55°C 
Maximum output current (mean) 60mA 30mA 

35°C 55°C 
100mA 60mA 

35`C 55°C 
120mA 90mA 

35°C 40°C 55°C 
275mA 250mA I25mA 

Maximum input voltage (r.m.s.) - I25V I25V I25V 250V 
Maximum peak inverse voltage - 350V 350V 350V 700V 
Max. instantaneous peak current Unlimited • Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited 
Weight - - - - ‘- • I oz. 1.4 oz. 2 oz. 4.5 oz. 

5tandard Telephones and Cables Limited 
(Registered Office . Connaught House, Aldwych, W.C.2) 

RECTIFIER DIVISION: Warwick Road, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire. 
Telephone : Elstree 2401 Telegrams : Sentercel, Borehamwood, 
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for 
radio 

ceramics 

e-

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD. 
Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone : Stourport II L Telegrams : Steatain, Stourport Spas 
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PHILIPS 
peed 

ELECTRONIC ROUGHNESS 
TESTER • PR 9150 

MADE IN HOLLAND 

A small robust portable instrument for workshop 
use for determining the degree of surface finish. 

FEATURES: 

I Can be used to give 
comparative indication 
of surface finish. 

2 Scanningunitconsisting 
of piezo-electric pick-
up. 

3 Entirely 
operated. 

4 Roughness standards 
provided for calibration 
purposes. 

5 Absolute measuring 
accuracy ±30%. 

manually 

eli.1111111111111111111111111 SPECIAL NOTICE 11111111111111111111 

WING to the unprecedented demand 
— for the booklet The Oscillograph 1,1!_;17 
E and its Applications:: which was pre- E-
E viously announced as available at 5/—, E 

Philips Electrical Ltd. regret to announce 
E that stocks are at present exhausted and g 
E that they are unable to fulfil any further 

orders for the booklet. 

.q111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115   

ouom 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD. 
INDUSTRIAL DEPARTME NT 

CENTURY HOUSE • SHAFTESBURY AVENUE • LONDON • W.C.2 

INDUSTRIAL X-RAY EQUIPMENT • ELECTRONIC APPARATUS • LAMPS 
AND LIGHTING EQUIPMENT • ARC AND RESISTANCE WELDING PLANT 
AND ELECTRODES • MAGNETIC FILTERS • BATTERY CHARGERS AND 

RECTIFIERS • H.F. HEATING GENERATORS • RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS 

,^1 

M.B113131/fflfflIUMMIMPOR 
11•11M111111BW.Wadra 
II LI MAL Ill II kV LIU 
inmEniumariminammari 

, igh quality, cathode-ray 

*Single or multi-channel 
*Trolley or table mounted 

*Visual or recording 

*Specialised F.M. and D.C. 
Amplifiers 

*Pick-ups for measuring 
Pressure, Force, Vibration, 
Acceleration, etc. 

Please write for New Catalogites 

(P1.225) 

ME IS single-channel recorder 

With bUilt-in camera 

SOUTHERN INSTRUMENTS LIMITED 
HAWLEY • CAMBERLEY • SURREY 

Telephone :Camberley 1883-4. Telegraphic Address: " Minrak, Camberley, England." 
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From take-off to touch-down, the safety of the aircraft is 
dependent on trouble-free radio contact being .maintained. 
The components used in the radio equipment must be the best 
obtainable. 

For:reliable communications under all conditions, use G.E.C. 
Quartz Crystal Units. 

Write today for list Q.C. 5012(R) 

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD 
A Subsidiary of THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. OF ENGLAND 

PEEL WORKS • SILK STREET -• SALFORD 3 • LANCS. 

C untatuutivatlen 
whesebed 64141., 

aa.e. 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL 
UNITS 

It isn't a magic key or 
anything like that. It just 
so happens that we have 
been called in on so many 
tricky questions over the 
last thirty years that we 
now know the answer to 
most of them. Wouldn't it 
be a good idea to see us 
about your new project ? 

ESTABLISHED 1919 AID. APPROVED 

LEAVE IT TO 

IwIc 
OF REDO/TCH 

The Lewis Spring Co. Ltd., 
Resilient Works, Redditch. 

Tel. : Redditch 720/1/2 

London Office : 31l High Holborn, W.C.l 

Tel. : Holborn 7479 and 7470 
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e.c1 h. 

?ositei‘otatItie   
lerie Ntip.-c-ts 

Cerarnic \nsu1at‘on on1r-and approved tor "Ifoi‘ce 

cone.vons. C,onip‘ete Cerarre FUngs tor strength. 
Approved by e Goqernrnent Departments. Masonable 

Also precis‘oe loco\ emend' Potent‘orneters Çmchem, 
3be e viochnereth up to eght tappMg pelts) and Ne\waN 
saound Potent:teeters ot 3600° oi v‘ng,. P,N\ are avA. 
at» set% seed seees and %Vass or cerasMc ternitea1 seats. 

D ewey. 

Speciolists in P1.3.. TYPES OF l'OROIDP1. WINDINGS 

teefOite% • icstmee • ectiGorot!.,,ele elt  
Telegrote 

Pe lc. %stele 
Telephone : Norsforth 1831 

• , 

IWO 
"Mr 00  Ida Ian ••• 

eft 

Or 

You can now avoid the slightest risk that 
delicate electronic instruments will be 
"Damaged in Transit". HAIRLOK, which is 
a new form of resilient packing, ensures 
perfect protection because it is moulded to fit 
the shape of the product exactly. It can be 
moulded as hard or as light as required and 
will withstand any shock load including low 
frequency vibrations and varying climatic con-
ditions. HAIRLOK complies with government 
specification and is non-staining to silver. 
To ensure that equipment is "Received in Per-
fect Condition" specify Hairlok packing. We 
shall be glad to send full details on request. 

T HE per 

rwe 

The shape 
of things 'tte 
to GO • • • • 

CO. LTD. 

IDDESLEIGH HOUSE, CAXTON STREET, LONDON, TELEPHONE: ABBEY 6722. 
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' 

Seardmore 
\ \ \ 

SCREWS 
We manufacture these hardened self-tapping 

screws which are available on short delivery in all 

finishes. They can be supplied with Phillips 

recessed heads as well as with slotted heads, in two 

types, namely the fully pointed type A, and the 

blunt pointed type Z. 

LINREAD LTD • COX ST • BIRMINGHAM 3 

KH I8A 

The equipment comprises three Units. 
The Oscillators and Power Supply Unit, 
the Bridge and Amplifier Unit, and 
that shown, the Recording Unit. 

IOU 

KELVIN HUGHES 

Four pen dynamic Strain Recorders 
Employing four pick-off devices and recording their output simultan-
eously, the Kelvin Hughes Strain Recorder gives valuableinformation on 
the behaviour of a structure or a machine under conditions of dynamic 
loading. Resistance wire strain gauges, capacitance-change and induct-
ancekhange devices such as accelerometer pick-up systems may be used 
independently in each channel. Sensitivity is such that full-scale deflect-
ion for a 200 pF capacity pick-up is given for a change of approximately 
1 pF, while with a 2000 ohms resistance gauge, full-scale deflection is 
obtained for about 0.006 % change of resistance. Single channel in-
struments are also available. 

KELVIN HUGHES PRECISION INSTRUMENTS 

Why not write for further details? 

KELVIN & HUGHES (INDUSTRIAL) LIMITED, 2, CAXTON STREET, LONDON, S.W.1 
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H. w. 

TYPE 
TE001 

• 

H.W.SULLIVAN De 
LONDON. 

SULLIVAN 
LIMITED 

LONDON, S.E.I5 

Telephone : New Cross 3225 (P.B.X.) 

SULLIVAN SUSPENDED COIL 
PORTABLE GALVANOMETER UNIT 

... which may be supplied alone or boxed complete 
with scale,illumination (with mains transformer) and 
novel scale magnification. 

The unit is exceptionally well constructed and reliable in 
performance and is completely enclosed within a 
draught and dust-tight bakelite case measuring only 
8 cm. by 4 cm. by 12 cm. high. When boxed as a complete 
measuring system it measures only 26 cm. by 17 cm. by 
15 cm. 

THESE GALVANOMETERS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE AS 
DIRECT READI NG MILLIVOLTMETERS, MICRO-

AMMETERS AND OHMMETERS 

Direct Reading Microarnmeter 

Three ranges (switch selected) I1.tA. 1012A and 10012A full scale. 
Periodic Time : 2 seconds. 
Internal resistance : 150 ohms on the ljA range 
List No. T.2010. 

Direct Reading Millivoltmeter 

Five ranges (switch selected) I mV, 10mV, 100mV, IV and 10V full scale. 
Period Time : I second. 
Resistance: 200,000 ohms per volt (very low current consumption). 
Will withstand heavy overload and are suitable for high working speed 
List No. T.2020. 

Direct Reading Ohmmeters 

Self-contained single range instruments which may be read with both 
speed and accuracy. 

List No. T.2031 0-5,000 ohms List No, T.2032 0-50,000 ohms List 
No. T.2033 0-0.5 Megohms 

Midlands 
Hawnt & Co., Ltd., 
59, Moor Street, 
Birmingham, 4 
Central 6871 

North of England 
A. C. Farnell, Ltd., 
IS, Park Place, 
Leeds, I 
Leeds 32958 

Cheshire 
F. C. Robinson & Ptnrs., Ltd., 
287, Deansgate, 
Manchesrer, 3 
Deonsgote 6601 

Scotland 
Land, Speight & Co., Ltd., 
73, Robertson Street, 
Glasgow, C.2 
Central 1082 

West of England 
A. H. Radford, A.M.I.E.E., 
4, Acraman's Road, 
Bristol, 3 
Bristol 64300 

Technical data from : DAVVE INSTRUMENTS LTD., Instrument Division, 
130 UXBRIDGE ROAD, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7 : EALING 6215 

or from your Regional Agent 
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FOR HIGH FIDELITY 

RECORDINGS 

Careful design and rigid control in, manufacture, provide the critical listener with a reliable 

hard-wearing tape that will help to get the very best results from any tape recorder. 

MAGNETIC DATA FREQUENCY RANGE 
Coercivity   240-260 Oersteds 50 c/s to to Kc/s at a 
Total Remanent Flux . . 0.4/0.5 lines width playing speed of 7} in./sec. 
Uniformity throughout a reel   ±0.5 d.b. 

Medium coercivity gives a high signal output with an extended 
high-frequency response, whilst still retaining an easy erasure. 
Signal/noise ratio is high; transfer and distortion are negligible. 

PLAYING TIMES (per track) 
REELS sr/SEC 31"/SEC 7.V'/SEC i5"/SEC 

1200 Ft. 120 Min. 6o Min. 30 Min. 15 Min. 

600 Ft. 6o Min. 30 Min. 55 Min. 7 Min. 

300 Ft. 30 Min. 55 Min. 71 Min. 31 Min. 

Further information obtainable on request. 2,400 ft. prwess..,,, .1 reels ( I 0}- diameter double sided spools) now available 

Write to :— MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., /67 Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: TEMple Bar 63 63 

411fAY:) 
or  

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC 
SUPPLIES 

'PHONE GERrard 2089 for our "SAME DAY" Service 

appreciated for 25 years by 
Government Departments, Commercial Laboratories, 

Research Establishments, Hospitals, etc. 

Unrivalled Stocks of Components and Complete Apparatus 

Ca( 

14. SOHO STREET. OXFORD STREET, LONDON W 
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FOUR-WAY ELECTRONIC 
MIXER 

This unit has 4 built-in, balanced 
and screened microphone trans-
formers, normally of 15-30 ohms 
impedance. It has 5 valves and 
selenium rectifier supplied by its 
own built-in screened power 
pack : consumption, 20 watts. 

Suitable for recording and dub-
bing, or large P.A. installations 
since it will drive up to six of our 
50 watt amplifiers, whose base 
dimensions it matches. The 
standard model has an output 
impedance of 20,000 ohms or 
less, and any impedance can be 
supplied to order. 

Manufactured by: 

VORTEXION LIMITED 
257-263, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON, LONDON, S.W.19 
Phones : LIBERTY 2814 & 6242-3. Grams: "VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON" 

(OF HENDON) 

— the first name for 

CONTACT 
THERMOMETERS 

Highly efficient 
temperature control 

to close limits 

ADJUSTABLE TYPES 
In ranges covering —30° to +600° 
C (or 'F equivalent); of straight or 
angular pattern; for shallow or deep 
immersion; with or without metal 
frame. Maximum switching capacity 
32 mA at 230 volts A.G.; tem-
perature-differential .01* or .001°.' 

FIXED TYPES 
In ranges covering —30' to +300° 
C (or °F equivalent); straight or 
angular pattern; temperature-
differential .01°. 

BECKMANN TYPES 
In ranges covering —30 to +300' 
C (or "F equivalent); of straight or 
angular pattern; temperature-
differential .01°. 

Temperature control relays supplied 
forall types of comet thermometer. 

Enquiries and orders to: 
ELECTRO METHODS LTD. (Division C111), 

220 THE VALE, LONDON N.W.I I • 
GLAdstone 6611 
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' Moly ' is New ! and stands 

for Ragosine Molybdenised 

Lubricants ... introducing in commercial form the 

amazing advantages of Molybdenum Disulphide for 

all difficult lubrication purposes. This new range 

is specially prepared for use where remote con-

ditions do not allow conventional lubricants to be 

applied ... where bearing pressures are beyond the 

capacity of conventional lubricants... where danger 

of scoring, galling, scuffing or seizing exists ... for 

difficult metal forming operations and application 

to cutting edges and dies to reduce wear. 

RAGOSINE 

IVIOLYBDENISED 
Ragosine 

Oil LUBRICANTS 
Full details of complete range, prices and packing from 

RAGOSINE OIL CO. LTD., 

Ibex House, Minories, London, E.C.3 

Minerva Works Woodlesford, Nr. Leeds, Yorks. 

n.d h. 2I337/A 

VD .07! 

SCREENED 
CONNECTORS 

for cables of 0.2" to 1.03" 0.D. 
Single and multi-way types. 

Special types fitted with coupling rings. 

Cable joining connectors. 
U.S. Type Connectors as illustrated. 

CABLE 
0.0. TYPE 

CODE 
NO. 

0.41" 
0.25" 
0.2" 

fits on 
co.071 
co.07 I 
VD.071 

fits on 
GD.071 
Lo.071 

fits on 
GD.071 
LD.071 

Straight plug 
Reducing adaptor 
Reducing adaptor 

Elbow plug adaptor 

Bulkhead (Junction) 
adaptor 

Chassis receptacle 

co.071 
RD.07/05 

Ro.07/03 

Lo.071 

vo.071 

co.071 

Other Tra isradio specialised products: 
CO-AX air-spaced articulated 

Very Low Loss Cables. 
Microdual Two-speed Precision Drives. 

TRANSIRADIO LTD 
I38A CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, SW7, ENGLAND 

RD.07105 7414hhone: FREmancle 4421 (P.B.X.) 

¡emirs ro 

'"WoIF .o,s, RANG, r 
- o 
SOLDER TWICE 4 --ir EVERY NEE° GA 

S EAST AT FAR LESS 

SOLDERGU NS 

TYPE 21 

SOLDERING IRONS ---

TYPE 22 

Type 31 

Type 41   

Type 81 Z. N>e› Type 7 l 'SY. • '- 

OFF -STRAIGHT EASY-GRIP HANDLE-LOCALISED 
HEAT • MAINTAINS CORRECT HEAT • QUICKER 
HEAT-UP • PERFECT CONTROL • LOW CURRENT 
CONSUMPTION • MODELS FOR EVERY PURPOSE 

Type 12 

Type 42 

For all who, for special reasons, 
prefer the conventional straight-

type handle. Identical as regards elements and 
bits to Wolf Solderguns but with round hard 
wooden handle with heat-deflecting skirt. 

TRIGGER-FEED SOLDERGUN 

The Wolf Type 51 Soldergun with its 
trigger solder-feed action is indispen-
sable to all modern assembly. TYPE 51 

* Obtainable from al/ High-class Stockists and Ironmongers 

•WOU ELECTRIC  , O, LS LTD • PIONEER WORKS • RANGER LA • LONDON W.5 
IFILWIONL P.WALE SALACKS AWSWGHAM MANCHESTER UFOSNE  • saw.. GLASGOW 
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Iglapectusecs d Neeetecs, Volt-
Octets, Ceravaetecs,Watiseetets wad 
ftequeitcl octets fec seebboaid ot 

vottable use. 

lelrfl-11-11/4.1%1GY, 'Tel' SY:V 
SeleS 100 

"(be univessal testing set fol Secice 

fseneUs. Sensitivity--10 

,000 oluus peç 

volt. StSong Octal case vAtIt caeying od 
bandle, coneete etb leads being 
deteable bulldog cbps and test eçs. 

ette(11,1G eleetes ette  

Sie 9 x 5t 4 *es. 

Oectr‘nWorks,‘Ninchester St.,I.ondon,\N.3 499s. 

TECHNICAL SERVICE IN 

MOULDED RUBBERS 
Your problems in Moulded Rubbers will not be problems to 
our experienced technical staff. We welcome the opportunity 
to help and advise you. 

THE HARBORO' RUBBER CO., LTD., 
Market Harboronah (Tel. : 2274-5) 

RANeS 

ACID  250 
10, 25 

.votAs   
oc Nin,tiees 2..5,10,25,100,500. 

ACIDCM1CONNies \ 00 tvlicloalnps 
1,  

eSISTANCV• Fif+Gf„St Olt Is/leg 
(13,500 oluns mid-scale) 01‘o,ocio ohms 

10v -Iange. 

(135 °lulls glid-scale). 

Quantity production of small automatically made Piece» in 
Steatite, Porcelain, and Rutile materials for electric cooking 
and heating equipment. and telecommunication apparatus. 

GEO. BRAY & CO. LTD., Leicester Place, Leeds 2.. 
Tel.: 20981/8. Crams.:" Beam. Leeds 2 
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RECEIVER 

M.O.S. 
TYPE APPROVED 

CHARACTERISTIC 
IMPEDANCE 45 or 

75 OHMS 

6, 12 or 24v D.C. 
operation 

Coil consumption 
1 WATT 

Body size 2.¡x I x le 
Further details LIST 245/EE 

LONDEX 

TRANSMITTER 

Anerley Works, 207 Anerley Road, S.E.20 

Tel : Sydenham 6258 

Announcing the 
SCALAMP 
ELECTROSTATIC 
VOLTMETER 

Cat. Na. 
11310 

DIRECT READING. 

ZERO CURRENT 
DRAIN. 

THREE SECONDS 
PERIOD. 

LAMP OPERATES 
FROM MAINS OR 
4 VOLT BATTERY. 

BRIGHT SPOT-
AND-HAIRLINE 

INDICATOR. 

This instrument intro-
duces a completely new 
conception of electrostatic 
voltmeter. It is compact, 

portable and robust, and does not 
require critical levelling or special 
mounting. The movement has 
a taut suspension, is critically 
damped, and readings can be 
taken with rapidity and ease. 
Three models are available: 

Cat. No. E.E. 11308 
- 5 kV A.C. D.C. 

Cat. No. E.E. 11309 
3 - to kV A.C. D.C. 

Cat. No, E.E. 11310 
5 -18 kV D.C. and 
5 - zz kV A.G. R.M.S. 

Please write for illustrated leaflet. 

le 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

W. G. PYE & CO. LTD., GRANTA WORKS. CAMBRIDGE 

.... Almost 
everywhere you look..... 

YOU FIND "CASTLE" COMPONENTS 

Their extraordinary variety indicates our uncommon capacity 
to meet your demands — however unusual — for Repetition 
Work in all Metals, and for Machining and Light Assemblie6. 
We welcome your enquiries. 

Brochure on request. 

CASTLE ENGINEERING 
COMPANY (NOTTINGHAM) LIMITED 

HASLAM STREET • CASTLEe'-  BOULEVARD • NOTTINGHAM 

6075 
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IA 

Business Hours: Monday-Friday 9-5.30 

60 or 3,000 
TYPE 

SIEMENS H/S 
TYPE 

Dept. E.E. 

18 TOTTENHAM 

COURT ROAD, 

LONDON, W.I. 

Tel.: MUSeum 2453/4539 

Saturday 9-1 

RELAYS 
D.C. COIL RESISTANCE 

3,000 TYPES : 1.90 to m000ra 
600 TYPES : 0.40 to 9,2000. 

ALSO LARGE STOCKS OF 
DOUBLE & TRIPLEWOUND 
AND SLUGGED COILS. 

CONTACTS 
3,000 TYPES : up to 8 let.. 
600 TYPES : up to 4 lets. 

3,000 TYPES: Make (M), Break (B), 
in Twin-silver, Twin-platinum, 
Dome-silver (2 amp.), Tungsten 
(5 amp.), and Flat-silver (8 amp.). 
Change-Over (C), in all but Tung-
sten: Make-Before-Break (K), in 
Twin-silver and Twin-platinum. 

600 TYPES : (M), (B) and (C), in 
Twin-silver and Twin-platinum. 

SPECIAL 
High resistance slugged coils (up to 
10,000 OHMS with l' slug) now 
available. 

SINTREX' 
BRAND 

GEORGE COHEN 

Its exceptional purity 
makes it especially suit-
able for electrical and 
magnetic applications. 
Supplied in a wide range 
of mesh gradings. 

SONS & CO. LTD BROADWAY CHAMBERS TELEPHONE 600 
IROUP 
ber.111 

LONDON - - - W.6 RIVERSIDE 4141 li115Z9fu''30 

ee; 
g9ihe v.70 

Specialists in Prototype and 
Production Electronic Equipment. 
Expert advice is available for 
problems calling for " One or two 
off" jobs up to quantity orders 
We will prepare to customers' speci-
fications or design complete units. 
Applications are wide and varied but 
some interesting recent developments 
include Electronic Timers for auto-
matically compensating load-
shedding effects on welding plant. 
Demagnetizers for pin machines. 
Electronic noise detectors. 
Metal detection devices for the Food 
Industry. 
Photographic high-soeed flash units. 

EVANS 
ELECTRONIC 
DEVELOPMENTS 
LIMITED 

Evonic Works, 

Birchfield Road, 

Birmingham, 19. 

Tel, NORthern 0792 

perm" 
evemeresi 

Seamless one-piece 
METAL BELLOWS 

 note 

ing the propert ies of: 
Combin  
A compression spring exing. 
capable of repeated fl 1.  

can 
Z. A container elaich be 

bermetically sealed. 

3. A packless gland. 

all 

HYDRAULICALLY FORMED 

BY A PROCESS UNIQVE 

IN TIES COUNTRY 

FOR Automatic coolant regulation. Movement for pressure 
change. Packless gland to seal spindle in high vacua. Reservoir 
to accept liquid expansion. Dashpot or delay device. Barometric 
measurement or control. Pressurised couplings where vibration 
or movement is present. Dust seal to prevent ingress of dirt. 
Pressure reducing valves. Hydraulic transmission. Distance 
thermostatic control. Low torque flexible coupling. Pressure 
sealed rocking movement. Pressurised rotating shaft seals. 
Aircraft pressurised cabin control. Refrigeration expansion 
valves. Thermostatic Steam Traps. Pressure amplifiers. Dif-
ferential pressure measurements. Thermostatic operation of 
louvre or damper. Write for List No.M.800-I 

Drayton METAL BELLOWS 
Drayton Regulator and Instrument Co. Ltd., West Drayton, Middlesex 
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DONO VAN ACCESSORIES— 
FOR THE ELECTRONIC 
APPARATUS MANUFACTURER! 

TYPE J.96 TERMINAL BLOCKS. Made In 
15, 30 and 60 amp. sizes. 

Type C.30 PUSH-BUTTON 
UNIT arranged for mounting 
on customers' own cover 

plate. 

Type A.I I A.C. POWER 
RELAY — 4-pole with N.O. 

or N.C. contacts. 

THE DONOVAN ELECTRICAL CO. LTD. 

Safuse Works • Stechford • Birmingham 9 

EXPORT . . . 
The sale of Electronic Instruments 
and Equipment abroad is the field 
in which we specialise. 

We are interested in augmenting our 
present representations for certain 
territories, particularly for V.H.F. 
test instruments. 

British manufacturers are at liberty 
to examine the technical sales and 
servicing facilities of our overseas 
associates. 

Enquiries are also invited from 
companies abroad specialising in the 
electronic field, to whom particulars 
of our range of instruments will be 
supplied on request. 

Electronic & Musical Export Co. 
Maxwell House . Arundel Street 

London, W.C.2. 
Telephone TEMple Bar 1610 Cables : Emecorp, London 

MAGNETIC 

RELAYS 
BUILT TO YOUR SPECIFICATION 

Speedy Deliveries of Types :—P.O. 600 and 3000, Siemens 
High Speed, A.C. Relays 6 to 400 volt 

LARGEST EX-GOVT. STOCK IN GT. BRITAIN 

Uniselector Switches, Telephone Switchboards, Telephone Components, 
Plugs, Jacks, Handsets — Government Contractors. 

JACK DAVIS (RELAYS) LTD. (Dept. E.E.) 

36 PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.I 
Phones: MUSeum 7960, LANgham 4821 

"SANOID" FIRST AID 
For over fifty years we have studied and supplied the 
specialised First Aid requirements of Industry. We believe 
our efforts have been of advantage to those we are privileged 
to serve, as on many occasions we have been able to meet the 
particular needs of various industries and conditions. 

May we help 
you Our wide 
experience is at 
your service, 
and we should be 
pleased to send 
you our current 
catalogue and 
price list. 

A PRODUCT OF 

azrox e ele 
OLDBURY BIRMINGHAM 

FIRST AID SPECIALISTS 
ESTABLISHED 1878 

A. C. FARNELL LTD. 
15 PARK PLACE LEEDS, I. 
Offer the following Instruments from stock 

COSSOR 

WAVEFORMS 

ADVANCE 

AVO 

MULLARD 

DAWE 

MSS 

Oscillographs 1035 and 1049. 
Oscillograph camera and drive units. 
Oscillograph Trolleys and Telecheck 1320. 

Radar ' Vid. & Sync. Generator and Kilovolter 

R.F. Signal Generators E2, 84A, DI and 11 Audio. 
60 and 150 watt Constant Voltage Transformer. 

Wide Range Signal Generator. Model 8, Model 7 
and E.T.M. 

High Speed Valve Tester. 

Stroboflash, Strobotorch, Sound Level Meter, 
Vibration Meter, Moisture in Timber Meter. 

PMR/1 Tape Recorder. 

TELEQUIPMENT WG4 Waveform Generator. 

Telephone: Leeds 32958/9 

/4 ICA 
§C§ 

DO A11:11-1 
ELEMENT- §1f-Ri1P5 

(CON DSEED PILA1TES 
SPEC DAL gliAPES 

[RAW MlCA 
WASH ER§ 

cte 

RITISH MICA C? UP—BEDFORD. 
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HIGH PURITY 

GERMANIUM DIOXIDE 
(Ge0 2) 

Manufactured by 

ELGAR LABORATORIES 
( ELGAR TRADING LTD.) 

240 High St., Harlesden, 
London, N.W.I0, England. 

Cables: ELGATRAD, LONDON 

ARE 

MAGSLIPS 

SELSYNS 

nerds at the back of your mind ? Then why not write to : 

SERVOTRONIC SALES (Incorporating HOPTON RADIO), 
I, Hopton Parade, High Road, Streatham, London, S.W.16, 

for their Price List and technical data ? or better, ring STReatham 6165 ? 

DECALS 
THE MODERN TRANSFER FOR MARKING CONTROL 
PANELS ON RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

Bold white lettering -11-' high • Supplied in 
books of six pages totaling 500 different words 
or equivalent in letters or numerals • Covers 
various branches of electronics • For Research 
Labs. • Repair Establishments • Amateurs 

CONVENIENT • EFFECTIVE • INEXPENSIVE 

Price 4/9 per book. (Post 3d.) 

ALEXANDER EQUIPMENT LTD. 
CHILDS PLACE, EARLS COURT, S.W.S 

Phone :—FRO 6762 

THE SERVICE ENGINEER'S 
FIRST CHOICE 

Phone: Victoria 0223. 2003 
Grarns:Small,Victoria 0223.2003 

Birmingham 

WRIGHT STREET 
SMALL HEATH 
BIRMINGHAM.I0 

WASHERS in all materials 
PRESSED NUTS Brass 8c Steel 
PRESSINGS in all Metals, 

Bakelite 8c Fibre. 

now available! 
THE BPL UNIVERSAL TEST SET 

20,000 Ohms/Volt 

Leather 
handle 

carrying 

Mirror Scale 

20,000 ohms per 
volt for D.C. and 
A C. 

Two ohms ranges 
operated from 
large internal 
battery. 

LIST PRICE 
I 1 100 including test leads. Subject to Trade Discount. 

LONDON STOCKIST: 
M.R. SUPPLIES LTD., 68 New Oxford Street, W.Cl. 

Captive head ter-
minal connectors 
for all ranges. 

Easy to read 
colour dial 

Rotary switch 
selects ranges 
clearly marked. 

\
We also supply B.P.L. Super Rangers and D.C. Test sets. 
Also Moving Coil and Moving Iron Panel 
Mounting Meters. A comprehensive range 
of Measuring Bridges and Electronic Test-

ing instruments. 

Solid bakelita 
moulded case 

BRITISH PHYStLJi tABORATORIES 
isv 

HOUSEBOAT W RArlDLETT • HERTS 
Telephoneit16 5674-5-6 
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For your attention This Month :— 

DELIVERY FROM STOCK 
Ref. 
J/A 

J/B 

J/C 

J/D 

J/E 

J/F 

J/G 

Stabilised Supply 10-360V D.C. 150mA 
Regulation 100mV. One Neg, Supply 
Stabilised Supply 10-600V D.C. 150mA 
Regulation 150mV. Two Neg. Supplies 
Stabilised Supply 220-400V D.C. 250mA 
Regulation 0.04%. One Neg. Supply 
Ionisation Test Set 300V-30kV 250pA 
Regulation 1.0% Leakage. Time Test, 
etc. 
Stabilised Supply 5-30kV 500pA 
Regulation 1.0% 
Signal Generator L.F. 30c/s-30kc/s. 
R.C. Type F stability 0.05% 
Valve Voltmeter 30c/s-200Mc/s. 
0.1V-150V. 100ohms.-100Mn 

Write for full specifications to :-

92 

135 

131 

230 

145 

75 

55 

Henry A. Patterson & Partners Ltd. 
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY FURNISHERS 

156 High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.I. 

Phone: CHAncery 7717 

and at High Wycombe. Phone : PENN 2334 

Manufacturers of Electronic Equipment 

and Associated Sheet Metal Work 

Experimental and Prototype Equipment] 

Built to Your Design 

Metal Cabinets, Chassis, 
Panels and Racks. Stock 
sizes or built to specification 
in steel or aluminium. 

Stove or Cellulose Enamelling to your 
requirements. 

LISTS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

REOSOUNDE ENGINEERING AND 
ELECTRICAL CO. 

'« Reosound Works ", Coleshill Road, Sutton Coldffeld 

' Telephone : Telegrams : 
SUTTON 4685 REOSOUND, SUTTON COLDFIELD 

Printed in Great Britain by The Press at Coombelands, Ltd., Addlestone, Surrey, for the Proprietors, Morgan Brothers (Publishers) Ltd., 28, E„eseK Street, 
Strand, W.C.2. Registered for Transmission by Canadian Magazine Post 
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Max. VVork'g 
Voltages 
(at 60"C) 

6000 

6000 
7000 
12500 
12500 
15000 

15000 
18000 
25000 
75000 

The utmost 

for the highest 

The increasingly high voltages encountered in 

television receivers and allied equipment demand 

outstanding features in condenser design to ensure 

dependability and long service life. 

The Visconol' process—exclusive to T.C.C. 

—gives maximum stability to the dielectric and 

enables it to withstand sharp-front, short-time 

surges. The leakage-path between high and low 

potential terminals is the maximum possible and 

flash-over is virtually eliminated. 

The fact that T.C.C. Visconol' Cathodray 

condensers are consistently used in leaçling 

equipments is indisputable proof that in every 

respect they are completely reliable under the 

most stringent conditions of operation. 

Cap. in 
iF 

T.C.C. Max. Height 
Type No. above Chassis 

0.001 CP55Q0 2*" 
0.01 CP56Q0 2-A." 
0.1 CP58Q0 51," 
0.0005 CP56V0 212e" 

0.001 CP56V0 2*" 
0.0005 CP56VVO 2ee" 
0.001 CP56W0 2726." 

0.002 CP57X0 sr 
0.001 CP57H00 5" 
0.0005 CP59R00 6" 

Max. Mounting 
Stud 

Dram. Diameter 

?ï" 2 B.A. 
11" 0 BA.• 
2" "Whit. 
UT" 0 B.A. 
1*" 0 B.A. 

Ii" 0 B.A. 
1*" 0 B.A. 
1r e" Whit. 
Ir e," Whit. 
2f" "Whit. 

DETAILS OF COMPLETE RANGE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

List 
Price 
Each 

6/-

10/-
20'-

10j-
! 
! 10/-
i 10/-
18/. 
18/-
35/-

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD 
RADIO DIVISION,. 

NORTH ACTON • LONDON • W.3 • Telephone: ACORN 0061 
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The special fluxes in 

ERSIN AND ARAX 

MULTICORE SOLDERS 

make them the 

FINEST CORED SOLDERS 

IN THE WORLD 

for high speed 

precision soldering 

in the 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 

and for all soldering processes 

TELEVISION Thousands of British 
nd U.S.A. Television Receivers are 
assembled with ERSIN MULTICORE 
SOLDER each week. 

LAbips Millions cf Electric Lamps are 
soldered each year completely auto-
matically with ERSIN MULTICORE SOL-
DER. 

METAL FABRICATION Sound TELEPHONES Automatic Exchanges 
soldered joints are obtained instan- each haying more than a million soldered 
taneously with practically all metals with joints are made to last a lifetime with 
ARAX MULTICORE SOLDER. ERSIN MULTICORE SOLDER. 

7 LB. REELS FOR FACTORIES 

Ersin Multicore Solder is the only solder 
containing 3 cores of Ersin Flux, a high-grade 
rosin which has been subjected to a complex 
chemical process to increase its fluxing action, 
whilst still retaining the non-corrosive properties. 

Ersin Multicore Solder is made as standard for factory use 
in 6 alloys and 9 gauges, and is supplied in nominal 7 lb. 
reels. Other alloys and gauges can be supplied to special 
order. Prices on application. 

SIZE I-5/- CARTONS (SUBJECT) ' 
Ersin Multicore Solder is made in 4 specifications for 
radio and electrical use. 

Catalogue 
Ref. No. 

C. 16014 

C. 16018 

C. 14013 

C. 14016 

Tin/L 
A110Yead L . c ''' w ' — (-: ¡Approx. Length.; 

:'_1 per carton mu e 
60/40 14 1 18 feet 

:014 60/40_, 18 i 47 feet %1811 

40/60_1--13 17 16 feet 
40  60 l 16 1 34 leet 

SERVICE ENGINEER'S I LB. REEL 

An economy pack for Service Engineers and 
Workshops using fair quantities of solder. 
1 lb. reel containing approximately 167 feet 
of 18 s.w.g. 50/50 alloy packed in an attrac-
tive yellow and black carton. 

PRICE 15,- SUBJECT. CAT. REF. NO. R. 5018 

COMSOL ALLOY 

By arrangement with Johnson Matthey & Co. Ltd. of 
Hatton Garden, Ersin Multicore Solder is now available 
in Silver/Tin/Lead Comsol alloy. Ersin Multicore 
Comsol alloy has a solidus melting point of 296°C. This 
is I13°C. above the solidus melting point of the usual 
tin/lead alloys. 

ARAX MULTICORE SOLDER 

,1 contains 2 cores of non-rosin Arax Flux ; 

1 Ole ",..0 ER will solder practically any metal instantly, 
c0 including blued spring steel. Flux residue is 

\ IN:/e easily removed with water. Supplied as standard 
n 3 alloys, 9 gauges, on 7 lb. reels for Manufacturers. 
Available also in Size 8 cartons (5/- subject). 

NEW PUBLICATIONS 
Copies of the following publications are available free of 
charge to manufacturers : 
MANUFACTURERS TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
(Ref. M.52) giving full details of all Multicore products, 
useful technical data, packing specifications, etc. 
CONSIDERATIONS OF SOLDERING TECHNIQUE 
(Ref. M.53) a transcription of a Technical Paper delivered 
to the Australian I.R.E. Convention in Sydney—containing 
comparisons of soldering techniques from information 
supplied by leading Radio, TV and Electronic manu-
facturers in Britain. 
The above publications will also be sent to Radio 
enthusiasts on receipt of a stamped addressed envelope. 

Ersin Multicore Solder 
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 

MULTICORE WORKS • MAYLANDS AVENUE • HEMEL HEMPSTEW • HERTS • (BOXMOOR 3636) 
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